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Large-scale well-curated datasets are the fuel of computer vision. However, most datasets only focus on one single domain with a specific task and a
fixed label set. Computer vision models trained on a single dataset only apply
to a subset of applications in the real world.
The goal of my research is to remove the artificial barriers of datasets
and make object recognition generalize in the wild. There should be one single
computer vision model, not a zoo of dataset-specific models. The model should
be trained on a diverse set of datasets and should be able to recognize objects
from different data sources in all domains.
Towards this goal, my thesis focuses on three aspects: a point-based
object representation that unified multiple vision tasks, a unified framework
that detects and tracks objects through time, and a unified vocabulary
between detection and classification annotations.
vi

First, we propose to represent an object using the simplest-possible
representation — a point. All object properties, like its size, pose, depth,
and velocities, are attributes of the points and are inferred from the point
features. We developed a point-based object detector, CenterNet, using standard keypoint detection techniques. We extend this point-based detector to
many vision tasks by just adding task-specific regression outputs. The pointbased representation achieves the state-of-the-art-level performance and runs
fast with a unified framework.
Second, we show the point-based representation also simplifies linking
objects through time. We extend our point-based detector into a local tracker
by regression the inter-frame motion of each object. The resulting pointbased tracker is efficient, accurate, robust, and unified under different domains,
tasks, and framerates. Going further, we develop a tracker that associates and
classifies objects from the whole video clip. The global association uses a
transformer that looks at all objects in a long temporal window, and directly
produces trajectories.
Finally, we study how to extend the vocabulary of our recognition
system. We explored two directions: 1) merging multiple object detection
datasets in different vocabularies and domains with an automatic label-space
unification algorithm; 2) introducing additional classification annotations with
a much large vocabulary, i.e., twenty-thousand classes. The resulting unified
detector has a broad vocabulary, is more robust to changes in the visual domain, and generalizes readily to new unseen environments and taxonomies.
vii
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Overview

Detecting and recognizing objects is the fundamental task in computer
vision. In the past decade, we have witnessed great progress in object recognition. For example, object detection on COCO [109] went from 21.9 mAP [153]
to 62.4 mAP [235]; Human pose estimation achieved more than 90 percent
accuracy [1] and already yields successful real-world applications [15]; 3D detection on Waymo Open Dataset [178] reached human-level performance [143]
within one year of its release. It seems that a deep network can solve any task
if there is enough training data. Are we done? Can we just move to annotating more data for computer vision? Maybe, but collecting and maintaining a
dataset of the size of our visual world with annotations to any task anybody
will ever care about is simply too expensive.
Currently, most vision systems only solve one single task on one single
domain in isolation. 3D bounding box detection only applies to traffic or indoor
environments [13, 55, 178]. Keypoint estimation only reasons about human [1]
or rigid objects [21]. An object detector trained on COCO [109] can only
detect the 80 annotated classes. While researchers carefully curated datasets
that mimic all aspects of human perception, they all exist in different domains,
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data sources, and annotation instructions. Can we apply 3D bounding box
detection to any object categories? How can a detector understand that dogs
in one dataset, are labeled as animals in another, or hundreds of fine-grained
categories in the next? How can it combine annotations for the same object
from different datasets? There is no single data source to tie all information
together. Even if there was a single data source, it would be outdated as soon
as new tasks, imaging modalities, or visual representations emerge.
These problems are even more pronounced as computer vision moves
from still images to videos [19, 32]. There is less annotated video data, fewer
tasks, and a much higher dimensional input space to the vision system. How
can a system learn to reason about tasks across time and space, while the
majority of annotations and supervision exist just in still images? How can a
unified representation jointly reason about images and videos, and selectively
use the temporal signal?
The goal of my research is to remove the artificial barriers of datasets
and make computer vision work in the wild. There should be one single computer vision model, not a zoo of dataset-specific models. One single model
should infer all properties of all objects over a wide range of testing domains.
For example, we want a system to learn about object categorization from one
dataset (e.g. MSCOCO [109]), 3D layout from another (e.g. nuScenes [13] or
SUN-RGBD [175]), and human pose from a third (e.g. CMU Panoptic [74]),
and so on (Figure 8.1). The model should be trained on a diverse set of
datasets and should not be limited to a single dataset or a single domain.
2

Tracking
Source: MOT
3D Layout
Detection
Source: MSCOCO Source: SUNRGBD
Pose
Source: CMU Panoptic

3D reconstruction
Source: ObjectNet3D

Figure 1.1: We want a unified object recognition system that infers all properties of all objects in a scene. The training data for this system comes from
numerous different sources (datasets). Combining tasks and data sources into
a unified model is one of the main challenges for the proposed research.
Towards this goal, my research focuses on three parts: a unified pointbased objects representation (Chapter 4: CenterNet), a unified framework
that detects and tracks object through time (Chapter 5: CenterTrack, Chapter 6: GTR), and a unified vocabulary betweem detection and classification
annotations (Chapter 7: UniDet, Chapter 8: Detic).
First, we studied the basic representation of an object. We propose
CenterNet [258] that detects a single center point using standard keypoint detection. This single point serves as a representation of an object. All other
object properties, e.g. size of the bounding box, pose, 3D orientation and
location, and velocity can be considered attributes of that point and can be
learned efficiently with regression using the feature in the center. In our experiments, we learn the bounding box width and height for object detection,
learn the center-out offsets to each human joint for human pose estimation,
and learn the depth, object orientation, and 3D size for 3D bounding box de-
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tection. It achieved comparable results with sophisticated multi-stage methods
in all the tasks with the point-based representation, while being fast, simple,
and unified. Chapter 4 discusses more details, with extensions to two-stage
detectors [256] and Lidar-based 3D detection [231].
Second, we show the point-based representation also simplifies linking
objects through time. In Chapter 5, we study a simple solution to extend
our point-based detector into a tracker in a short temporal window, by regression the inter-frame motion of each object. We show our point-based representation significantly simplifies tracking in two aspects. First, it simplifies
tracking-conditioned detection. If each object in past frames is represented by
a single point, a constellation of objects can be represented by a heatmap of
points. This serves as the state information of history tracks, and can be fed
into the detector directly to condition the detector on the previous tracking
results. Second, point-based tracking simplifies object association across time.
A simple displacement prediction, akin to sparse optical flow, allows objects
in different frames to be linked. The displacement prediction is yet another
attribute of the center point, and is learned end-to-end with the detector by
regression. Results on 3 tracking benchmarks show our tracker performs both
faster and more accurate than traditional multi-stage trackers. More details
and results are discussed in Chapter 5. This work was published in ECCV
2020 [255].
CenterTrack models videos as pairs of two consecutive frames. While
this is effective for short-term tracking, it often fails challenging cases like
4

long-term occlusion due to the lack of global information. In our recent work,
Global Tracking Transformers (GTR) [259], we propose to use a transformer
architecture to perform object tracking in a long temporal window. Transformers [17, 38, 200] have recently been shown to be extremely efficient on
various vision tasks, and are good candidates for unified object recognition
in both images and videos. We follow the two-stage detector [256] setup to
produce object proposals individually for each frame, and use the transformer
to process all proposals from all frames. The transformer takes all-frames proposals and trajectory queries as input, and produces the global associations
among the objects for each query. Object classification is done by considering
all object features over the tube, instead of a single frame. We show global
tracking framework significantly improves the local pair-wise counterpart, and
the tracking accuracy increases consistently when using more frames as the
global context. This work was published in CVPR 2022 [260] and achieves the
state-of-the-art performance on the challenge TAO [32] dataset.
Like any other detector and tracker, our works above are trained on
their corresponding single dataset for one task. This is an issue if we ever
want our detection system to generalize to the real world, since there is no
dataset of the entire real world. In our project UniDet (Chapter 7), we study
how to train an object detector on multiple datasets. There are two challenges. First, different datasets usually require different training recipes, and
directly training them together yields sub-optimal results [91, 207]. Second,
different datasets annotate objects in their own annotation protocol, and it
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is unclear how the labels in one dataset correspond to another. We propose
a multi-dataset training framework and show training on multiple datasets
is as effective as training multiple models each on individual datasets. We
also learn to link up different vocabularies by leveraging inter-categories relations from their visual similarity, rather than relying on the semantics of the
class name. We formulate the inter-dataset class relation as a combinatorial
problem, and solve it efficiently using linear programming. Our framework
outperforms the best human experts in linking up categories, while being fully
automatic. This work was published in CVPR 2022 [257] and won the ECCV
2020 Robust Vision Challenge.
UniDet expands object detection vocabulary from a few hundred to
more than a thousand. However, detection datasets are inherently smaller
than classification datasets in both the overall size and vocabularies, due to
the difficulties in annotations. Image classification, on the other hand, reasons
about much larger vocabulary in wider domains. To further expand detection
vocabulary even to infinite, we propose Detic, which simply trains the classifiers of a detector on image classification data and thus expands the vocabulary
of detectors to tens of thousands of concepts. Unlike prior work, Detic does
not need complex assignment schemes to assign image labels to boxes based on
model predictions, making it much easier to implement and compatible with
a range of detection architectures and backbones. For the first time, we train
a detector with all the twenty-one-thousand classes of the ImageNet dataset
and show that it generalizes to new datasets without finetuning.
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In summary, to achieve the goal of a unified computer vision model for
all object recognition tasks, this proposal introduces our works in three directions: 1): we propose a point-based representation for all objects and design a
unified point-based detector (Chapter 4) for multiple object recognition tasks;
2) we propose a unified still-image detector and tracking framework (Chapter 5), and extend it into long-term tracking (Chapter 6). 3) we propose an
automatic way to unify the label spaces of multiple different detection datasets
(Chapter 7), and further combine detection datasets and classification datasets
for open-vocabulary object detection.
In the following chapters, We first review related works on unified object
recognition in Chapter 2. Then we introduce common notations and existing
technics will use in Chapter 3. From Chapter 4 to Chapter 8, we present the
methods and results outlined above. Finally, we summarize my thesis and
highlight future directions in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Related Work

In this chapter, We give a brief literature review of the related fields,
including object detection( Section 2.1.1), keypoint detection ( Section 2.1.3),
open-vocabulary object recognition ( Section 2.3), and object tracking ( Section 2.2).

2.1

Object recognition
Recognizing objects in a natural scene is the core task of computer

vision. The most fundamental object recognition task is arguably image classification [34, 65]. However image classification requires the input images to
be object-centric, which is not the best fit for natural scene-centric images. In
this section, we mostly focus on reviewing literature that takes a scene image
as input. We start from object detection [109].
2.1.1

Object detection
Object detection requires localizing object bounding boxes and classi-

fying the object inside the box. One of the first successful deep object detectors, RCNN [59], enumerates object location from a large set of region
candidates [199], crops them, and classifies each using an image classification
8

network [87]. Fast-RCNN [58] crops image features instead, to save computation. Both methods rely on slow low-level region proposal methods [199, 271].

Object detection with implicit anchors. Faster RCNN [153] is arguably
the first complete deep-learning-based object detection system. It generates
region proposals within the detection network. It samples fixed-shape bounding boxes (anchors) around a low-resolution image grid and classifies each into
“foreground or not”. An anchor is labeled foreground with a >0.7 overlap with
any ground truth object, background with a <0.3 overlap, or ignored otherwise. Each generated region proposal is again classified [58]. Changing the
proposal classifier to a multi-class classification forms the basis of one-stage
detectors. Several improvements to one-stage detectors include anchor shape
priors [150,151], different feature resolution [112], and loss re-weighting among
different samples [108].
Our center-based object representation presented Chapter 4 is closely
related to anchor-based one-stage approaches [108,112,149]. A center point can
be seen as a single shape-agnostic anchor However, there are a few important
differences. First, our CenterNet assigns the “anchor” based solely on location,
not box overlap [58]. We have no manual thresholds [58] for foreground and
background classification. Second, we only have one positive “anchor” per
object, and hence do not need Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) [11]. We
simply extract local peaks in the keypoint heatmap [16,130]. Third, CenterNet
uses a larger output resolution (output stride of 4) compared to traditional
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object detectors [63, 65] (output stride of 16). This partially eliminates the
need for multiple anchors [169].

Keypoint-based object detection. CornerNet [93] detects two bounding box corners as keypoints, while ExtremeNet [261] detects the top-, left-,
bottom-, right-most, and center points of all objects, and combines them using
a geometric grouping approach. Duan et al. [39] combine the geometric grouping of ExtremeNet with corner estimation of CornerNet. All these methods
build on the same robust keypoint estimation network as our CenterNet. However, they all require a combinatorial grouping stage after keypoint detection,
which significantly slows down each algorithm.
2.1.2

3D detection
3D bounding box estimation powers autonomous driving [55]. Deep3Dbox [128]

uses a slow-RCNN [59] style framework, by first detecting 2D objects [153] and
then feeding each object into a 3D estimation network. 3D RCNN [88] adds
an additional head to Faster-RCNN [153] followed by a 3D projection. Deep
Manta [20] uses a coarse-to-fine Faster-RCNN [153] trained on many tasks.
Recently, MonoDIS [168] trains a single stage RetinaNet [108] with a differentiable Huber loss on 3D bounding box corners. Our method is similar to a
one-stage version of Deep3Dbox [128] or 3DRCNN [88]. As such, CenterNet
( Chapter 4) is much simpler and faster than competing methods.
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2.1.3

Keypoint estimation
Keypoint estimation, especially human joint estimation [16, 131, 192,

194, 253] and rigid object keypoint estimation [213, 252], is a widely studied
problem in computer vision. In the simplest case, a 2D/3D keypoint can be
represented by a 2/3-dimension vector and learned by supervised regression.
Toshev et al. [194] first trained a deep neural network for 2D human pose regression and Li et al. [98] extended this approach to 3D. Starting from Tompson et al. [193], the heatmap representation has dominated the 2D keypoint
estimation community and has achieved great success in both 2D human pose
estimation [131,208,228] and single category man-made object keypoint detection [212, 213]. Recently, the heatmap representation has been generalized in
various different directions. Cao et al. [16] and Newell et al. [130] extended the
single peak heatmap (for single keypoint detection) to a multi-peak heatmap
where each peak is one instance of a specific type of keypoint, enabling bottomup, multi-person pose estimation. Pavlakos et al. [138] lifted the 2D pixel
heatmap to a 3D voxel heatmap, resulting in an end-to-end 3D human pose
estimation system. Tulsiani et al. [197] and Pavlakos et al. [137] stacked keypoint heatmaps from different object categories together for multi-category
object keypoint estimation. Despite good performance gained by these approaches, they share a common limitation: each heatmap is only trained for a
specific keypoint type from a specific object.
All these works study semantic keypoints, where the keypoints are predefined and usually share common appearances. In Chapter 4 we show key-
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point estimation also works for non-semantic keypoints, i.e., the object center
point. This extends the concepts of keypoint detection and we will show how
this helps object detection.

Heatmap-conditioned keypoint estimation. Keypoints are not only a
good output modality, but also can be a format of input [18, 51, 127]. Autocontext [196] feeds the mask prediction back into the network. Iterative-ErrorFeedback (IEF) [18] takes another step by rendering predicted keypoint coordinates into heatmaps. PoseFix [127] generates heatmaps that simulate test
errors for human pose refinement.
In Chapter 5, we show this inspires using keypoints for local tracking.
A rendered heatmap of prior keypoints [18, 51,127, 196] is especially appealing
in tracking for two reasons. First, the information in the previous frame is
freely available and does not slow down the detector. Second, conditional
tracking can reason about occluded objects that may no longer be visible in
the current frame. The tracker can simply learn to keep those detections from
the prior frame around.

2.2

Object Tracking
Tracking links objects across time. In this section, we mostly focus on

multi-object tracking.
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2.2.1

Tracking-by-detection.
Most modern trackers [8, 44, 95, 158, 163, 188, 211, 220, 265] follow the

tracking-by-detection paradigm. An off-the-shelf object detector [48, 152, 153,
224] first finds all objects in each individual frame. Tracking is then a problem
of bounding box association. SORT [8] tracks bounding boxes using a Kalman
filter and associates each bounding box with its highest overlapping detection
in the current frame using bipartite matching. DeepSORT [211] augments the
overlap-based association cost in SORT with appearance features from a deep
network. More recent approaches focus on increasing the robustness of object
association. Tang et al. [188] leverage person-reidentification features and
human pose features. Xu et al. [220] take advantage of the spatial locations
over time. BeyondPixel [163] uses 3D shape information to track vehicles.
These methods have two drawbacks. First, the data association discards image appearance features [8] or requires a computationally expensive
feature extractor [50, 163, 188, 220]. Second, detection is separated from tracking. In our approach in Chapter 5, association is almost free. Association is
learned jointly with detection. Also, our detector takes the previous tracking
results as an input, and can learn to recover missing or occluded objects from
this additional cue.
2.2.2

Joint detection and tracking.
A recent trend in multi-object tracking is to convert existing detectors

into trackers and combine both tasks in the same framework. Feichtenhofer et
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al. [47] use a siamese network with the current and past frame as input and
predict inter-frame offsets between bounding boxes. Integrated detection [248]
uses tracked bounding boxes as additional region proposals to enhance detection, followed by bipartite-matching-based bounding-box association. Tracktor [7] removes the box association by directly propagating identities of region
proposals using bounding box regression. In video object detection, Kang et
al. [77, 78] feed stacked consecutive frames into the network and do detection
for a whole video segment. And Zhu et al. [270] use flow to warp intermediate
features from previous frames to accelerate inference.
Our method in Chapter 5 belongs to this category. The difference is
that all of these works adopt the FasterRCNN framework [153], where the
tracked boxes are used as region proposals. This assumes that bounding
boxes have a large overlap between frames, which is not true in low-framerate
regimes. As a consequence, Tracktor [7] requires a motion model [26, 41] for
low-framerate sequences. Our approach instead provides the tracked predictions as an additional point-based heatmap input to the network. The network
is then able to reason about and match objects anywhere in its receptive field
even if the boxes have no overlap at all.
2.2.3

Global tracking.
Traditional trackers first detect objects offline, and consider object as-

sociation across all frames as a combinatorial optimization problem. Our CenterTrack introduced in Chapter 5 formulates tracking as a min-cost max-flow
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problem over a graph, where nodes are detections and edges are valid associations. MPN [12] simplifies the graph construction and proposes a neural
solver that performs the graph optimization. LPC [30] additionally considers
a classification module on the graph. Lif T [188] incorporates person ReID
and pose features in the graph optimization. These methods are still based
on pairwise associations and use combinatorial optimization to select globally
consistent pairwise assignments. Our method in Chapter 6 directly outputs
consistent long-term trajectories without combinatorial optimization. This is
done by a single forward pass in a relatively shallow network.
2.2.4

Transformers in tracking.
Trackformer [125] augments DETR [17] with additional object queries

from existing tracks, and propagates track IDs as in Tracktor [7]. TransTrack [179]
uses features from historical tracks as queries, but associates objects based on
updated bounding box locations. MOTR [238] follows the DETR [17] structure and iteratively propagates and updates track queries to associate object
identities. MO3TR [267] additionally uses a temporal attention module to
update the status of each track over a temporal window, and feeds updated
track features as queries in DETR. The common idea behind these works is
to use the object query mechanism in DETR [17] to extend existing tracks
frame-by-frame. We use transformers in a different way. Our transformer in
Chapter 6 uses queries to generate entire trajectories at once. Our queries do
not generate new boxes, but group already-detected boxes into global trajectories.
15

2.3

Open-vocabulary object recognition
Most object recognition works discussed above only focus on one single

dataset or a single domain. Here we review literature of object recognition in
a broader perspective, including recognizing objects from multiple datasets/
domains ( Section 2.3.1) and recognition on a new testing label set ( Section 2.3.2).
2.3.1

Computer vision on multiple datasets
In recent years, training on multiple diverse datasets has emerged as

an effective tool to improve model robustness for depth estimation [148] and
stereo matching [225]. In these domains, unifying the output space involves
modeling different camera transformations and depth ambiguities. In contrast,
for recognition, dataset unification involves merging different semantic concepts. MSeg [91] manually unified the taxonomies of 7 semantic segmentation
datasets and used Amazon Mechanical Turk to resolve inconsistent annotations between datasets. In contrast, In refcptunidet we propose to learn a
label space from visual data automatically, without any manual effort.
Wang et al. [207] train a universal object detector on multiple datasets,
and gain robustness by joining diverse sources of supervision. This is similar to
our split classifier baseline, while they work on small datasets and didn’t model
the training differences between different datasets. Both Wang et al. [207] and
MSeg [91] observe a performance drop in a single unified model. With our
dedicated training framework, this is not the case: our unified model performs
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as well as single-dataset models on the training datasets. Also, these multiheaded models produce a dataset-specific prediction for each input image.
When evaluated in-domain, they require knowledge of the test domain. When
evaluated out-of-domain, they produce multiple outputs for a single concept.
This limits their generality and usability. Our approach in Chapter 7, on the
other hand, unifies visual concepts in a single label space and yields a single
consistent model that does not require knowledge of the test domain and can
be deployed cleanly in new domains.
Zhao et al. [250] trains a universal detector on multiple datasets: COCO [109],
Pascal VOC [42], and SUN-RGBD [175], with under 100 classes in total. They
manually merge the taxonomies and then train with cross-dataset pseudolabels generated by dataset-specific models. The pseudo-label idea is complementary to our work. Our unified label space learning removes the manual
labor, and works on a much larger scale: we unify COCO, Objects365, and
OpenImages, with more complex label spaces and 900+ classes.
YOLO9000 [150] combines detection and classification datasets to expand the detection vocabulary. LVIS [61] extents COCO annotations to > 1000
classes in a federated way. Our approach of fusing multiple annotated datasets
is complementary and can be operationalized with no manual effort to unify
disparate object detection datasets.
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2.3.2

Zero-shot classification and detection
zero-shot object detection, or also named Open-vocabulary

object detection, aims to detect objects outside of the training vocabulary.
The basic solution [5] is to replace the last classification layer with language
embeddings (e.g., GloVe [141]) of the class names. Rahman et al. [146] and
Li et al. [105] improve the classifier embedding using external text information. OVR-CNN [236] pretrains the detector on image-text pairs. ViLD [60],
OpenSeg [57] and langSeg [97] upgrade the language embedding to CLIP [145].
ViLD further distills region features from CLIP image features. Our framework in Chapter 8 use CLIP [145] classifier as well, but do not use distillation.
Instead, we use additional image-labeled data for co-training.
2.3.3

Weakly-supervised object detection
Weakly-supervised object detection (WSOD) trains object de-

tector using image-level labels. Many works use only image-level labels without
any box supervision [101,165,166,201,227]. WSDDN [9] and OIRC [188] use a
subnetwork to predict per-proposal weighting and sum up proposal scores into
a single image scores. PCL [187] first clusters proposals and then assign image
labels at the cluster level. CASD [70] further introduces feature-level attention
and self-distillation. As no bounding box supervision is used in training, these
methods rely on low-level region proposal techniques [2, 199], which leads to
reduced localization quality.
Another line of WSOD work uses bounding box supervision together
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with image labels, known as semi-supervised WSOD [36, 45, 102, 113, 198,
223, 251]. YOLO9000 [150] mixes detection data and classification data in the
same mini-batch, and assigns classification labels to anchors with the highest predicted scores. DLWL [147] combines self-training and clustering-based
WSOD [187], and again assigns image labels to max-scored proposals. MosaicOS [239] handles domain differences between detection and image datasets
by mosaic augmentation [10] and proposed a three-stage self-training and
finetuning framework. In segmentation, Pinheiro et al. [142] use a log-sumexponential function to aggregate pixels scores into a global classification. Our
work in Chapter 8 belongs to semi-supervised WSOD. Unlike prior work, we
use a simple image-supervised loss. Besides image labels, researchers have
also studied complementary methods for weak localization supervision like
points [23] or scribles [154].
2.3.4

Large-vocabulary object detection
Large-vocabulary object detection [61, 150, 170, 226] requires de-

tecting 1000+ classes. Many existing works focus on handling the long-tail
problem [22, 49, 104, 133, 215, 244]. Repeat factor sampling (RFS) [61] oversamples classes with fewer annotations. Equalization losses [183,184] and SeeSaw loss [203] reweights the per-class loss by balancing the gradients [183] or
number of samples [203]. Federated Loss [256] subsamples classes per-iteration
to mimic the federated annotation [61]. Yang et al. [226] detects 11K classes
with a label hierarchy. Our method in Chapter 8 builds on these advances, and
we tackle the problem from a different aspect: using additional image-labeled
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data.

Proposal Network Generalization. ViLD [60] reports that region proposal networks have certain generalization abilities for new classes by default.
Dave et al. [33] shows segmentation and localization generalizes across classes.
Kim et al. [82] further improves proposal generalization with a localization
quality estimator. In our experiments, we found proposals to generalize well
enough (see § 8.3.1), as also observed in ViLD [60]. Further improvements to
RPNs [60, 82, 85, 124] can hopefully lead to better results.
2.3.5

Language supervision for object detection
is a recent popular research topic. VirTex [35] and OVR-CNN [236] pre-

train backbones on language tasks and show benefits for detection. Cap2Det [230]
learns a mapping from sentences to image labels in the detector’s vocabulary
then applies WSOD [9]. MDETR [76] performs instance-level detection by
training on paired object-caption annotations. Our work in Chapter 8 use
language data [162] in a similar way as Cap2Det, but simpler: we extract
image labels from captions using a naive text-match.
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Chapter 3
Preliminaries

In this chapter, we first formally formulate the tasks we want to solve.
Then we introduce existing technics of these tasks that we will build on.

3.1

Object representation
Let I ∈ RH×W ×3 be an image. The goal of object detection is to identify

and localize all objects from a set of predefined classes C. I.e., predicting a set
, where bi ∈ R4 is the bounding box coordinate,
of objects Y = {bi , ci , si }i=N
i
ci ∈ [1, . . . , C] is the class, and si ∈ [0, 1] is the confidence score.
3.1.1

Bounding Box
An object detector takes the image I as input and produces the set of

objects Y as its output. Modern detectors transform predefined locations (onestage detectors) [189], object proposals (two-stage detectors) [153], or object
queries (end-to-end detectors) [17] pi into box predictions bi and an associated
class score vector si ∈ RC . The final class label ci and the detection score si
are usually taken as the argmax of the class-score vector si .
One-stage detectors [108, 151, 189] jointly predict the object loca-
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tion and likelihood score in a single network. Let Li,c = 1 indicate a positive detection for object candidate i and class c, and let Li,c = 0 indicate
background. Most one-stage detectors [108, 189] then parametrize the class
likelihood as a Bernoulli distribution using an independent sigmoid per class:
si (c) = P (Li,c = 1) = σ(wc⊤ f⃗i ), where fi ∈ RC is a feature produced by
the backbone and wc is a class-specific weight vector. During training, this
probabilistic interpretation allows one-stage detectors to simply maximize the
log-likelihood log(P (Li,c )) or the focal loss [108] of ground-truth annotations.
One-stage detectors differ from each other in the definition of positive L̂i,c = 1
and negative L̂i,c = 0 samples. Some use anchor overlap [83, 108, 242], others
use locations [189]. All optimize log-likelihood and use the class probability
to score boxes. All directly regress to bounding box coordinates.
Two stage detectors [14,153] first extract potential object locations,
called object proposals, using an objectness measure P (Oi ). They then extract
features for each potential object, classify them into C classes or background
P (Ci |Oi = 1) with Ci ∈ C ∪ {bg}, and refine the object location. Each stage
is supervised independently. In the first stage, a Region Proposal Network
(RPN) learns to classify annotated objects bi as foreground and other boxes
as background. This is commonly done through a binary classifier trained
with a log-likelihood objective. However, an RPN defines background regions
very conservatively. Any prediction that overlaps an annotated object 30% or
more may be considered foreground. This label definition favors recall over
precision and accurate likelihood estimation. Many partial objects receive
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a large proposal score. In the second stage, a softmax classifier learns to
classify each proposal into one of the foreground classes or background. The
classifier uses a log-likelihood objective, with foreground labels consisting of
annotated objects and background labels coming from high-scoring first-stage
proposals without annotated objects close-by. During training, this categorical
distribution is implicitly conditioned on positive detections of the first stage,
as it is only trained and evaluated on them.
3.1.2

Points
Keypoint estimation [16,24,63,130,137,218,254], commonly uses a fully

convolutional encoder-decoder network to predict a multi-channel heatmap for
each type of keypoint (e.g., one heatmap for human head, another heatmap
for human wrist). I.e., they take the image I ∈ RH×W ×3 as input and produce
′

′

a heatmap Y ∈ RH ×W ×C , where the heatmap resolution (H ′ , W ′ ) is usually
downsampled from the input resolution (H, W ). The network is trained in a
fully supervised manner, with either a L2 loss to a rendered Gaussian map [16,
24, 130, 218] or with a per-pixel logistic regression loss [93, 135, 136]. State-ofthe-art keypoint estimation networks, e.g. 104-layer HourglassNetwork [93,
131], are trained in a fully convolutional manner. The training is guided by
a multi-peak Gaussian heatmap Y˙˙c ∈ (0, 1)H×W , where each keypoint defines
the mean of a Gaussian Kernel. The standard deviation is either fixed, or
set proportional to the object size [93]. The Gaussian heatmap serves as the
regression target in the L2 loss case and as the weight map to reduce penalty
near the positive location in the logistic regression case [93].
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CornerNet for object detection CornerNet [93] first uses keypoint estimation with an HourglassNetwork [131] as an object detector. They predict
two sets of heatmaps for the opposing corners of the box. In order to balance
the positive and negative detections they use a modified focal loss [108] for
training:
Ldet = −

H W 
1 XX
(1 − Ŷij )α log(Ŷij )
if Yij = 1
o.w.
N i=1 j=1 (1 − Yij )β (Ŷij )α log(1 − Ŷij )

(3.1)

α and β are hyper-parameters and fixed to α = 2 and β = 4 during training [93].
For sub-pixel accuracy of extreme points, Law et al. additionally regress
to category-agnostic keypoint offset (∆(a) ) for each corner. This regression
recovers part of the information lost in the down-sampling of the hourglass
network. The offset map is trained with smooth L1 Loss [58] (SL1 ) on each
ground truth extreme point location:
Lof f =

N
1 X
SL1 (∆(a) , ⃗x/n − ⌊⃗x/n⌋),
N k=1

(3.2)

where n is the down-sampling factor (n = 4 for HourglassNet), ⃗x is the coordinate of the keypoint.

3.2

Object recognition through time
Let I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I T be a series of images. The goal of a tracker is to

find trajectories ⃗τ1 , ⃗τ2 , . . . , ⃗τK of all objects over time. Each trajectory ⃗τk =
[τk1 , . . . , τkT ] describes a tube of object locations τkt ∈ R4 ∪ {∅} through time t.
τkt = ∅ indicates that the object k cannot be located in frame t. The tracker
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may optionally predict the object class score sk [32] for each trajectory, usually
as the average class of its per-frame slices.

Tracking by detection decomposes the tracking problem into per-frame
detection and inter-frame object association. Object detection first finds Nt
candidate objects bt1 , bt2 , . . . as bounding boxes bti ∈ R4 in each frame I t . Association then links existing tracks ⃗τk to current detected objects using an object
indicator αkt ∈ {∅, 1, 2, . . . , Nt } at each frame t :
(
∅
if αkt = ∅
t
τk = t
bαt otherwise
k

Most prior works define the association greedily through pairwise matches
between objects in adjacent or nearby frames [7, 8, 247, 255], or rely on offline
combinatorial optimization for global association [12, 52, 241]. In Chapter 6,
we show how to perform joint detection and global association within a single
forward pass through a network. The network learns global tracking within a
video clip of 32 frames in an end-to-end fashion.

3.3

Multi-dataset detection
All the frameworks discussed above use a fixed label set C. Many

existing works on object detection focus on the COCO dataset [109], which
contains balanced annotations for 80 common object classes. Training an object detector on a single follows a simple recipe: Minimize a loss ℓ, usually
box-level log-likelihood, over an sampled image Iˆ and its corresponding anno25

tated bounding boxes annotations B̂ from the dataset D:
min E(I,ˆ B̂)∼D
Θ

h

i
ˆ
ℓ(M(I; Θ), B̂) .

(3.3)

Here, B̂ contains class-specific box annotations. The loss ℓ operates on sets of
outputs and annotations, and matches them using an overlap criterion.
Let’s now consider training a detector on multiple datasets D1 , D2 , . . .,
each with their own label space C1 , C2 , . . .. Each label space Ci is usually
different from each other, often with partial overlaps for common classes. A
natural way to train on multiple datasets is to simply combine all annotations
of all datasets into a much larger dataset D = D1 ∪ D2 ∪ . . ., and merge their
label spaces C = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ . . .. Labels that repeat across datasets are merged.
We then optimize the same loss with more data:
h
i
ˆ Θ), B̂) .
min E(I,ˆ B̂)∼D1 ∪D2 ∪... ℓ(M(I;
Θ

(3.4)

This has shown promise on smaller, evenly distributed datasets [42, 207, 216].
It has the advantage that shared classes between the datasets train on a larger
set of annotations. However, modern large-scale detection datasets feature
more natural class distributions that are imbalanced. Objects365 [160] contains 5× more images than COCO and OpenImages [89] is 18× larger than
COCO. While the top 20% of classes in Objects365 and OpenImages contain
19× and 20× more images than COCO, respectively, the bottom 20% are actually smaller than COCO classes. This imbalance in class distributions and
dataset sizes all but guarantees that a simple concatenation of datasets will
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not work. In fact, not even the same loss (3.3) works for all datasets. Most
successful Objects365 models [54] employ class-aware sampling [164]. OpenImages models treat rare classes differently [184] and model the hierarchy of
classes in the loss [140].
This suggests that training a detector Mk on a dataset Dk requires a
dataset-specific loss ℓk :
h
i
ˆ Θ), B̂) .
min E(I,ˆ B̂)∼Dk ℓk (Mk (I;
Θ

(3.5)

No single loss generalizes to all datasets. In the Chapter 7, we present a
different view of multi-dataset training and train a model on all datasets.

3.4

Open-vocabulary object detection

Contrastive Language-Image Pretraining (CLIP) [145] learns image
and text features for zero-shot classification. It trains on a large image-text
pair dataset {(I, t)}i , and enforces the corresponding image and text features
of the same pair to be similar. Specifically, for a batch of B image-text pairs
B
{(I, t)i }B
i=1 , CLIP first extracts image features F = V({Ii }i=1 ) and text fea-

tures G = L({ti }B
i=1 ), where V and L are the image encoder and text encoder,
respectively. F ∈ RB×D , G ∈ RB×D . CLIP then apply an infoNCE loss:
B

1X
(CE((F G⊤ )·i , i) + CE((F G⊤ )i· , i))
L=
2 i=1
where CE is the cross-entropy loss CE(s, c) = − log softmax(s)c . When
testing on a classification dataset with vocabulary Ctest , CLIP [145] compose
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a text set of T = {a photo of ti }ti ∈Ctest , and get its text features G = L(T )
using the trained text encoder. G is used as the classifier during testing.
Open-vocabulary object detection allows the vocabulary C to be different
between training and testing. Simply replacing the classification weights W
with fixed language embeddings of class names converts a traditional detector
to an open-vocabulary detector [5]. The region features are trained to match
the fixed language embeddings. We follow Gu et al. [60] to use the CLIP
embeddings [145] described above as the classification weights. In theory, this
open-vocabulary detector based on CLIP embeddings can detect any object
class. However, in practice, it yields unsatisfying results as shown in Figure 8.1.
Our method uses image-level supervision to improve detection including in the
open-vocabulary setting.
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Chapter 4
CenterNet: Unified object representation

1

Current object detectors represent each object through an axis-aligned

bounding box that tightly encompasses the object [58, 59, 108, 149, 153]. They
then reduce object detection to image classification of an extensive number
of potential bounding boxes. For each bounding box, the classifier determines if the image content is a specific object or background. One-stage detectors [108, 149] slide a complex arrangement of possible bounding boxes,
called anchors, over the image and classify them directly without specifying
the box content. Two-stage detectors [58,59,153] recompute image-features for
each potential box, then classify those features. Post-processing, namely nonmaxima suppression, then removes duplicate detections for the same instance
by computing bounding box overlap. This post-processing is hard to differentiate and train [66], hence most current detectors are not end-to-end trainable.
Nonetheless, over the past five years [59], this idea has achieved good empirical success [29,63,69,73,103,111,169,171,219,264,268]. Sliding window-based
1

The main body of this chapter is based on our technical report: Objects as Points,
Xingyi Zhou, Dequan Wang, Philipp Krähenbühl, in arXiv 1904.07850.
The results in Section 4.4 are based on our follow-up technical report: Probabilistic twostage detection, Xingyi Zhou, Vladlen Koltun, Philipp Krähenbühl, in arXiv 2103.07461.
Code is released at https://github.com/xingyizhou/CenterNet and https://github.
com/xingyizhou/CenterNet2
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Figure 4.1: We model an object as the center point of its bounding box. The
bounding box size and other object properties are inferred from the keypoint
feature at the center. Best viewed in color.
detectors are however a bit inefficient, as they need to enumerate all possible
object locations and dimensions on a large input resolution.
In this chapter, we provide a much simpler and more effective alternative. We represent objects by a single point at their bounding box center
(see Figure 4.1). Other properties, such as object size, dimension, 3D extent, orientation, and pose are then regressed directly from image features at
the center location. Object detection is then a standard keypoint estimation
problem [15, 130, 254]. We simply feed the input image to a fully convolutional network [119, 131] that generates a heatmap. Peaks in this heatmap
correspond to object centers. Image features at each peak predict the objects
bounding box height and width. The model trains using standard dense supervised learning [130, 254]. Inference is a single network forward-pass, without
non-maximal suppression for post-processing.
Our method is general and can be extended to other tasks with minor
effort. We provide experiments on 3D object detection [13, 55] and multiperson human pose estimation [16], by predicting additional outputs at each
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(a) Final Layer

(b) 2D Detection

(a) center heat.[C](b)

(g)

3D size [3]

local offset [2]

(h)

depth [1]

(c) 3D Estimation

(c)

object size [2]

(i)

orientation [8]

(d) Pose Estimation

(d)

(j)

joint loc. [2k]

3D center[2]

(e)

(k)

joint heat. [k]

(f)

attributes [A]

joint offset [2]

(l)

velocity [2]

Figure 4.2: Outputs of our network for different tasks: top left for object
detection, top right for pose estimation, bottom for 3D object detection. All
modalities are produced from a common backbone, with a different 3 × 3
and 1 × 1 output convolutions separated by a ReLU. The number in brackets
indicates the output channels. See section 4.1 for details.
center point ( Figure 4.2). For 3D bounding box estimation, we regress to the
object absolute depth, 3D bounding box dimensions, object orientation [128],
and the offset from the 2D center to the projected 3D center (due to perspective
projection). For human pose estimation, we consider the 2D joint locations
as offsets from the center and directly regress to them at the center point
location.
The simplicity of our method, CenterNet, allows it to run at a very
high speed ( Figure 4.3). With a simple Resnet-18 and up-convolutional layers [218], our network runs at 142 FPS with 28.1% COCO bounding box
AP. With a carefully designed keypoint detection network, DLA-34 [233], our
network achieves 37.4% COCO AP at 52 FPS. Equipped with the state-ofthe-art keypoint estimation network, Hourglass-104 [93, 131], and multi-scale
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testing, our network achieves 45.1% COCO AP at 1.4 FPS. On 3D bounding
box estimation, CenterNet achieves 33.8 mAP on the nuScenes dataset [13],
outperforming the state-of-the-art monocular 3D detector [168] and LiDAR
based baselines [92]. On human pose estimation, we perform competitively
with state-of-the-art at a high inference speed.

4.1

Objects as Points
(k)

(k)

(k)

(k)

Let (x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 ) be the bounding box of object k with category
(k)

ck . Its center point is lies at pk = (

(k)

(k)

x1 +x2
2

,

(k)

y1 +y2
2

). We use our keypoint

estimator Ŷ to predict all center points. In addition, we regress to the object
(k)

(k)

(k)

(k)

size sk = (x2 − x1 , y2 − y1 ) for each object k. To limit the computational

COCO AP

40
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YOLOv3
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Figure 4.3: Speed-accuracy trade-off on COCO validation for real-time detectors. The proposed CenterNet performs competitively with a range of stateof-the-art algorithms especially on high speed regimes.
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W

H

burden, we use a single size prediction Ŝ ∈ R R × R ×2 for all object categories.
We use an L1 loss at the center point similar to Objective 3.2 in CornerNet [93]:
Lsize

N
1 X
=
Ŝpk − sk .
N k=1

(4.1)

We do not normalize the scale and directly use the raw pixel coordinates. We
instead scale the loss by a constant λsize . The overall training objective is
Ldet = Lk + λsize Lsize + λof f Lof f .

(4.2)

We set λsize = 0.1 and λof f = 1 in all our experiments unless specified otherwise. We use a single network to predict the keypoints Ŷ , offset Ô, and size
Ŝ. The network predicts a total of C + 4 outputs at each location. All outputs
share a common fully-convolutional backbone network. For each modality, the
features of the backbone are then passed through a separate 3 × 3 convolution,
ReLU and another 1 × 1 convolution.

Figure 4.2 shows an overview of the

network output. Section 4.2 contains additional architectural details.

From points to bounding boxes At inference time, we first extract the
peaks in the heatmap for each category independently. We detect all responses
whose value is greater or equal to its 8-connected neighbors and keep the top
100 peaks. Let P̂c be the set of n detected center points P̂ = {(x̂i , ŷi )}ni=1 of
class c. Each keypoint location is given by an integer coordinates (x̂i , ŷi ). We
use the keypoint values Ŷxi yi c as a measure of its detection confidence, and
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produce a bounding box at location
(x̂i + δx̂i − ŵi /2, ŷi + δ ŷi − ĥi /2,
x̂i + δx̂i + ŵi /2, ŷi + δ ŷi + ĥi /2),
where (δx̂i , δ ŷi ) = Ôx̂i ,ŷi is the offset prediction and (ŵi , ĥi ) = Ŝx̂i ,ŷi is the
size prediction. All outputs are produced directly from the keypoint estimation without the need for IoU-based non-maxima suppression (NMS) or other
post-processing. The peak keypoint extraction serves as a sufficient NMS alternative and can be implemented efficiently on device using a 3 × 3 max
pooling operation.
4.1.1

3D detection
3D detection estimates a three-dimensional bounding box per objects

and requires three additional attributes per center point: depth, 3D dimension,
and orientation. We add a separate head for each of them. The depth d is a
single scalar per center point. However, depth is difficult to regress to directly.
We instead use the output transformation of Hu et al. [67] and use the inverse
ˆ − 1. We compute the depth as an additional
sigmoid transform d = 1/σ(d)
W

H

output channel D̂ ∈ [0, 1] R × R of our keypoint estimator. The 3D dimensions
of an object are three scalars. We directly predict to their absolute values in
meters. All outputs use two convolutional layers separated by a ReLU, and
are trained with an L1 loss. Orientation is a single scalar by default. However,
it can be hard to regress to. We follow Mousavian et al. [128] and represent
the orientation as two bins with in-bin regression.
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Due to perspective foreshortening, the 3D bounding box center is not
identical to the 2D bounding box center. We thus add one additional head to
regress to the offset from the 2D center point to the projected 3D center 2 . In
addition, the nuScenes dataset [13] requires predicting objects’ attributes (e.g.,
moving or parking of vehicles) and velocity. We add these regression heads
accordingly. We train the attributes head with independent logistic regression
and train the velocity head with L1 loss. Figure 4.2 gives an overview of the
output heads.
4.1.2

Human pose estimation
Human pose estimation aims to estimate k 2D human joint locations

for every human instance in the image (k = 17 for COCO). We considered the
pose as a k × 2-dimensional property of the center point, and parametrize each
keypoint by an offset to the center point. We directly regress to the joint offsets
H
W
(in pixels) Jˆ ∈ R R × R ×k×2 with an L1 loss. We ignore invisible keypoints by

masking the loss. This results in a regression-based one-stage multi-person
human pose estimator similar to the slow-RCNN version counterparts Toshev
et al. [194] and Sun et al. [181].
To refine the keypoints, we further estimate k human joint heatmaps
W

H

Φ̂ ∈ R R × R ×k using standard bottom-up multi-human pose estimation [16,
130, 135]. We train the human joint heatmap with focal loss and local pixel
offset analogous to the center detection discussed in Section 3.1.2.
2

We observe this offset is essential for a good performance in 3D detection.
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We then snap our initial predictions to the closest detected keypoint
on this heatmap. Here, our center offset acts as a grouping cue, to assign
individual keypoint detections to their closest person instance. Specifically,
let (x̂, ŷ) be a detected center point. We first regress to all joint locations lj =
nj
(x̂, ŷ) + Jˆx̂ŷj for j ∈ 1 . . . k. We also extract all keypoint locations Lj = {˜lji }i=1

with a confidence > 0.1 for each joint type j from the corresponding heatmap
Φ̂··j . We then assign each regressed location lj to its closest detected keypoint
arg minl∈Lj (l − lj )2 considering only joint detections within the bounding box
of the detected object.

4.2

Implementation details
We experiment with 4 architectures: ResNet-18, ResNet-101 [218],

DLA-34 [233], and Hourglass-104 [93]. We modify both ResNets and DLA-34
using deformable convolution layers [268] and use the Hourglass network as is.

Hourglass The stacked Hourglass Network [93, 131] downsamples the input
by 4×, followed by two sequential hourglass modules. Each hourglass module
is a symmetric 5-layer down- and up-convolutional network with skip connections. This network is quite large, but generally yields the best keypoint
estimation performance.

ResNet Xiao et al. [218] augment a standard residual network [65] with
three up-convolutional networks to allow for a higher-resolution output (out-
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put stride 4). We first change the channels of the three upsampling layers
to 256, 128, 64, respectively, to save computation.

We then add one 3 ×

3 deformable convolutional layer before each up-convolution with channel
256, 128, 64, respectively. The up-convolutional kernels are initialized as bilinear interpolation.

DLA Deep Layer Aggregation (DLA) [233] is an image classification network with hierarchical skip connections. We utilize the fully convolutional
upsampling version of DLA for dense prediction, which uses iterative deep aggregation to increase feature map resolution symmetrically. We augment the
skip connections with deformable convolution [268] from lower layers to the
output. Specifically, we replace the original convolution with 3 × 3 deformable
convolution at every upsampling layer.
We add one 3 × 3 convolutional layer with 256 channel before each
output head. A final 1 × 1 convolution then produces the desired output.

Training We train on an input resolution of 512×512. This yields an output
resolution of 128 × 128 for all the models. We use random flip, random scaling
(between 0.6 to 1.3), cropping, and color jittering as data augmentation, and
use Adam [84] to optimize the overall objective. For the residual networks and
DLA-34, we train with a batch-size of 128 (on 8 GPUs) and learning rate 5e-4
for 140 epochs, with learning rate dropped 10× at 90 and 120 epochs, respectively (following [218]). For Hourglass-104, we follow ExtremeNet [261] and
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use batch-size 29 (on 5 GPUs, with master GPU batch-size 4) and learning
rate 2.5e-4 for 50 epochs with 10× learning rate dropped at the 40 epoch. For
detection, we fine-tune the Hourglass-104 from ExtremeNet [261] to save computation. The down-sampling layers of Resnet-101 and DLA-34 are initialized
with ImageNet pretrain and the up-sampling layers are randomly initialized.
Resnet-101 and DLA-34 train in 2 days on 8 TITAN-V GPUs, while Hourglass104 requires 10 days.

Inference Following CornerNet [94], we use three levels of test augmentations: no augmentation, flip augmentation, and flip and multi-scale (0.5, 0.75,
1, 1.25, 1.5). For flip, we average the network outputs before decoding bounding boxes. For multi-scale, we use NMS to merge results. These augmentations
yield different speed-accuracy trade-off, as is shown next.

4.3

Experiments
We evaluate our object detection performance on the MS COCO dataset [109],

which contains 118k training images (train2017), 5k validation images (val2017)
and 20k hold-out testing images (test-dev). We report average precision over
all IOU thresholds (AP), and AP at IOU thresholds 0.5(AP50 ).
4.3.1

Object detection
Table 4.1 shows our results on COCO validation with different back-

bones and testing options, while Figure 4.3 compares CenterNet with other
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HG-104
DLA-34
ResNet-101
ResNet-18

N.A.
40.3
37.4
34.6
28.1

AP
F
42.2
39.2
36.2
30.0

MS N.A.
45.1 59.1
41.7 55.1
39.3 53.0
33.2 44.9

AP50
F MS
61.1 63.5
57.0 60.1
54.8 58.5
47.5 51.5

N.A.
44.0
40.8
36.9
29.6

AP75
Time (ms)
F MS N.A. F MS
46.0 49.3
71 129 672
42.7 44.9
19 36 248
38.7 42.0
22 40 259
31.6 35.1
7 14 81

Table 4.1: Speed / accuracy trade off for different networks on COCO validation set. We show results without test augmentation (N.A.), flip testing (F),
and multi-scale augmentation (MS).
real-time detectors. The running time is tested on our local machine, with
Intel Core i7-8086K CPU, Titan Xp GPU, Pytorch 0.4.1, CUDA 9.0, and
CUDNN 7.1. We download code and pre-trained models34 to test run time for
each model on the same machine.
Hourglass-104 achieves the best accuracy at a relatively good speed,
with a 42.2% AP in 7.8 FPS. On this backbone, CenterNet outperforms CornerNet [93] (40.6% AP in 4.1 FPS) and ExtremeNet [261](40.3% AP in 3.1
FPS) in both speed and accuracy. Our run time improvement comes from fewer
output heads and a simpler box decoding scheme. The concurrent CenterNet
from Duan et al. [39] ((44.9% AP in 2.9 FPS)) performs slightly better than
us for its more accurate localization based on local evidence (corner points).
However it runs twice slower, due to the need for a complex center pooling
and grouping.
Using the standard backbone ResNet-101, we achieve a decent AP of
3
4

https://github.com/facebookresearch/detectron2
https://github.com/pjreddie/darknet
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Backbone FPS

AP

AP50

APS

APL

YOLOv3 [151]
DarkNet-53 20
CornerNet-S [94] Hourglass-54 33
CenterNet-DLA
DLA-34
28

33.0
34.4
39.2

57.9
57.1

18.3
13.7
19.9

41.9
47.4
51.4

MaskRCNN [63] ResNeXt-152 3.5
SNIPER [171]
DPN-98 2.5
PANet [111]
ResNeXt-101 TridentNet [103] ResNet-101 0.7
RetinaNet [108] ResNeXt-101 5.4
FCOS [189]
ResNeXt-101 8.9
AlignDet [25]
ResNeXt-101 5.6
RefineDet [243]
ResNet-101 CornerNet [93] Hourglass-104 4.1
ExtremeNet [261]Hourglass-104 3.1
FSAF [264]
ResNeXt-101 2.7
RepPoint [229]
ResNet101 8.9
Duan et al. [39] Hourglass-104 2.9
CenterNet-HG Hourglass-104 7.8

49.3∗ / 51.4∗
46.1
47.4
48.4
40.8
44.7
44.1
36.4/ 41.8
40.5/ 42.1
39.8/ 43.2
42.9/ 44.6
45.0/ 46.5
44.9/ 47.0
42.1/ 45.1

67.0
67.2
69.7
61.1
64.1
64.7
57.5/ 62.9
56.5/ 57.8
54.6/ 59.6
63.8/ 65.2
66.1/ 67.4
62.4/ 64.5
61.1/ 63.9

29.6
30.1
31.8
24.1
27.6
26.9
16.6/ 25.6
19.4/ 20.8
20.3/ 24.1
26.6 / 29.7
26.6/ 30.3
25.6/ 28.9
24.1/ 26.6

58.1
60.0
60.3
51.2
55.6
54.7
51.4/ 54.1
53.9/ 56.7
53.1/ 57.1
52.7/ 54.6
57.5/ 57.1
57.4/ 58.9
52.8/ 57.7

Table 4.2: State-of-the-art comparison on COCO test-dev. Top: detectors
with FPS ≥ 20; bottom: detectors with FPS < 20. We show single-scale /
multi-scale testing performance if applicable. Frame-per-second (FPS) were
measured on the same machine whenever possible. Italic FPS highlight the
cases, where the performance measure was copied from the original publication. A dash indicates methods for which neither code and models, nor
public timings were available. ∗ The MaskRCNN [63] results are on validation
set [216].
34.6% in 45 FPS. This is already better and faster than the popular detector YOLOv3 [151]. Our fastest ResNet-18 model also achieves a respectable
performance of 28.1% COCO AP at 142 FPS.
DLA-34 gives the best speed/accuracy trade-off. It runs at 52FPS with
37.4%AP. This is more than twice as fast as YOLOv3 [151] and 4.4%AP more
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accurate. With flip testing, our model is still faster than YOLOv3 [151] and
achieves accuracy of 39.2% AP.

State-of-the-art comparison We compare CenterNet to other state-ofthe-art detectors on COCO test-dev in Table 4.2. CenterNet-DLA achieves
39.2% AP in 28 FPS with fliptest, outperform other real time detectors [94,
151] by a large margin. CenterNet-HG performs competitively to concurrent
works [86,93,189,229,261,264] at an equal or higher frame rate. Sophisticated
two-stage detectors [103,111,171,268] are more accurate, but also slower. Even
though we did not explicitly handle the multi-scale object problem [107], there
is no significant difference between CenterNet and other detectors for the error
distribution among different object sizes. CenterNet behaves like a regular
detector, but runs faster.
4.3.1.1

Additional experiments

Center point collision. In unlucky circumstances, two different objects
might share the same center, if they perfectly align. In this scenario, CenterNet
would only detect one of them. We start by studying how often this happens
in practice and put it in relation to missing detections of competing methods.
In the COCO training set, there are 614 pairs of objects that collide
onto the same center point at stride 4. There are 860001 objects in total,
hence CenterNet is unable to predict < 0.1% of objects due to collisions in
center points. This is much less than slow- or fast-RCNN miss due to imperfect
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region proposals [199] (∼ 2%), and fewer than anchor-based methods miss due
to insufficient anchor placement [153] (20.0% for Faster-RCNN with 15 anchors
at 0.5 IOU threshold). In addition, 715 pairs of objects have bounding box IoU
> 0.7 and would be assigned to two anchors, hence a center-based assignment
causes fewer collisions.

NMS. To verify that IoU-based NMS is not needed for CenterNet, we ran it
as a post-processing step on our predictions. For DLA-34 (flip-test), the AP
improves from 39.2% to 39.7%. For Hourglass-104, the AP stays at 42.2%.
Given the minor impact, we do not use it.
4.3.2

3D detection
We perform 3D bounding box estimation experiments on the newly

released nuScenes dataset [13].
nuScenes [13] is a large scale traffic dataset with accurate 3D annotations for 10 categories. In nuScenes, annotations are given per timestamp,
which contains 6 synchronized cameras covering 360◦ with slight overlap. It
contains 28k training frames (168k images), 6k validation frames (36k images),
and 6k testing frames (36k images). The major evaluation metric is the mean
average precision (mAP) defined on the object center distance on the bird eye
view, over 4 distance threshold (0.5m, 1m, 2m, 4m) and averaged across all
categories. The nuScenes evaluation is done per frame (with 6 cameras). We
split the 6 cameras of the same frame as different samples for training. During
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Modality mAP ↑mATE ↓mASE ↓mAOE ↓mAVE ↓mAAE ↓NDS ↑
PointPillars [92] Lidar
Mappilary [168] Camera
Ours
Camera

30.5
30.4
33.8

0.29
0.26
0.26

0.52
0.74
0.66

0.50
0.55
0.63

0.32
1.
1.

0.37
0.13
0.14

45.3
38.4
40.1

Table 4.3: Results on nuScenes test set. We show 3D bounding box mAP,
mean translation error (mATE), mean size error (mASE), mean orientation
error (mAOE), mean velocity error (mATE), mean attributes error (mAAE),
and their weighted (with weight 5 on mAP and 1 on others) average NDS.
testing, we run detection on each individual image and merge them with a
center-distance based NMS.
The original image resolution for nuScenes is 1600 × 900. We resize
and crop the image to 800 × 448 for both training and testing. The training
converges in 140 epochs, with learning rate dropped at the 90 and 120 epoch,
respectively. Training takes about 3 days on 8 Titan-V GPUs. We use the
DLA-34 backbone and set the loss weight for depth, orientation, dimension,
and 2D-to-3D center offset to 1. All other hyper-parameters are the same as
the detection experiments.
The results are shown in Table 4.3. Note that it is infeasible to predict
velocity from still images. Both Mappilary [168] and us have the maximal
average velocity error (AVE). Our method gives the best mAP compared to
the state-of-the-art Camera-based method Mappilary [168] and Lidar-based
baselines PointPillars [92].
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4.3.3

Pose estimation
Finally, we evaluate CenterNet on human pose estimation in the MS

COCO dataset [109]. We evaluate keypoint AP, which is similar to bounding
box AP but replaces the bounding box IoU with object keypoint similarity.
We test and compare with other methods on COCO test-dev.
We experiment with DLA-34 and Hourglass-104. The Hourglass model
is fine-tuned from center point detection. DLA-34 converges in 320 epochs
(about 3 days on 8GPUs) and Hourglass-104 converges in 150 epochs (8 days on
5 GPUs). All additional loss weights are set to 1. All other hyper-parameters
are the same as object detection.
The results are shown in Table 4.4. Direct regression to keypoints
AP kp
CMU-Pose [16]
61.8
Mask-RCNN [63]
63.1
PersonLab [135]
66.5
CenterNet-DLA-reg
56.6
CenterNet-HG-reg
55.0
CenterNet-DLA
60.4
CenterNet-HG
63.0
Pose-AE [130]
62.8
SPM [132]
66.9
HRNet [177]
75.5
CenterNet-DLA+refine 72.8

kp
AP50
84.9
87.3
85.5
83.7
83.5
85.2
86.8
84.6
88.5
92.5
90.9

kp
AP75
67.5
68.7
71.3
61.4
59.7
66.2
69.6
69.2
72.9
83.3
80.4

kp
APM
58.0
57.8
62.3
49.8
49.4
55.6
58.9
57.5
62.6
71.9
69.3

APLkp
70.4
71.4
70.0
68.0
64.0
69.9
70.4
70.6
73.1
81.5
79.2

Table 4.4: Keypoint detection on COCO test-dev for direct center-out offset
(-reg) and matching to closest points (-jd) The results show COCO keypoint
AP. Higher is better. Top: top-down methods. Bottom: bottom-up methods
or methods with bottom-up refinement.
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Figure 4.4: Qualitative results. All images were picked thematically without considering our algorithms performance. First row: object detection on
COCO validation. Second and third row: Human pose estimation on COCO
validation. For each pair, we show the results of center offset regression (left)
and heatmap matching (right). fourth and fifth row: 3D bounding box estimation on nuScenes. We show projected bounding box on the image. The
center heatmap and 3D boxes are shown overlaid on the original image.
performs reasonably, but not at state-of-the-art. Projecting our output to the
closest joint detection improves the results throughout, and performs competitively with state-of-the-art multi-person pose estimators [16, 63, 130, 135].
Following the convention [130, 132], we provide the results after refined by
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Backbone Stride Input/Augmentation Optimizer/epoch mAP
CenterNet

DLA

4

512 × 512 rand. crop Adam 230

37.4

CenterNet∗

DLA
DLA
Res50
Res50

4
FPN
FPN
FPN

short512
short512
short512
short800

multi-scale
multi-scale
multi-scale
multi-scale

Adam 24
SGD 12
SGD 12
SGD 12

37.1
35.2
36.1
40.2

FCOS [189]
ATSS [242]
FasterRCNN [153]
RetinaNet [108]
CascadeRCNN [14]

Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50
Res50

FPN
FPN
FPN
FPN
FPN

short800
short800
short800
short800
short800

multi-scale
multi-scale
multi-scale
multi-scale
multi-scale

SGD
SGD
SGD
SGD
SGD

39.2
39.7
37.9
36.5
41.6

12
12
12
12
12

Table 4.5: Experiments of interpolating CenterNet and FPN-based detectors [108, 153, 189] on COCO validation set. Top block: the original CenterNet in the main paper. Middle block: CenterNets with details matching
FCOS [189] in different settings. Bottom block: popular FPN-based detectors
in the standard setting.
single-person pose estimator [177] with our DLA backbone for reference. This
verifies that CenterNet is general, easy to adapt to a new task.
Figure 4.4 shows qualitative examples on all tasks. In our followup
work CenterPoint [231], we further show our point-based representation achieves
the state-of-the-art performance on Lidar-base 3D detection on Waymo [178]
and nuScenes [13] datasets.

4.4

CenterNet2
CenterNet was first released in 2019 and had achieved the best speed-

accuracy trade-off in COCO as shown in Figure 4.3. However, it was soon
exceeded by concurrent object detectors [186,189,202] equipped with stronger
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backbones [53, 186, 240] and better training recipes [202]. One drawback of
CenterNet is it relies on heavy keypoint-estimation backbones [131], which
lack multi-scale designs like FPN [107]. In our followup work, we upgrade
CenterNet with modern detection training recipes, including multi-scale outputs (FPN), better backbone, larger input size, and different optimizer and
training schedule. As shown in Table 4.5, the upgraded CenterNet (CenterNet*) achieved better performance comparing to concurrent one-stage detectors [189, 242]. However, it still underperforms state-of-the-art multi-stage
detector CascadeRCNN [14].
In our followup work Probablistic Two-stage Detection [256], we further
upgrade CenterNet with multi-stage. We investigated the training objectives
of standard two-stage detectors, and found the combinition of region proposal
network and the second-stage classification does not follow a probabilistic interpretation. Our interpretation motivates us to use a strong one-stage detector (e.g. CenterNet) to replace the original RPN, and multiple the proposal
score with the second-stage classification score as the final detection score.
Table 4.6 compares one- and two-stage detectors to corresponding
probabilistic two-stage detectors designed via our framework. The first block of
the table shows the performance of the original reference two-stage detectors,
FasterRCNN and CascadeRCNN. The following blocks show the performance
of four one-stage detectors and the corresponding probabilistic two-stage detectors, obtained when using the respective one-stage detector as the first stage
in a probabilistic two-stage framework. For each one-stage detector, we show
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mAP

Tf irst

Ttot

FasterRCNN-RPN (original)
37.9
CascadeRCNN-RPN (original) 41.6

46ms
48ms

55ms
78ms

RetinaNet [108]
FasterRCNN-RetinaNet
CascadeRCNN-RetinaNet

37.4
40.4
42.6

82ms
60ms
61ms

82ms
63ms
69ms

GFL [100]
FasterRCNN-GFL
CascadeRCNN-GFL

40.2
41.7
42.7

51ms
46ms
46ms

51ms
50ms
57ms

ATSS [242]
FasterRCNN-ATSS
CascadeRCNN-ATSS

39.7
41.5
42.7

56ms
47ms
47ms

56ms
50ms
57ms

CenterNet*
FasterRCNN-CenterNet
CascadeRCNN-CenterNet

40.2
41.5
42.9

51ms
46ms
47ms

51ms
50ms
57ms

Table 4.6: Performance and runtime of a number of two-stage detectors, onestage detectors, and corresponding probabilistic two-stage detectors (our approach). Results on COCO validation. Top block: two-stage FasterRCNN and
CascadeRCNN detectors. Other blocks: Four one-stage detectors, each with
two corresponding probabilistic two-stage detectors, one based on FasterRCNN
and one based on CascadeRCNN. For each detector, we list its first-stage runtime (Tf irst ) and total runtime (Ttot ). All results are reported using standard
Res50-1x with multi-scale training.
two versions of probabilistic two-stage models, one based on FasterRCNN and
one based on CascadeRCNN.
All probabilistic two-stage detectors outperform their one-stage and
two-stage precursors. Each probabilistic two-stage FasterRCNN model improves upon its one-stage precursor by 1 to 2 percentage points in mAP, and
outperforms the original two-stage FasterRCNN by up to 3 percentage points
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Backbone

Epochs mAP Runtime

FCOS-RT DLA-BiFPN-P3
CenterNet2 DLA-BiFPN-P3

48
48

42.1
43.7

21ms
25ms

CenterNet
YOLOV4
EfficientDet
EfficientDet
CenterNet2

DLA
CSPDarknet-53
EfficientNet-B2
EfficientNet-B3
DLA-BiFPN-P3

230
300
500
500
288

37.6
43.5
43.5
46.8
45.6

18ms
30ms
23ms*
37ms*
25ms

CenterNet2 DLA-BiFPN-P5

288

49.2

30ms

Table 4.7: Performance of real-time object detectors on COCO validation.
Top: we compare CenterNet2 to realtime-FCOS under exactly the same setting. Bottom: we compare to detectors with different backbones and training
schedules. *The runtime of EfficientDet is taken from the original paper [186]
as the official model is not available. Other runtimes are measured on the
same machine.
in mAP. More interestingly, each two-stage probabilistic FasterRCNN is faster
than its one-stage precursor due to the leaner head design. A number of probabilistic two-stage FasterRCNN models are faster than the original two-stage
FasterRCNN, due to more efficient FPN levels (P3-P7 vs. P2-P6) and because
the probabilistic detectors use fewer proposals (256 vs. 1K). We observe similar trends with the CascadeRCNN models. Specifically, the CascadeRCNNCenterNet design performs best among these probabilistic two-stage models,
and we refer this model as CenterNet2.

Real-time models.

Table 4.7 compares CenterNet2 models with small in-

put size and light backbones to other real-time detectors. CenterNet2 outperforms realtime-FCOS [190] by 1.6 mAP with the same backbone and training
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schedule, and is only 4 ms slower. Using the same FCOS-based backbone
with longer training schedules [10, 186], it improves upon the original CenterNet [258] by 7.7 mAP, and comfortably outperforms the popular YOLOv4 [10]
and EfficientDet-B2 [186] detectors with 45.6 mAP at 40 fps. Using a slightly
different FPN structure and combining with self-training [272], CenterNet2
gets 49.2 mAP at 33 fps. While most existing real-time detectors are one-stage,
here we show that two-stage detectors can be as fast as one-stage designs, while
delivering higher accuracy.

State-of-the-art comparison.

Table 4.8 compares our large models to

state-of-the-art detectors on COCO test-dev. Using a “standard” large backbone ResNeXt101-DCN, CenterNet2 achieves 50.2 mAP, outperforming all
existing models with the same backbone, both one- and two-stage. Note
that CenterNet2 outperforms the corresponding CascadeRCNN model with
the same backbone by 1.4 percentage points in mAP. This again highlights
the benefits of a probabilistic treatment of two-stage detection.
To push the state-of-the-art of object detection, we further switch to a
stronger backbone Res2Net [53] with BiFPN [186], a larger input resolution
(1280 × 1280 in training and 1560 × 1560 in testing) with heavy crop augmentation (ratio 0.1 to 2) [186], and a longer schedule (8×) with self-training
[272] on COCO unlabeled images. Our final model achieves 56.4 mAP with a
single model, outperforming all published numbers in the literature.
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Backbone
CornerNet [93]
CenterNet [258]
Duan et al. [39]
RepPoint [229]
MAL [80]
FreeAnchor [246]
CentripetalNet [37]
FCOS [189]
TridentNet [103]
CPN [40]
SAPD [263]
ATSS [242]
BorderDet [229]
GFL [100]
PAA [83]
TSD [174]
RepPointv2 [229]
AutoAssign [262]
Deformable DETR [269]
CascadeRCNN [14]
CenterNet*
CenterNet2 (ours)

Hourglass-104
Hourglass-104
Hourglass-104
ResNet101-DCN
ResNeXt-101
ResNeXt-101
Hourglass-104
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNet-101-DCN
Hourglass-104
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN
ResNeXt-101-DCN

AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL
40.6
42.1
44.9
45.0
45.9
46.0
46.1
46.6
46.8
47.0
47.4
47.7
48.0
48.2
49.0
49.4
49.4
49.5
50.1
48.8
49.1
50.2

56.4
61.1
62.4
66.1
65.4
65.6
63.1
65.9
67.6
65.0
67.4
66.6
67.1
67.4
67.8
69.6
68.9
68.7
69.7
67.7
67.8
68.0

43.2
45.9
48.1
49.0
49.7
49.8
49.7
50.8
51.5
51.0
51.1
52.1
52.1
52.6
53.3
54.4
53.4
54.0
54.6
52.9
53.3
55.0

19.1
24.1
25.6
26.6
27.8
27.8
25.3
28.6
28.0
26.5
28.1
29.3
29.4
29.2
30.2
32.7
30.3
29.9
30.6
29.7
30.2
31.2

42.8
45.5
47.4
48.6
49.1
49.5
48.7
49.1
51.2
50.2
50.3
50.8
50.7
51.7
52.8
52.5
52.1
52.6
52.8
51.8
52.4
53.5

54.3
52.8
57.4
57.5
57.8
57.7
59.2
58.6
60.5
60.7
61.5
59.7
60.5
60.2
62.2
61.0
62.3
62.0
65.6
61.8
62.0
63.6

CRCNN-ResNeSt [240]
ResNeSt-200
49.1 67.8 53.2
GFLV2 [99]
Res2Net-101-DCN
50.6 69.0 55.3
DetectRS [144]
ResNeXt-101-DCN-RFP 53.3 71.6 58.5
EfficientDet-D7x [186] EfficientNet-D7x-BiFPN 55.1 73.4 59.9
ScaledYOLOv4 [202]
CSPDarkNet-P7
55.4 73.3 60.7
CenterNet2 (ours)
Res2Net-101-DCN-BiFPN56.4 74.0 61.6

31.6
31.3
33.9
38.1
38.7

52.6
54.3
56.5
59.5
59.7

62.8
63.5
66.9
67.4
68.6

Table 4.8: Comparison to the state of the art on COCO test-dev. We list object detection accuracy with single-scale testing. We retrained our baselines,
CascadeRCNN (ResNeXt-101-DCN) and CenterNet*, under comparable settings. Other results are taken from the original publications. Top: detectors
with comparable backbones (ResNeXt-101-DCN) and training schedules (2x).
Bottom: detectors with their best-fit backbones, input size, and schedules.
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Summary In this chapter, we present a new representation of objects: as
points. Our CenterNet object detector builds on successful keypoint estimation
networks, finds object centers, and regresses to their size. The algorithm is simple, fast, accurate, and end-to-end differentiable without NMS post-processing.
The idea is general and has broad applications beyond two-dimensional detection. CenterNet can estimate a range of additional object properties, such
as pose, 3D orientation, depth and extent, in one single forward pass. Our
initial experiments are encouraging and open up a new direction for object
recognition and related tasks.
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Chapter 5
CenterTrack: Unified recognition and tracking

1

CenterNet works on still images. However, our world is dynamic. To

link objects across time, we next look into the task of object tracking. In this
chapter, we show how to augment our point-based detector ( Chapter 4) into
a tracker for unified object recognition and tracking.
In early computer vision, tracking was commonly phrased as following interest points through space and time [167, 191]. Early trackers were
simple, fast, and reasonably robust. However, they were liable to fail in the
absence of strong low-level cues such as corners and intensity peaks. With
the advent of high-performing object detection models [48, 153], a powerful
alternative emerged: tracking-by-detection (or more precisely, tracking-afterdetection) [8, 188, 220]. These models rely on a given accurate recognition
to identify objects and then link them up through time in a separate stage.
Tracking-by-detection leverages the power of deep-learning-based object detectors and is currently the dominant tracking paradigm. Yet the best-performing
object trackers are not without drawbacks. Many rely on slow and complex
1

The work in this chapter was originally published as: Tracking Objects as Points, Xingyi
Zhou, Vladlen Koltun, Philipp Krähenbühl, in ECCV 2020. Code is available at https:
//github.com/xingyizhou/CenterTrack.
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t = 0.5sec

t = 0sec

t = 1sec

t = 1.5sec

Figure 5.1: We track objects by tracking their centers. We learn a 2D offset
between two adjacent frames and associate them based on center distance.
association strategies to link detected boxes through time [67, 188, 217, 220].
Recent work on simultaneous detection and tracking [7, 47] has made progress
in alleviating some of this complexity. Here, we show how combining ideas
from point-based tracking and simultaneous detection and tracking further
simplifies tracking.
We present a point-based framework for joint detection and tracking,
referred to as CenterTrack. Each object is represented by a single point at the
center of its bounding box. This center point is then tracked through time
(Figure 5.1). Specifically, we adopt the recent CenterNet detector to localize
object centers [258]. We condition the detector on two consecutive frames,
as well as a heatmap of prior tracklets, represented as points. We train the
detector to also output an offset vector from the current object center to its
center in the previous frame. We learn this offset as an attribute of the center
point at little additional computational cost. A greedy matching, based solely
on the distance between this predicted offset and the detected center point in
the previous frame, suffices for object association. The tracker is end-to-end
trainable and differentiable.
Tracking objects as points simplifies two key components of the track-
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ing pipeline. First, it simplifies tracking-conditioned detection. If each object
in past frames is represented by a single point, a constellation of objects can
be represented by a heatmap of points [18]. Our tracking-conditioned detector directly ingests this heatmap and reasons about all objects jointly when
associating them across frames. Second, point-based tracking simplifies object
association across time. A simple displacement prediction, akin to sparse optical flow, allows objects in different frames to be linked. This displacement
prediction is conditioned on prior detections. It learns to jointly detect objects
in the current frame and associate them to prior detections.
While the overall idea is simple, subtle details matter in making this
work. Tracked objects in consecutive frames are highly correlated. With
the previous-frame heatmap given as input, CenterTrack could easily learn
to repeat the predictions from the preceding frame, and thus refuse to track
without incurring a large training error. We prevent this through an aggressive
data-augmentation scheme during training. In fact, our data augmentation is
aggressive enough for the model to learn to track objects from static images.
That is, CenterTrack can be successfully trained on static image datasets (with
“hallucinated” motion), with no real video input.
CenterTrack is purely local. It only associates objects in adjacent
frames, without reinitializing lost long-range tracks. It trades the ability to reconnect long-range tracks for simplicity, speed, and high accuracy in the local
regime. Our experiments indicate that this trade-off is well worth it. CenterTrack outperforms complex tracking-by-detection strategies on the MOT [126]
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and KITTI [55] tracking benchmarks. We further apply the approach to
monocular 3D object tracking on the nuScenes dataset [13]. Our monocular
tracker achieves 28.3% AMOTA@0.2, outperforming the monocular baseline
by a factor of 3, while running at 22 FPS. It can be trained on labelled video
sequences, if available, or on static images with data augmentation.

5.1

Approach
We approach tracking from a local perspective. When an object leaves

the frame or is occluded and reappears, it is assigned a new identity. We
thus treat tracking as the problem of propagating detection identities across
consecutive frames, without re-establishing associations across temporal gaps.
At time t, we are given an image of the current frame I (t) ∈ RW ×H×3
and the previous frame I (t−1) ∈ RW ×H×3 , as well as the tracked objects in
(t−1)

the previous frame T (t−1) = {b0

(t−1)

, b1

, . . .}i . Each object b = (⃗p, ⃗s, w, id)

is described by its center location p⃗ ∈ R2 , size ⃗s ∈ R2 , detection confidence
w ∈ [0, 1], and unique identity id ∈ I. Our aim is to detect and track objects
(t)

(t)

T (t) = {b0 , b1 , . . .} in the current frame t, and assign objects that appear in
both frames a consistent id.
There are two main challenges here. The first is finding all objects
in every frame – including occluded ones. The second challenge is associating
these objects through time. We address both via a single deep network, trained
end-to-end. Section 5.1.1 describes a tracking-conditioned detector that leverages tracked detections from the previous frame to improve detection in the
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CenterTrack

Image I (t)

Image I (t−1) Tracks T (t−1)

Dets Ŷ (t)

Size Ŝ (t)

Offset Ô(t)

Figure 5.2: Illustration of our framework. The network takes the current
frame, the previous frame, and a heatmap rendered from tracked object centers
as inputs, and produces a center detection heatmap for the current frame, the
bounding box size map, and an offset map. At test time, object sizes and
offsets are extracted from peaks in the heatmap.
current frame. Section 5.1.2 then presents a simple offset prediction scheme
that is able to link detections through time. Finally, Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4
show how to train this detector from video or static image data.
5.1.1

Tracking-conditioned detection
As an object detector, CenterNet already infers most of the required

information for tracking: object locations p⃗ˆ, their size ⃗sˆ = Ŝp⃗ˆ, and a confidence
measure ŵ = Ŷp⃗ˆ. However, it is unable to find objects that are not directly
visible in the current frame, and the detected objects may not be temporally
coherent. One natural way to increase temporal coherence is to provide the
detector with additional image inputs from past frames. In CenterTrack, we
provide the detection network with two frames as input: the current frame
I (t) and the prior frame I (t−1) . This allows the network to estimate the change
in the scene and potentially recover occluded objects at time t from visual
evidence at time t − 1.
(t−1)

CenterTrack also takes prior detections {⃗p0
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(t−1)

, p⃗1

, . . .} as additional

input. How should these detections be represented in a form that is easily
provided to a network? The point-based nature of our tracklets is helpful
here. Since each detected object is represented by a single point, we can
conveniently render all detections in a class-agnostic single-channel heatmap
(t−1)

H (t−1) = R({⃗p0

(t−1)

, p⃗1

, . . .}), using the same Gaussian render function as

in the training of point-based detectors. To reduce the propagation of false
positive detections, we only render objects with a confidence score greater
than a threshold τ . The architecture of CenterTrack is essentially identical to
CenterNet, with four additional input channels. (See Figure 8.2.)
Tracking-conditioned detection provides a temporally coherent set of
detected objects. However, it does not link these detections across time. In
the next section, we show how to add one additional output to point-based
detection to track objects through space and time.
5.1.2

Association through offsets
To associate detections through time, CenterTrack predicts a 2D disW

H

placement as two additional output channels D̂(t) ∈ R R × R ×2 . For each deˆ
(t)
tected object at location p⃗ˆ(t) , the displacement d⃗(t) = D̂p⃗ˆ(t) captures the difference in location of the object in the current frame p⃗ˆ(t) and the previous frame
ˆ
p⃗ˆ(t−1) : d⃗(t) = p⃗ˆ(t) − p⃗ˆ(t−1) . We learn this displacement using the same regression
objective as size or location refinement:
Lof f

N
1 X
(t−1)
(t)
D̂p⃗(t) − (⃗pi
− p⃗i ) ,
=
i
N i=1
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(5.1)

(t−1)

where p⃗i

(t)

and p⃗i

are tracked ground-truth objects. Figure 8.2 shows an

example of this offset prediction.
With a sufficiently good offset prediction, a simple greedy matching
algorithm can associate objects across time. For each detection at position p̂,
we greedily associate it with the closest unmatched prior detection at position
p̂ − D̂p̂ , in descending order of confidence ŵ. If there is no unmatched prior
detection within a radius κ, we spawn a new tracklet. We define κ as the
geometric mean of the width and height of the predicted bounding box for each
tracklet. The simplicity of this greedy matching algorithm again highlights the
advantages of tracking objects as points. A simple displacement prediction is
sufficient to link objects across time. There is no need for a complicated
distance metric or graph matching.
5.1.3

Training on video data
CenterTrack is first and foremost an object detector, and trained as

such. The architectural changed from CenterNet to CenterTrack are minor:
four additional input channels and two output channels. This allows us to
fine-tune CenterTrack directly from a pretrained CenterNet detector [258].
We copy all weights related to the current detection pipeline. All weights corresponding to additional inputs or outputs are initialized randomly. We follow
the CenterNet training protocol and train all predictions as multi-task learning. We use the same training objective with the addition of offset regression
Lof f .
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The main challenge in training CenterTrack comes in producing a realistic tracklet heatmap H (t−1) . At inference time, this tracklet heatmap can
contain an arbitrary number of missing tracklets, wrongly localized objects,
or even false positives. These errors are not present in ground-truth tracklets
(t−1)

{⃗p0

(t−1)

, p⃗1

, . . .} provided during training. We instead simulate this test-time

error during training. Specifically, we simulate three types of error. First, we
locally jitter each tracklet p⃗(t−1) from the prior frame by adding Gaussian noise
to each center. That is, we render p′i = (xi + r × λjt × wi , yi + r × λjt × hi ),
where r is sampled from a Gaussian distribution. We use λjt = 0.05 in all experiments. Second, we randomly add false positives near ground-truth object
locations by rendering a spurious noisy peak p′i with probability λf p . Third,
we simulate false negatives by randomly removing detections with probability λf n . λf p and λf n are set according to the statistics of our baseline model.
These three augmentations are sufficient to train a robust tracking-conditioned
object detector.
In practice, I (t−1) does not need to be the immediately preceding frame
from time t − 1. It can be a different frame from the same video sequence.
In our experiments, we randomly sample frames near t to avoid overfitting to
the framerate. Specifically, we sample from all frames k where |k − t| < Mf ,
where Mf = 3 is a hyperparameter.
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5.1.4

Training on static image data
Without labeled video data, CenterTrack does not have access to a prior
(t−1)

frame I (t−1) or tracked detections {⃗p0

(t−1)

, p⃗1

, . . .}. However, we can simulate

tracking on standard detection benchmarks, given only single images I (t) and
(t)

(t)

detections {⃗p0 , p⃗1 , . . .}. The idea is simple: we simulate the previous frame
by randomly scaling and translating the current frame. As our experiments
will demonstrate, this is surprisingly effective.
5.1.5

End-to-end 3D object tracking
To perform monocular 3D tracking, we adopt the monocular 3D detec-

tion form of CenterNet [258]. Specifically, we train output heads to predict
object depth, rotation (encoded as an 8-dimensional vector [67]), and 3D extent. Since the projection of the center of the 3D bounding box may not align
with the center of the object’s 2D bounding box (due to perspective projection), we also predict a 2D-to-3D center offset. Further details are provided in
the supplement.

5.2

Experiments
We evaluate 2D multi-object tracking on the MOT17 [126] and KITTI [55]

tracking benchmarks. We also evaluate monocular 3D tracking on the nuScenes
dataset [13].
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5.2.1

Datasets and evaluation metrics

MOT. MOT17 contains 7 training sequences and 7 test sequences [126], The
videos were captured by stationary cameras mounted in high-density scenes
with heavy occlusion. Only pedestrians are annotated and evaluated. The
video framerate is 25-30 FPS. The MOT dataset does not provide an official
validation split. For ablation experiments, we split each training sequence
into two halves, and use the first half frames for training and the second for
validation. Our main results are reported on the test set.

KITTI. The KITTI tracking benchmark consists of 21 training sequences
and 29 test sequences [55]. They are collected by a camera mounted on a car
moving through traffic. The dataset provides 2D bounding box annotations
for cars, pedestrians, and cyclists, but only cars are evaluated. Videos are
captured at 10 FPS and contain large inter-frame motions. KITTI does not
provide detections, and all entries use private detection. We again split all
training sequences into halves for training and validation.

nuScenes. nuScenes is a newly released large-scale driving dataset with 7
object classes annotated for tracking [13]. It contains 700 training sequences,
150 validation sequences, and 150 test sequences. Each sequence contains
roughly 40 frames at 2 FPS with 6 slightly overlapping images in a panoramic
360◦ view, resulting in 168k training, 36k validation, and 36k test images. The
videos are sampled at 12 FPS, but frames are only annotated and evaluated
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at 2 FPS. All baselines and CenterTrack only use keyframes for training and
evaluation. Due to the low framerate, the inter-frame motion is significant.

Evaluation metrics. We use the official evaluation metrics in each dataset.
The common metric is multi-object tracking accuracy [96, 176]: M OT A =
1−

P

N +IDSWt )
t (F Pt +F
P t
t GTt

, where GTt , F Pt , F Nt , and IDSWt are the number

of ground-truth bounding boxes, false positives, false negatives, and identity
switches in frame t, respectively. MOTA does not rank tracklets according to
confidence and is sensitive to the task-dependent output threshold θ [209]. The
thresholds we use are listed in Section 5.2.2. The interplay between output
threshold and true positive criteria matters. For 2D tracking [55, 126], > 0.5
bounding box IoU is a the true positive. For 3D tracking [13], bounding box
center distance < 2m on the ground plane is the criterion for a true positive.
When objects are successfully detected, but not tracked, they are identified
as an identity switch (IDSW). The IDF1 metric measures the minimal cost
change from predicted ids to the correct ids. In our ablation studies, we report
false positve rate (FP)
switches (IDSW)

P
F Pt
Pt
,
t GTt

P
t IDSWt
P
t GTt

false negative rate (FN)

P
F Nt
Pt
,
t GTt

and identity

separately. In comparisons with other methods, we

report the absolute numbers following the dataset convention [55,126]. We also
report the Most Tracked ratio (MT) for the ratio of most tracked (> 80% time)
objects and Most Lost ratio (ML) for most lost (< 20% time) objects [176].
nuScenes adopts a more robust metric, AMOTA, which is a weighted
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average of MOTA across different output thresholds. Specifically,
AM OT A =

1
n−1

X

M OT Ar

1 , 2 ,··· ,1}
r∈{ n−1
n−1

M OT Ar = max(0, 1 − α

IDSWr + F Pr + F Nr − (1 − r) × P
)
r×P

where r is a fixed recall threshold, P =

P

GTt is the total number of anP
notated objects among all frames, and F Pr =
t F Pr,t is the total numt

ber of false positive samples only considering the top confident samples that
achieve the recall threshold r. The hyperparameters n = 40 and α = 0.2
(AMOTA@0.2), or α = 1 (AMOTA@1) are set by the benchmark organizers.
The overall AMOTA is the average AMOTA among all 7 categories.
5.2.2

Implementation details
Our implementation is based on CenterNet [258]. We use DLA [233] as

the network backbone, optimized with Adam [84] with learning rate 1.25e − 4
and batchsize 32. Data augmentations include random horizontal flipping,
random resized cropping, and color jittering. For all experiments, we train the
networks for 70 epochs. The learning rate is dropped by a factor of 10 at the
60th epoch. We test the runtime on a machine with an Intel Core i7-8086K
CPU and a Titan Xp GPU. The runtimes depend on the number of objects
for rendering and the input resolution in each dataset.
The MOT dataset [126] annotates each pedestrian as an amodal bounding box. That is, the bounding box always covers the whole body even when
part of the object is out of the frame. In contrast, CenterNet [258] requires
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the center of each inferred bounding box to be within the frame. To handle
this, we separately predict the visible and amodal bounding boxes [189]. We
follow prior works [157, 173, 188, 232, 248] to pretrain on external data. We
train our network on the CrowdHuman [161] dataset, using the static image
training described in Section 5.1.4.
The default input resolution for MOT images is 1920 × 1080. We resize
and pad the images to 960 × 544. We use random false positive ratio λf p = 0.1
and random false negative ratio λf n = 0.4. We only output tracklets that have
a confidence of θ = 0.4 or higher, and set the heatmap rendering threshold to
τ = 0.5.
For KITTI [55], we keep the original input resolution 1280 × 384 in
training and testing. The hyperparameters are set at λf p = 0.1 and λf n = 0.2,
with output threshold θ = 0.4 and rendering threshold τ = 0.4. We fine-tune
our KITTI model from a nuScenes tracking model.
For nuScenes [13], we use input resolution 800 × 448. We set λf p = 0.1
and λf n = 0.4, and use output threshold θ = 0.1 and rendering threshold
τ = 0.1. We first train our nuScenes model for 140 epochs for just 3D detection [258] and then fine-tune for 70 epochs for 3D tracking. Note that
nuScenes evaluation is done per 360 panorama, not per image. We naively
fuse all outputs from the 6 cameras together, without handling duplicate detections at the intersection of views [168].
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Track rebirth. Following common practice [7, 248], we keep unmatched
tracks “inactive” until they remain undetected for K consecutive frames. Inactive tracks can be matched to detections and regain their ID, but not appear
in the prior heatmap or output. The tracker stays online. Rebirth only matters for the MOT test set, where we use K = 32. For all other experiments,
we found rebirth not to be required (K = 0).
5.2.3

Public detection
The MOT17 challenge only supports public detection. That is, partic-

ipants are asked to use the provided detections. Public detection is meant to
test a tracker’s ability to associate objects, irrespective of its ability to detect
objects. Our method operates in the private detection mode by default. For
the MOT challenge we created a public-detection version of CenterTrack that
uses the externally provided (public) detections and is thus fairly compared to
other participants in the challenge. This shows that the advantages of CenterTrack are not due to the accuracy of the detections but are due to the tracking
framework itself.
Note that refining and rescoring the given bounding boxes is allowed
and is commonly used by participants in the challenge [7, 81, 118]. Following
Tracktor [7], we keep the bounding boxes that are close to an existing bounding
box in the previous frame. We only initialize a new trajectory if it is near a
public detection. All bounding boxes in our results are either near a public
detection in the current frame or near a tracked box in the previous frame.
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Time(ms) MOTA ↑ IDF1 ↑ MT ↑ ML ↓ FP ↓
36.6
40.1
35.3
34.7
31.9

12201
26091
8866
20608
14076

FN ↓ IDSW ↓

Tracktor17 [7]
LSST17 [50]
Tracktor v2 [7]
GMOT
Ours (Public)

666+D
666+D
666+D
167+D
57+D

53.5
54.7
56.5
55.4
61.5

52.3
62.3
55.1
57.9
59.6

19.5
20.4
21.1
22.7
26.4

248047 2072
228434 1243
235449 3763
229511 1403
200672 2583

Ours (Private)

57

67.8

64.7

34.6 24.6 18498 160332

3039

Table 5.1: Evaluation on the MOT17 test sets (top: public detection; bottom:
private detection). We compare to published entries on the leaderboard. The
runtime is calculated from the HZ column on the leaderboard. +D means
detection time, which is usually > 100ms [153].
We use this public-detection configuration of CenterTrack for MOT17 test set
evaluation and use the private-detection setting in our ablation studies.
5.2.4

Main results
All three datasets – MOT17 [126], KITTI [55], and nuScenes [13] –

host test servers with hidden annotations and leaderboards. We compare to
all published results on these leaderboards. The numbers were accessed on
Mar. 5th, 2020. We retrain CenterTrack on the full training set with the same
hyperparameters in the ablation experiments.
Table 5.1 lists the results on the MOT17 challenge. We use our public configuration in Section 5.2.3 and do not pretrain on CrowdHuman [161].
CenterTrack significantly outperforms the prior state of the art even when
restricted to the public-detection configuration. For example CenterTrack improves MOTA by 5 points (an 8.6% relative improvement) over Tracktor v2 [7].
The public detection setting ensures that all methods build on the same
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Time(ms) MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑ MT ↑ ML ↓ IDSW ↓ FRAG ↓
AB3D [209]
BeyondPixel [163]
3DT [67]
mmMOT [245]
MOTSFusion [121]
MASS [79]
Ours

4+D
300+D
30+D
10+D
440+D
10+D
82

83.84
84.24
84.52
84.77
84.83
85.04
89.44

85.24
85.73
85.64
85.21
85.21
85.53
85.05

66.92
73.23
73.38
73.23
3.08
74.31
82.31

11.38
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.31

9
468
377
284
275
301
116

224
944
847
753
759
744
334

Table 5.2: Evaluation on the KITTI test set. We compare to all published
entries on the leaderboard. Runtimes are from the leaderboard. +D means
detection time.
underlying detector. Our gains come from two sources. Firstly, the heatmap
input makes our tracker better preserve tracklets from the previous frame,
which results in a much lower rate of false negatives. And second, our simple
learned offset is effective. (See Section 5.2.6 for more analysis.) For reference,
we also included a private detection version, where CenterTrack simultaneously
detects and tracks objects (Table 5.1, bottom). It further improves the MOTA
to 67.3%, and runs at 17 FPS end-to-end (including detection).
For IDF1 and id-switch, our local model is not as strong as offline
methods such as LSST17 [50], but is better than other online methods [7].
We believe that there is an exciting avenue for future work in combining local
trackers (such as our work) with stronger offline long-range models (such as
SORT [8], LMP [188], and other ReID-based trackers [220, 232]).
On KITTI [55], we submitted our best-performing model with flip testing [258]. The model runs at 82ms and yields 89.44% MOTA, outperforming
all published work (Table 5.2). Note that our model without flip testing runs
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Mapillary [168]+AB3D [209]
Ours

Time(ms) AMOTA@0.2 ↑ AMOTA@1 ↑ AMOTP ↓
6.9
1.8
1.8
45
27.8
4.6
1.5

Table 5.3: Evaluation on the nuScenes test set. We compare to the official monocular 3D tracking baseline, which applies a state-of-the-art 3D
tracker [209]. We list the average AMOTA@0.2, AMOTA@1, and AMOTP
over all 7 categories.
at 45ms with 88.7% MOTA on the validation set (vs. 89.63% with flip testing on the validation set). We avoid submitting to the test server multiple
times following their test policy. The results again indicate that CenterTrack
performs competitively with more complex methods.
On nuScenes [13], our monocular tracking method achieves an AMOTA@0.2
of 28.3% and an AMOTA@1 of 4.6%, outperforming the monocular baseline [168, 209] by a large margin. There are two main reasons. Firstly, we
use a stronger and faster 3D detector [258] More importantly, as shown in
Table 5.6, the Kalman-filter-based 3D tracking baseline relies on hand-crafted
motion rules [209], which are less effective in low-framerate regimes. Our
method learns object motion from data and is much more stable at low framerates.
5.2.5

Ablation studies
We first ablate our two main technical contributions: tracking-conditioned

detection (Section 5.1.1) and offset prediction (Section 5.1.2) on all three
datasets. Specifically, we compare our full framework with three baselines.
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MOT17
MOTA↑

detection only
w/o offset
w/o heatmap
Ours

63.6
65.8
63.9
66.1

FP↓

FN↓

3.5% 30.3%
4.5%28.4%
3.5% 30.3%
4.5%28.4%

KITTI
IDSW↓MOTA↑ FP↓

2.5 %
1.3%
2.3%
1.0%

84.3
87.1
85.4
88.7

nuScenes

FN↓ IDSW↓AMOTA@0.2↑AMOTA@1↑

4.3% 9.8% 1.5%
5.4%5.8% 1.6%
4.3% 9.8% 0.4%
5.4%5.8%0.1%

18.1
17.8
26.5
28.3

3.4
3.6
5.9
6.8

Table 5.4: Ablation study on MOT17, KITTI, and nuScenes. All results are on
validation sets (Section 5.2.1). For each dataset, we report the corresponding
official metrics. ↑ indicates that higher is better, ↓ indicates that lower is
better.
Detection only runs a CenterNet detector at each individual frame and
associates their identity only based on 2D center distance. This model does
not use video data, but still uses two input images.

Without offset uses just tracking-conditioned prediction with a predicted
offset of zero. Every object is again associated to its closest object in the
previous frame.

Without heatmap predicts the center offset between frames and uses the
updated center distance as the association metric, but the prior heatmap is
not provided. The offset-based greedy association is used.
Table 5.4 shows the results. On all datasets, our full CenterTrack model
performs significantly better than the baselines. Tracking-conditioned detection yields ∼ 2% MOTA improvement on MOT and ∼ 3% MOTA improvement
on KITTI, with or without offset prediction. It produces more false positives
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but fewer false negatives. This is because with the heatmap prior, the network
tends to predict more objects around the previous peaks, which are sometimes
misleading. The merits of the heatmap outweigh the limitations and improve
MOTA overall. Using the prior heatmap also significantly reduces IDSW on
both datasets, indicating that the heatmap stabilizes detection.
Tracking offset prediction gives a huge boost on nuScenes and reduces
IDSW consistently in MOT and KITTI. The effectiveness of the tracking offset
appears to be related to the video framerate. When the framerate is high,
motion between frames is small, and a zero offset is often a reasonable starting
point for association. When framerate is low, as in the nuScenes dataset,
motion between frames is large and static object association is considerably
less effective. Our offset prediction scheme helps deal with such large interframe motion. Next, we ablate other components on MOT17.

Training with noisy heatmap. The 2nd row in Table 5.5 shows the importance of injecting noise into heatmaps during training (Section 5.1.3). Without
noise injection, the model fails to generalize and yields dramatically lower accuracy. In particular, this model has a large false negative rate. One reason
is that in the first frame, the input heatmap is empty. This model had a hard
time discovering new objects that were not indicated in the prior heatmap.

Training on static images. We train a version of our model on static images only, as described in Section 5.1.4. The results are shown in Table 5.5
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MOTA ↑ IDF1 ↑ MT ↑ ML ↓ FP ↓ FN ↓ IDSW ↓
Ours
w.o. noisy hm
Static image
w. Hungarian
w. rebirth

66.1
34.4
66.1
66.1
66.2

64.2
46.2
65.4
61.0
69.4

41.3
26.3
41.6
40.7
39.5

21.2
42.2
19.2
20.9
22.1

4.5%
7.3%
5.4%
4.5%
3.9%

28.4%
57.4%
27.5%
28.3%
29.5%

1.0%
0.9%
1.0%
1.0%
0.4%

Table 5.5: Additional experiments on the MOT17 validation set. From top to
bottom: our model, our model trained without simulating heatmap noise, our
model trained on static images only, our model with Hungarian matching, and
our model with track rebirth.
(3rd row, ‘Static image’). As reported in this table, training on static images
gives the same performance as training on videos on the MOT dataset. Separately, we observed that training on static images is less effective on nuScenes,
where framerate is low.

Matching algorithm. We use a simple greedy matching algorithm based on
the detection score, while most other trackers use the Hungarian algorithm.
We show the performance of CenterTrack with Hungarian matching in the
4th row of Table 5.5. It does not improve performance. We choose greedy
matching for simplicity.

Track rebirth. We show CenterTrack with track rebirth (K=32) in the last
row of Table 5.5. While the MOTA performance keeps similar, it significantly
increases IDF1 and reduces ID switch. We use this setting for our MOT test set
submission. For other datasets and evaluation metrics no rebirth was required
(K = 0).
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MOT17
MOTA↑ FP↓

no motion
Kalman filter
optical flow
ours

65.8
66.1
66.1
66.1

FN↓

KITTI
IDSW↓MOTA↑ FP↓

4.5%28.4% 1.3%
4.5%28.4%1.0%
4.5%28.4%1.0%
4.5%28.4%1.0%

87.1
87.9
88.4
88.7

5.4%
5.4%
5.4%
5.4%

FN↓

5.8%
5.8%
5.8%
5.8%

nuScenes
IDSW↓AMOTA@0.2↑AMOTA@1↑

1.6%
0.9%
0.4%
0.1%

17.8
18.3
26.6
28.3

3.6
3.8
6.2
6.8

Table 5.6: Comparing different motion models on MOT17, KITTI, and
nuScenes. All results are on validation sets (Section 5.2.1). All experiments
on the same dataset are from the same model.
5.2.6

Comparison to alternative motion models
Our offset prediction is able to estimate object motion, but also per-

forms a simple association, as current objects are linked to prior detections,
which CenterTrack receives as one of its inputs. To verify the effectiveness of
our learned association, we replace our offset prediction with three alternative
motion models:

No motion. We set the offset to zeros. It is copied from Table 5.4 for
reference only.

Kalman filter. The Kalman filter predicts each object’s future state through
an explicit motion model estimated from its history. It is the most widely used
motion model in traditional real-time trackers [8,209,211]. We use the popular
public implementation from SORT [8] 2 .
2

https://github.com/abewley/sort
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Figure 5.3: Qualitative results on MOT (1st row), KITTI (2nd row), and
nuScenes (3rd and 4th rows). Each row shows three consecutive frames. We
show the predicted tracking offset in arrow. Tracks are coded by color. Best
viewed on the screen.
Optical flow. As an alternative motion model, we use FlowNet2 [71]. The
model was trained to estimate dense pixel motion for all objects in a scene.
We run the strongest officially released FlowNet2 model (∼ 150ms / image
pair), and replace our learned offset with the predicted optical flow at each
predicted object center 3 .
The results are shown in Table 5.6. All models use the exact same de3

https://github.com/NVIDIA/flownet2-pytorch
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tector. On the high-framerate MOT17 dataset, any motion model suffices, and
even no motion model at all performs competitively. On KITTI and nuScenes,
where the intra-frame motions are non-trivial, the hand-crafted motion rule
of the Kalman filter performs significantly worse, and even the performance
of optical flow degrades. This emphasizes that our offset model does more
than just motion estimation. CenterTrack is conditioned on prior detections
and can learn to snap offset predictions to exactly those prior detections. Our
training procedure strongly encourages this through heavy data augmentation.

Summary We presented an end-to-end simultaneous object detection and
tracking framework. Our method takes two frames and a prior heatmap as
input, and produces detection and tracking offsets for the current frame. Our
tracker is purely local and associates objects greedily through time. It runs
online (no knowledge of future frames) and in real time, and sets a new state of
the art on the challenging MOT17, KITTI, and nuScenes 3D tracking benchmarks.
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Chapter 6
GTR: Unified global detection and tracking

1

In the previous chapter, we approach tracking by linking objects in

adjacent frames. While this is effective for short-term tracking, it often fails
challenging cases like long-term occlusion due to the lack of global information.
Also, object recognition is still done per frame. In this chapter, we propose a
global tracker, Global Tracking Transformers (GTR), that does object classification after tracking. This way, object recognition is done globally in a unified
way across time.
In recent years, tracking-by-detection has emerged as the dominant
tracking paradigm, powered by advances in deep learning and object detection.
Tracking-by-detection reduces tracking to two steps: detection and association.
First, an object detector independently finds potential objects in each frame of
the video stream. Second, an association step links detections through time.
Greedy trackers [7,8,207,210,220,247] primarily consider pairwise associations.
They maintain a status of each trajectory based on location and/or identity
features, and associate current-frame detections with each trajectory based
1

The work in this chapter was originally published as: Global Tracking Transformers,
Xingyi Zhou, Tianwei Yin, Vladlen Koltun, Philipp Krähenbühl, in CVPR 2022. The code
is available at https://github.com/xingyizhou/GTR.
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All-frame
detections

Trajectory
Queries

Global Tracking Transformer

Figure 6.1: Overview of our joint detection and tracking framework. An object
detector first independently detects objects in all frames. Object features
are concatenated and fed into the encoder of our global tracking transformer
(GTR). The GTR additionally takes trajectory queries as decoder input, and
produces association scores between each query and object. The association
matrix links objects for each query. During testing, the trajectory queries are
object features in the last frame.
on its last visible status. This pairwise association is efficient, but lacks an
explicit model of trajectories as a whole, and sometimes struggles with heavy
occlusion or strong appearance change. Global trackers [6, 12, 188, 234, 241]
run offline graph-based combinatorial optimization over pairwise associations.
They can resolve inconsistently grouped detections and are more robust, but
can be slow and are usually detached from the detector.
In this chapter, we show how to represent global tracking as a few layers in a deep network ( Figure 6.1). Our network directly outputs trajectories
and thus sidesteps both pairwise association and graph-based optimization.
We show that two-stage detectors [63, 153] can be augmented by transformer
layers to turn them into joint detectors and trackers. Our global tracking
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transformer (GTR) encodes detections from multiple consecutive frames, and
uses trajectory queries to group them into trajectories. The queries are detection features from a single frame after non-maximum suppression, and are
transformed by the GTR into trajectories. Each trajectory query produces a
single global trajectory by assigning to it a detection from each frame using a
softmax distribution. The outputs of our model are thus detections and their
associations through time. During training, we explicitly supervise the output
of our global tracking transformer using ground-truth trajectories and their
image-level bounding boxes. During inference, we run the GTR in a sliding
window manner with a moderate temporal size of 32 frames, and link trajectories between windows online. The model is end-to-end differentiable within
the temporal window.
Our framework is motivated by the recent success of transformer models [200] in computer vision in general [38,115,195,249] and in object detection
in particular [17, 206]. The cross-attention structure between queries and encoder features mines similarities between objects and naturally fits the association objective in multi-object tracking. We perform cross-attention between
trajectory queries and object features, and explicitly supervise it to produce
a query-to-detections assignment. Each assignment directly corresponds to a
global trajectory. Unlike transformer-based detectors [17, 125, 179, 206] that
learn queries as fixed parameters, our queries come from existing detections
and adapt with the image content. Furthermore, our transformer operates
on detected objects rather than raw pixels [17]. This enables us to take full
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advantage of well-developed two-stage object detectors [63, 256].
Our framework is end-to-end trainable, and easily integrates with stateof-the-art object detectors. On the challenging large-scale TAO dataset, our
model reaches 20.1 tracking mAP on the test set, significantly outperforming published work, which achieved 12.4 tracking mAP [32, 134]. On the
MOT17 [126] benchmark, our entry achieves competitive 74.1 MOTA and 59.0
HOTA, outperforming concurrent transformer-based trackers [125, 222, 238],
and outperforming most association-based trackers in either HOTA or MOTA.
Code will be released under a permissive license upon acceptance.

6.1

Approach
Out global tracking transformer (GTR) associates objects in a proba-

bilistic and differentiable manner. It links proposals pti in each frame I t to a set
of trajectory queries qk . Each trajectory query qk produces an object association score vector g ∈ RN over proposals from all frames. This association score
vector then yields a per-frame proposal-level association αkt ∈ {∅, 1, . . . , Nt },
where αkt = ∅ indicates no association and Nt is the number of detected proposals in frame I t . The combination of associations then produces a trajectory
⃗τk . Figure 6.1 provides an overview. The association step is differentiable and
can be jointly trained with the underlying object detector.
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6.1.1

Tracking transformers
Let pt1 , . . . , ptNt be a set of high-confidence object proposals for image

I t . Let B t = {bt1 , . . . , btNt } be their corresponding bounding boxes. Let fit ∈
RD be the D-dimentional features extracted from boxes bti . For convenience
let F t = {f1t , . . . , fNt t } be the set of all detection features of image I t , and
F = F 1 ∪ . . . ∪ F T be the set of all features through time. The collection of all
proposal features F ∈ RN ×D is the input to our tracking transformer, where
PT
N =
t Nt is the total number of detections in all frames. The tracking
transformer takes features F and a trajectory query qk ∈ RD , and produces a
trajectory-specific association score g(qk , F ) ∈ RN .
Formally, let git (qk , F ) ∈ R be the score of the i-th object in the t-th
frame. A special output token g∅t (qk , F ) = 0 indicates no association at time t.
The tracking transformer then predicts a distribution of associations over all
objects i in frame I t for each trajectory k. We model this as an independent
softmax activation for each time-step t:
exp (git (qk , F ))
.
PA (α = i|qk , F ) = P
t
exp
g
(q
,
F
)
k
j
j∈{∅,1,...Nt }
t

(6.1)

Since a detector produces a single bounding box bti for each proposal pti , there
is a one-to-one mapping between the association distribution PA and a distribution Pt over bounding boxes for trajectory k at time t: Pt (b|qk , F ) =
PNt
t
i=1 1[b=bti ] PA (α = i|qk , F ), where the indicator 1[·] assigns an output bounding box to each associated query. In practice, a detector’s non-maximum
suppression (NMS) ensures that there is also a unique mapping from Pt back
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to PA . The distribution over bounding boxes in turn leads to a distribution
Q
over entire trajectories PT (⃗τ |qk , F ) = Tt=1 Pt (τ t |qk , F ).
During training, we maximize the log-likelihood of the ground-truth
trajectories. During inference, we use the likelihood to produce long-term
tracks in an online manner.
6.1.2

Training
⃗τ , our goal is to learn a
Given a set of ground-truth trajectories ˆ⃗τ,
1 . . . , ˆK

tracking transformer that estimates PA , and implicitly the trajectory distribution PT . We jointly train the tracking transformer with detection by treating
the transformer as an RoI head in a two-stage detector [153]. At each training
iteration, we first obtain high-confidence proposals bt1 , . . . , btNt and their corresponding features Ft after non-maximum suppression. We then maximize
log PT (⃗τ |qk , F ) for each ground-truth trajectory ⃗τ . This is equivalent to maximizing log PA (αt |qk , F ) after assigning ⃗τ to a set of proposals. We follow object
detection and use a simple intersection-over-union (IoU) assignment rule:
(
∅
if τkt = ∅ or maxi IoU (bti , τkt ) ¡ 0.5
α̂kt =
.
(6.2)
argmaxi IoU (bti , τkt ) otherwise
We use this assignment to both train the bounding box regression of the underlying two-stage detector, and our assignment likelihood PA . However, this
assignment likelihood further depends on the trajectory query qk , which we
define next.
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Trajectory queries are key to our formulation. Each query qk generates
a trajectory. In prior work [17], object queries were learned as network parameters and fixed during inference. This makes queries image-agnostic and
requires a near-exhaustive enumeration of them [117, 182, 269]. For objects
this is feasible [17], as anchors [108] or proposals [180] showed. Trajectories,
however, live in the exponentially larger space of potential moving objects
than simple boxes, and hence require many more queries to cover that space.
Furthermore, tracking datasets feature many fewer annotated instances, and
learned trajectories easily overfit and remember the dataset.
We instead use object features fit of the proposals pti as the object
queries. Specifically, let α̂k be the matched proposals for a ground-truth trajectory ⃗τk according to Equation (6.2). Any feature {fα̂11 , fα̂22 , . . .} can serve as
k

k

the trajectory query for trajectory ⃗τk . In practice, we use all object features
F as queries and train the transformer T times for a sequence length of T .
Any unmatched features fit are used as background queries and supervised
to produce ∅ for all frames. We allow multiple queries to produce the same
trajectory, and do not require a one-to-one match [17]. During inference, we
only use object features from one single frame as the queries to avoid duplicate outputs. All object features within a frame are different (after NMS) and
hence produce different trajectories.

Training objective. The overall training objective combines the assignment
in Equation (6.2) and trajectory queries to maximize the log-likelihood of each
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trajectory under its assigned queries. For each trajectory τk we optimize the
log-likelihood of its assignments α̂k :
ℓasso (F, ⃗τ̂k ) = −

T
X

X

log PA (α̂kt |Fα̂ssk , F ).

(6.3)

s∈{1...T |α̂sk ̸=∅} t=1

For any unassociated features, we produce empty trajectories:
ℓbg (F ) = −

T
T
X
X X

log PA (αt = ∅|Fjs , F ).

(6.4)

s=1 j:∄α̂sk =j t=1

The final loss simply combines the two terms:
Lasso (F, {⃗τ̂1 , . . . , ⃗τ̂K }) = ℓbg (F ) +

X

ℓasso (F, ⃗τ̂k )

(6.5)

⃗
τ̂k

We train Lasso jointly with standard detection losses [256], including classification and bounding-box regression in both the proposal network and RoI
heads.
6.1.3

Online Inference
During inference, we process the video stream online in a sliding-window

manner with window size T = 32 and stride 1. For each individual frame t,
we feed the image to the network before the tracking transformer and obtain
Nt bounding boxes B t and object features F t . We keep a temporal history
buffer of T frames, i.e., B = {B t−T +1 , · · · , B t } and F = {F t−T +1 , · · · , F t },
and run the tracking transformer for each sliding window. We use object proposals from the current frame t as trajectory queries qk = Fkt to produce Nt
trajectories.
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For the first frame, we initialize all detections as trajectories. For any
subsequent frame, we link current predicted trajectories to existing tracks
using the average assignment likelihood PA as a distance metric. Since the
current trajectories share up to T −1 boxes and features with past trajectories,
the overlap can be quite large. We use a Hungarian algorithm to ensure that
the mapping from current long-term trajectories to existing tracks is unique. If
the average association score with any prior trajectory is lower than a threshold
θ, we start a new track. Otherwise we append the underlying current detection
(query) that generates the trajectory to the matched existing track.
6.1.4

Network architecture
The global tracking transformer takes a stack of object features F ∈

RN ×D as the encoder input, a matrix of queries Q ∈ RM ×D as the decoder
input, and produces an association matrix G ∈ RM ×N between queries and
objects. The detailed structure of the tracking transformer is shown in Figure 6.2 (left). It follows DETR [17] but only uses a one-layer encoder and a
one-layer decoder. Empirically, we observe that self-attention for queries and
Layer Normalization [4] were not required. See Section 6.2.5 for an ablation.
The resulting network structure is lightweight, with 10 linear layers in total. It
runs in a fraction of the runtime of the backbone detector, even for hundreds
of queries.
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F: (N, D)

Self-att

2x Linear/ ReLU

(N, D)

⊗

(M, D)

Q: (M, D)

Cross-att

2x Linear/ ReLU

G: (M, N)

k: (M, D) Linear
q: (N, D) Linear
k: (N, D) Linear

(M, N)

⊗

⊗

(M, D)

Linear

Figure 6.2: Left: detailed network architecture of GTR. Right: detailed structure of both self-att and cross-att blocks. We omit multi-head [200] in the
figure for simplicity. For self-attention, q = k = F . For cross
Nattention,
q = Q, k = F . We list data dimensionalities in parentheses.
indicates
matrix multiplication (transpose when needed).
6.1.5

Connection to embedding learning and ReID
Consider a variation of GTR with just a dot-product association score

git (qk , F ) = qk · Fit . Further consider learning all trajectory queries Q =
{q1 , . . . , qk } as free parameters, one per training trajectory τk . In this variation, the softmax assignment in Equation (6.1) reduces to a classification
problem. For each proposal, we classify it as a specific training instance or as
background. This is exactly the objective of classification-based embedding
learning in person-ReID [123], as used in ReID-based trackers [207, 247].
The two key differences between embedding learning and GTR are:
first, our transformer does not assume any factorization of git and allows the
model to reason about all boxes at once when computing associations. A dotproduct-based ReID network on the other hand assumes that all boxes independently produce a compatible embedding. See Section 6.2.5 for an ablation
of this transformer structure. Second, our trajectory queries are not learned.
This allows our transformer to produce long-term associations in a single forward pass, while ReID-based trackers rely on a separate cosine-distance-based
grouping step [207, 247].
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6.2

Experiments
We evaluate our method on two tracking benchmarks: TAO [32] and

MOT17 [126].
TAO [32] tracks a wide variety of objects. The images are adopted
from 6 existing video datasets, including indoor, outdoor, and driving scenes.
The dataset requires tracking objects with a large vocabulary of 488 classes in
a long-tail setting. It contains 0.5k, 1k, and 1.5k videos for training, validation,
and testing, respectively. Each video contains around 40 annotated frames at
1 annotated frame per second. There is significant motion between adjacent
annotated frames. The training annotations are incomplete. We thus do not
use the training set and solely train on LVIS [61] and use the TAO validation
and test set for evaluation.
MOT [126] tracks pedestrians in crowd scenes. It contains 7 training
sequences and 7 test sequences. The sequences contain 500 to 1500 frames,
recorded and annotated at 25-30 FPS. We follow CenterTrack [255] and split
each training sequence in half. We use the first half for training and the second
half for validation. We perform ablation studies mainly on this validation set,
and compare to other approaches on the official hidden test set. We evaluate
under the private detection protocol.
6.2.1

Evaluation metrics
We first evaluate under the official metrics for each dataset. TAO [32]

uses tracking mAP@0.5 as the official metric, which is based on standard object
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detection mAP [109] but changes the 2D bounding box IoU to 3D temporalspatial IoU between the predicted trajectory and the ground-truth trajectory.
The overall tracking mAP is averaged across all classes. MOT [126] uses MultiObject Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) as the official metric. MOTA = 1 −

P

N +IDSWt )
t (F Pt +F
P t
t GTt

where GTt is the number of ground truth objects in frame t, and F Pt , F Nt , and
IDSWt measure the errors of false positives, false negatives, and ID switches,
respectively.
As suggested by the MOT benchmark, we additionally report HOTA,
a new tracking metric [122]. HOTA is defined as the geometric mean of detection accuracy (DetA) and association accuracy (AssA). Both DetA and AssA
have the form

|T P |
,
|T P |+|F N |+|F P |

with their respective true/false criteria. In our

experiments, we mainly use AssA to access tracking performance.
6.2.2

Training and inference details
TAO training. Our implementation is based on detectron2 [216]

(Apache License). For TAO [32] experiments, we use Res2Net [53] with deformable convolution [29] as the backbone. We adopt CenterNet2 [256] as the
detector, which equips a CenterNet [258] proposal network with cascaded RoI
heads [14]. Following the guideline of TAO dataset [32], we train the object
detector on the combination of LVISv1 [61] and COCO [109]. We additionally
incorporate a federated loss [256] to improve long-tail detection. We first train
a single-frame detector. The training uses SGD with learning rate 0.04 and
batch size 32 for 180K iterations (the 4× schedule [216]). We use training
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resolution 896 × 896 following the scale-and-crop augmentation of EfficientDet [186]. The detector yields 37.1 mAP on the LVISv1 validation set and
27.3 mAP on the TAO validation set.
TAO only provides a small training set for tuning tracking hyperparameters, but not for training the tracker. We empirically observed that training
on the TAO training set hurts detection performance, and overall does not
yield good tracking accuracy. We find that training only on static image
datasets [61] with data augmentation is sufficient for tracking. Our training
strategy follows CenterTrack [255]. Specifically, we apply two different data
augmentations to an image, and use them as the starting and ending frame of
a video. We then interpolate the images and annotations linearly to generate
a smooth video for training.
With the synthetic video, we fine-tune the network with the tracking
transformer head end-to-end from the single-frame detector. Our fine-tuning
protocol follows DETR [17] and uses the AdamW optimizer [120], multiplies
the backbone learning rate by a factor of 0.1, and clamps the gradient norm at
0.1. We use a base learning rate of 0.0001. We generate video clips of length
T = 8 and train with a batch size of 8 videos on 8 GPUs, resulting in an
effective batch size of 64. We fine-tune the network for 22,500 iterations (a
2× schedule). The fine-tuning takes around 8 hours on 8 Quadro RTX 6000
GPUs.
MOT training. For our MOT model, we follow past works [247,
255] and use CenterNet [258] with a DLA-34 backbone [233] as the object
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detector. We adopt the improvements in CenterNet2 [256] to use BiFPN [186]
for upsampling layers instead of the original deformable-convolution-based [29]
hierarchical upsampling [233]. We use 3 BiFPN layers with 160 channels and
5 FPN levels (stride 8–128) in our experiments. We use RoIAlign [63] to
extract features for our tracking transformer, but still use the boxes from
CenterNet proposals. We use a training size of 1280 × 1280 and a test size
of 1560 (longer edge). Following CenterTrack [255], we pretrain the detector
on Crowdhuman [161] for 96 epochs. We then fine-tune with the GTR head
on Crowdhuman (with augmentation) and the MOT training set in a 1 : 1
ratio [179]. We again use T = 8 frames for a video clip with a batch size of
8 clips. We fine-tune the network for 8K iterations, which corresponds to ∼9
epochs of Crowdhuman and 16 epochs of MOT. This takes ∼1.5 hours on 8
Quadro RTX 6000 GPUs.
Inference. During testing, we set the output score threshold to 0.55 for
MOT and the proposal score threshold to 0.4 for TAO, based on a sweep on the
validation set. We do not set an output threshold for TAO. For both datasets,
we set the new-track association threshold to θ = 0.2. Since the MOT dataset
has high frame rate, we find it beneficial to use location information during
association. We associate tracks based on the maximum of the trajectory
association score and the box-trajectory IoU. This is examined in a controlled
experiment in Section 6.2.5. We further remove trajectories of length < 5 [12].
Runtime. On the MOT17 dataset our backbone detector runs in 47ms
and the global tracking transformer in 4ms per frame. On TAO the backbone
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TAO
MOT17
Track mAP HOTA DetA AssA MOTA IDF1 HOTA DetA AssA
IoU [8]
IoU+ReID [247]

8.8
11.0

32.7
34.9

30.5
31.2

68.9
70.9

65.0
74.0

57.4
61.7

59.2
60.0

Ours
Ours
Ours
Ours
Ours

13.6
17.7
19.5
22.5
22.1

42.0
44.0
45.6
45.8
44.9

35.8 49.8 71.3
36.4 53.6 71.6
36.8 56.8 71.3
36.8 57.4 71.4
35.9 56.7 71.3

65.1
69.6
72.2
75.1
75.9

57.8
59.9
61.1
62.5
63.0

60.6 55.8
60.8 59.6
60.7 62.0
60.6 65.0
60.4 66.2

(T=2)
(T=4)
(T=8)
(T=16)
(T=32)

35.4
39.5

56.1
63.9

Table 6.1: Comparing greedy trackers [8, 247] (top) with our global tracker
under different temporal windows on the TAO and MOT17 validation sets. We
show the official metrics (Track mAP for TAO and MOTA/IDF1 for MOT17)
as well as HOTA metrics. Higher is better for all metrics.
runs in 86ms, the transformer in 3ms.
6.2.3

Global versus local association
We first validate our main contribution: global association. We com-

pare to two popular local trackers, one based on location (SORT [8]) and and
one based on joint location and identity (FairMOT [247]). We use the detection output of our detector with the same output threshold so that the detections are the same. We adopt the implementation from FairMOT [247] (MIT
License) for both baselines, with the default hyperparameters2 and tricks, including a track-rebirth mechanism for up to 30 frames.
Table 6.1 shows the results on the TAO [32] and MOT17 [126] validation sets. First, despite close MOTA and DetA, ReID-based methods (Fair2

We tuned the hyperparameters for both baselines, but observed that the default settings
performed best.
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MOT [247] and ours) generally achieve higher tracking accuracy than the
location-only baseline [8]. For our method, when T = 2 it reduces to a local
tracker that only associates across consecutive pairs of frames. This tracker
cannot recover from any occlusion or missing detection, yielding a relatively
low AssA. However, when we gradually increase the temporal window T , we
observe a consistent increase in association accuracy. On MOT17 with T = 32,
our method outperforms FairMOT [247] by a healthy 2.3 AssA and 1.9 IDF1,
showing the advantage of our global tracking formulation. On TAO the performance saturates at T = 16. This may be due to the lack of training on
video data and the much lower frame-rate in the TAO dataset.
6.2.4

Comparison to the state of the art
Next we compare to other trackers with different detections on the

corresponding test sets. Table 6.2 shows the results on TAO validation and test
sets. TAO [32] is a relatively new benchmark with few public entries [32, 134].
Our method substantially outperforms the official SORT baseline [32] and the
prior best result (QDTrack [134]), yielding a relative improvement of 62% in
mAP on the test set. While part of the gain is from our stronger detector,
this highlights one of the advantages of our model: it is end-to-end jointly
trainable with state-of-the-art detection systems.
Table 6.3 compares our tracker with other entries on the MOT17 leaderboard. Our entry achieves a decent 74.1 MOTA, 71.1 IDF1, and 59.0 HOTA.
This is better than concurrent transformer-based trackers, including Track-
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Validation
Test
mAP50 mAP s mAP m mAP l mAP50 mAP s mAP m mAP l
SORT TAO [32] 13.2
QDTrack [134] 16.1
Ours
22.5

2.4
7.8

4.6
16.9

19.6
33.7

10.2
12.4
20.1

7.7
3.7
10.0

8.2
8.3
16.6

15.2
18.8
25.5

Table 6.2: Results on TAO validation and test sets. We show the official
metrics from the leaderboard, including tracking mAP50 and its breakdown
to small, medium, and large objects.
former [125], MOTR [238], and TransCenter [222]. Our model currently underperforms CorrTracker [204]. One possible reason is that CorrTracker [204]
has been trained on additional person detection and ReID datasets (following
the setting of JDE [205]), which may lead to better generalization in both
detection and association.
6.2.5

Design choice experiments
Here we ablate our key design choices. All experiments are conducted

under the best setting of Table 6.1, with T = 32. The random noise across
different runs is within 0.2 MOTA and 0.5 AssA.
Attention structure. We first verify the necessity of using a transformer structure for the association head. As the counterpart, we remove both
the self-attention layer and the cross-attention layer in Figure 6.2, and directly
dot-product the association features after the linear layers. Table 6.4a shows
that this decreases AssA considerably. Further adding self-attention layers between queries in the decoder as in DETR [17] does not improve performance,
thus we just use encoder attention.
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MOTA↑ HOTA↑ DetA↑ AssA↑
Trackformer [125]
MOTR [238]
ChainedTracker [139]
CenterTrack [255]
QDTrack [134]
TraDeS [214]
TransCenter [222]
GSDT [205]
FairMOT [247]
TransTrack [179]
CSTrack [106]
FUFET [159]
CorrTracker [204]
Ours

65.0
65.1
66.6
67.8
68.7
69.1
73.2
73.2
73.7
74.5
74.9
76.2
76.5
74.1

49.0
52.2
53.9
52.7
54.5
55.2
59.3
53.9
59.3
57.9
60.7
59.0

53.6
53.8
55.6
55.2
60.1
60.0
60.9
60.5
61.1
62.9
62.8
61.7

45.2
51.0
52.7
50.8
49.7
51.0
58.0
48.3
57.9
53.6
58.9
56.7

FP↓

FN↓

70443
45486
22284
18498
26589
20892
23112
26397
27507
28323
23847
32796
29808
36663

123552
149307
160491
160332
146643
150060
123738
120666
117477
112137
114303
98475
99510
104772

IDS↓ IDF1↑
3528
2049
5529
3039
3378
3555
4614
3891
3303
3663
3567
3237
3369
3369

63.9
66.4
57.4
64.7
66.3
63.9
62.2
66.5
72.3
63.9
72.6
68.0
73.6
71.1

Table 6.3: Comparison to the state of the art on the MOT17 test set (private
detection). We show the official metrics from the leaderboard. ↑ means that
higher is better and ↓ means that lower is better.

HOTA DetA AssA MOTA
Dot product 61.3
*Enc. att.
63.0
Enc.+Dec att. 62.3

59.5 63.6
60.4 66.2
60.5 64.5

70.5
71.3
71.2

HOTA DetA AssA MOTA
*no emb.
63.0
pos. emb.
62.5
pos.+ temp. emb. 62.4

(a) With/without attention layers.

1
2
1

63.0
62.7
63.0

60.4 66.2
60.4 65.0
60.9 66.0

71.3
71.2
71.7

(c) Number of transformer layers.

71.3
71.7
71.7

(b) Different positional embeddings.

Enc. Dec. HOTA DetA AssA MOTA
*1
1
2

60.4 66.2
60.7 65.0
60.7 64.6

MOT17
TAO
HOTA DetA AssA MOTA mAP50
w/o loc. 61.7
*w/ loc. 63.0

60.6 63.3
60.4 66.2

71.3
71.3

22.5
22.5

(d) With/without using location in testing.

Table 6.4: Design choice experiments on the MOT17 validation set. * means
our default setting.
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Positional embedding. Positional embedding is a common component in transformers. We have implemented a learned positional embedding
as well as a learned temporal embedding. However, we didn’t observe an improvement in association accuracy from these, as shown in Table 6.4b. We
thus don’t use any positional embedding in our final model.
Transformer layers. Table 6.4c shows the results of using different
numbers of attention layers in the transformer encoder and decoder. While
most other transformer-based trackers [125,179] require 6 encoder and decoder
layers to work well, we observe that 1 layer in each is sufficient in our model.
One possible reason for this is that other trackers take pixel features as the
encoder input, while we use object features from the proposal network, which
makes the task easier.
Using location in testing. As described in Section 6.1.3, we combine
the trajectory probability and location-based IoU during inference. Table 6.4d
examines this choice. On MOT17, using location information improves AssA
by 3, likely due to the high frame-rate on the MOT dataset. On TAO, where
frame-rate is low, using our predicted trajectory probability alone works fine.

Summary In this chapter, we presented a unified framework for joint object
detection and tracking. The key component is a global tracking transformer
that takes object proposals from all frames and groups objects into trajectories. Our framework produces trajectories in a global manner. It can be
jointly trained with the detector and runs online during testing with very low
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overhead. It performs competitively on the MOT17 benchmark and sets a new
state-of-the-art on the challenging TAO dataset.
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Chapter 7
UniDet: Unified detection on multiple
datasets

1

The detectors and trackers described in the previous chapters have

shown promising results on their corresponding trained benchmarks: COCO [109]
or MOT [126]. However, computer vision aims to produce broad, generalpurpose perception systems that work in the wild, and is likely not covered
by a single dataset. Yet object detection is fragmented into datasets [89, 109,
129, 160] and our models are locked into the corresponding domains. This
fragmentation brought rapid progress in object detection [153] and instance
segmentation [63], but comes with a drawback. Single datasets are limited in
both image domains and label vocabularies and do not yield general-purpose
recognition systems. Can we alleviate these limitations by unifying diverse
detection datasets?
In this chapter, we first make training an object detector on a collection
of disparate datasets as straightforward as training on a single one. Different datasets are usually trained under different training losses, data sampling
1

The work in this chapter was originally published as: Simple multi-dataset detection,
Xingyi Zhou, Vladlen Koltun, Philipp Krähenbühl, in CVPR 2022. Code and models are
released at https://github.com/xingyizhou/UniDet.
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trash bin
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bear
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Figure 7.1: Different datasets span diverse semantic and visual domains. We
learn to unify the label spaces of multiple datasets and2 train a single object
detector that generalizes across datasets.
strategies, and schedules. We show that we can train a single detector with
separate outputs for each dataset, and apply dataset-specific supervision to
each. Our training mimics training parallel dataset-specific models with a
common network. As a result, our single detector takes full advantage of all
training data, performs well on training domains, and generalizes better to
new unseen domains. However, this detector produces duplicate outputs for
classes that occur in multiple datasets.
A core challenge is integrating different datasets into a common taxonomy, and training a detector that reasons about general objects instead
of dataset-specific classes. Traditional approaches create this taxonomy by
hand [91, 250], which is both time-consuming and error-prone. We present
a fully automatic way to unify the output space of a multi-dataset detection
system using visual data only. We use the fact that object detectors for similar
concepts from different datasets fire on similar novel objects. This allows us
to define the cost of merging concepts across datasets, and optimize for a common taxonomy fully automatically. Our optimization jointly finds a unified
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taxonomy, a mapping from this taxonomy to each dataset, and a detector over
the unified taxonomy using a novel 0-1 integer programming formulation. An
object detector trained on this unified taxonomy has a large, automatically
constructed vocabulary of concepts from all training datasets.
We evaluate our unified object detector at an unprecedented scale. We
train a unified detector on 3 large and diverse datasets: COCO [109], Objects365 [160], and OpenImages [89]. For the first time, we show that a single
detector performs as well as dataset-specific models on each individual dataset.
A unified taxonomy further improves this detector. Crucially, we show that
models trained on diverse training sets generalize zero-shot to new domains,
and outperform single-dataset models. Our models ranked first in the object
detection and instance segmentation tracks of the ECCV 2020 Robust Vision
Challenge across all evaluation datasets.

7.1

Multi-dataset training
Our goal is to train a single detector M on K datasets D1 , . . . , DK with

label spaces C1 , . . . , CK , and dataset-specific training objectives ℓ1 , . . . , ℓK .
Our core insight is that we can train a unified detector in the same way as
we train multiple dataset-specific detectors separately, as long as we do not
attempt to merge label spaces between different datasets. This can be considered training K dataset-specific detectors M1 , . . . , MK in parallel, while sharing their backbone architecture M. Each dataset-specific architecture shares
all but the last layer with the common backbone. Each dataset uses its own
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classification layer at the end. We call this a partitioned detector (Figure 7.2b). We train a partitioned detector over all datasets by minimizing the
K dataset-specific losses:
h
h
ii
ˆ Θ), B̂) .
min EDk E(I,ˆ B̂)∼Dk ℓk (Mk (I;
Θ

(7.1)

Here, evenly sampling datasets, i.e. showing the partitioned detector the same
number of images from each dataset, works best empirically, as we will show
in Section 7.3.1.
While the partitioned detector learns to detect all classes, it still produces different dataset-specific outputs. For example, it predicts a COCOperson separately from an Objects365-Person, etc. Next we show how to convert this partitioned model into a joint detector that reasons about a unified
set of output labels C = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ . . ..

7.2

Learning a unified label space
Consider multiple datasets, each with its own label space C1 , C2 , . . ..

Our goal is to jointly learn a common label space C for all datasets, and define a mapping between this common label space and dataset-specific labels
Tk : C → Ck . Mathematically, Tk ∈ {0, 1}|Ck |×|C| is a Boolean linear transformation. In this work, we only consider direct mappings. Each joint label c ∈ C
maps to at most one dataset-specific label ĉ ∈ Ck : Tk⊤⃗1 ≤ ⃗1. I.e., no dataset
contains duplicated classes itself. Also, each dataset-specific label matches to
exactly one joint label: Tk⃗1 = ⃗1. In particular, we do not hierarchically relate
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Figure 7.2: Standard detectors (a) are trained on one dataset with a datasetspecific loss. We train a single partitioned detector (b) on multiple datasets
with shared backbone, dataset-specific outputs and loss. Finally, we unify
the outputs of the partitioned detector in a common taxonomy completely
automatically (c).
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concepts across datasets. When there are different label granularities, we keep
them all in our label-space, and expect to predict all of them2 .
Given a set of partitioned detector outputs d1i ∈ R|C1 | , d2i ∈ R|C2 | , . . . for
a bounding box bi , we build a joint detection score di by simply averaging the
outputs of common classes:
P ⊤ ⃗k
T d
di = Pk k⊤ ,
⃗
k Tk 1

(7.2)

where the division is elementwise. Figure 7.2c provides an overview. From
this joint detector, we recover dataset-specific outputs d˜ki = Tk di . Our goal


⊤
is to find a set of mappings T ⊤ = T1⊤ . . . , TN
and implicitly define a joint
label-space C such that the joint classifier does not degrade in performance.
Simple baselines include hand-designed mappings T and label spaces
C [91, 250], or language-based merging. One issue with these techniques is
2

This follows the official evaluation protocol of OpenImages [89].
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that word labels are ambiguous. Instead, we let the data speak and optimize a
label space automatically based on correlations in the firings of a pre-trained
partitioned detector on different images, which is a proxy for perceptual similarity.
For a specific output class c, let Cc be a loss function that measures the
quality of the merged label space di and its re-projections dˆki compared to the
original disjoint label-space dki on a single box i. Let Dk = [dk1 , dk2 , . . .] be the
outputs of the partitioned detection head for dataset Dk . Let D =

P ⊤ k
T D
Pk k⊤
⃗
k Tk 1

be the merged detection scores, and D̃k = Tk D be the reprojection. Our goal
is to optimize this loss over all detector outputs given the Boolean constraints
on our mapping
"
minimizeC,T

EDk

#
X

Lc (Dck , D̃ck ) + λ|C|

(7.3)

c∈Ck

subject to

Tk⃗1 = ⃗1 and

Tk⊤⃗1 ≤ ⃗1

∀k .

The cardinality penalty λ|C| encourages a small and compact label space. A
factorization of the loss Lc over the output space c ∈ Ck may seem restrictive.
However, it does include the most common loss functions in detection: score
distortion and Average Precision (AP). Section 7.2.1 discusses the exact loss
functions used in our optimization.
Objective 7.3 mixes combinatorial optimization over C with a 0-1 integer program over T. However, there is a simple reparametrization that lends
itself to efficient optimization.
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First, observe that the label set C simply corresponds to the number of
columns in T. Furthermore, we merge at most one label per dataset Tk⊤⃗1 ≤ ⃗1.
Hence, for each dataset Dk a column Tk (c) ∈ Tk takes one of |Ĉk | + 1 values:
Tk = {⃗0, ⃗11 , ⃗12 , . . .}, where ⃗1i ∈ {0, 1}|Ck | is an indicator vector of the i-th
element. Each column T(c) ∈ T then only chooses from a small set of potential
values T = T1 × T2 × . . ., where × represents the Cartesian product. Instead
of optimizing over the label set C and transformation T directly, we instead
use combinatorial optimization over the potential column values of ⃗t ∈ T. Let
x⃗t ∈ {0, 1} be the indicator of combination ⃗t ∈ T. x⃗t = 1 means we apply the
class combination specified by ⃗t, and otherwise not. In this formulation, the
P
constraint Tk⃗1 = ⃗1∀k translates to ⃗t∈T|⃗t(c)=1 x⃗t = 1 for all dataset-specific
labels c. Furthermore, the objective of the optimization simplifies to


X
X
X
x⃗t.
x⃗t EDk 
Lc (Dck , D̃ck ) +λ
⃗t∈T

⃗t∈T

c∈Ck |⃗t(c)=1

|

(7.4)

{z

}

c⃗t

Crucially, the merge cost c⃗t can be precomputed for any subset of labels ⃗t. This
leads to a compact integer linear programming formulation of objective 7.3:
minimizex

X

x⃗t (c⃗t + λ)

⃗t∈T

subject to

X

x⃗t = 1

∀c

(7.5)

⃗t∈T|⃗tc =1

For two datasets, the above objective is equivalent to a weighted bipartite
matching. For a higher number of datasets, it reduces to weighted graph
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matching and is NP-hard, but is practically solvable with integer linear programming [110].
One drawback of the combinatorial reformulation is that the set of
potential combinations T grows exponentially in the datasets used: |T| =
O(|Ĉ1 ||Ĉ2 ||Ĉ3 | . . .). However, most merges ⃗t ∈ T are bad and incur a large
merge cost c⃗t. In practice, we use a linear-time greedy enumeration algorithm
for low-cost merges. Considering only low-cost matches, standard integer linear programming solvers find an optimal solution within seconds for all label
spaces we tried, even for |C| > 600 and up to 6 datasets.
7.2.1

Loss functions
The loss function in our constrained objective 7.3 is quite general and

captures a wide range of commonly used losses. We highlight two: an unsupervised objective based on the distortion between partitioned and unified
outputs, and Average Precision (AP) on a validation set.

Distortion measures the difference in detection scores between partitioned
and unified detectors:

2
k
k
k
k
Ldist
(D
,
D̃
)
=
D
−
D̃
.
c
c
c
c
c

(7.6)

A drawback of this distortion measure is that it does not take task performance
into consideration when optimizing the joint label space.
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Average Precision. Given a reprojected dataset-specific output D̃ck , we can
measure the average precision APc (D̃ck ) of each output class c on the validation
set of Dk . Our loss measures the improvement in AP:
k
k
LAP
c (Dc , D̃c ) =


1 
APc (Dck ) − APc (D̃ck ) .
|Ck |

(7.7)

The AP computation is computationally quite expensive. We will provide an
optimized joint evaluation in our code.
These two loss functions allow us to train a partitioned detector and
merge its output space after training, either maximizing the original evaluation
metric (AP) or minimizing the change incurred by the unification.

7.3

Experiments
Our goal is to facilitate the training of a single model that performs

well across datasets. In this section, we first introduce our dataset setup and
implementation details. In Section 7.3.1, we analyze our key design choices for
a partitioned detector baseline. In Section 7.2, we evaluate our unified detector
and our unified label space learning algorithm. We further evaluate the unified
detector in new test datasets in a zero-shot setting (Section 7.3.3) and report
its performance in the ECCV 2020 Robust Vision Challenge (Section 7.3.4).
Datasets. Our main training datasets are adopted from the ECCV
2020 Robust Vision Challenge (RVC). These are four large object detection
datasets: COCO [109], OpenImages [89], Objects365 [160], and optionally
Mapillary [129]. To evaluate the generalization ability of the models, we follow
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Dataset name
Train & Validation
COCO
Objects365
OpenImages
Mapillary
Test
ScanNet
VIPER
Cityscapes
WildDash
KITTI
Pascal VOC
CrowdHuman

Domain

# Cat. # Img.

Internet images
Internet images
Internet images
Traffic

80
365
500
38

118k
600k
1.8M
18k

Indoor
Virtual
Traffic
Traffic
Traffic
Internet images
Internet images

20
10
8
13
8
20
1

25k
13k
12k
4k
200
16k
15k

Table 7.1: Datasets we used. Top: datasets we used in training and validation,
which are from the ECCV 2020 Robust Vision Challenge. Bottom: datasets
we used for zero-shot cross-dataset testing.
MSeg [91] to set up a zero-shot cross-dataset evaluation protocol: we evaluate
models on new test dataset without training on them. Specifically, we test on
VIPER [155], Cityscapes [27], ScanNet [28], WildDash [237], KITTI [55], Pascal VOC [42], and CrowdHuman [161]. A detailed description of all datasets
is provided in Table 7.1. In our main evaluation, we use large and general
datasets: COCO, Objects365, and OpenImages. Mapillary is relatively small
and is specific to traffic scenes; we only add it for the RVC and cross-dataset
experiments.
For each dataset, we use its official evaluation metric: for COCO, Objects365, and Mapillary, we use mAP at IoU thresholds 0.5 to 0.95. For
OpenImages, we use the official modified mAP@0.5 that excludes unlabeled
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classes and enforces hierarchical labels [89]. For the small datasets in crossdataset evaluation, we use mAP at IoU threshold 0.5 for consistency with
PascalVOC [42].
Implementation details. We use the CascadeRCNN detector [14]
with a shared region proposal network (RPN) across datasets. We evaluate two
models in our experiments: a partitioned detector (i.e., detector with datasetspecific output heads) and a unified model). For the partitioned detector, the
last classification layer of each cascade stage is split between datasets. The
unified model uses the CascadeRCNN as is.
Our implementation is based on Detectron2 [216]. We adopt most of the
default hyperparameters for training. We use the standard data augmentation,
including random flip and scaling of the short edge in the range [640, 800]. We
use SGD with base learning rate 0.01 and batch size 16 over 8 GPUs. We use
ResNet50 [65] as the backbone in our controlled experiments unless specified
otherwise. We use a 2× training schedule (180k iterations with learning rate
dropped at the 120k and 160k iterations) [216] in most experiments unless
specified otherwise, regardless of the training data size.
7.3.1

Multi-dataset detection
We first evaluate the partitioned detector. We use dataset-specific out-

puts and do not merge classes between different datasets. During evaluation,
we assume the target dataset is known and only look at the corresponding output head. As discussed in Section 7.1, our baseline highlights two basic com-
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COCO O365 OImg mean
Simple merge [207]
w/ uniform dataset sampling
w/ class-aware sampling
w/ dataset+class-aware sampling

34.2
41.1
35.3
41.8

14.6
16.5
18.5
20.3

50.8
46.0
61.8
60.0

33.2
34.5
38.5
40.6

Partitioned detector (ours)

41.8 20.6 62.7 41.7

Table 7.2: Ablation of our multi-dataset training strategies. We start with
simple merging of datsets [207], then add a uniform sampling of images between different training datasets (second row), class-aware sampling within
Objects365 and OpenImages (third row), and both sampling strategies (forth
row). Our partitioned detector combines these sampling strategies with a
dataset-specific loss (last row).
ponents: uniform sampling of images between datasets and dataset-specific
training objective. For these experiments we distinguish between modifications of the objective that merely sample data differently within each dataset
(e.g. class-aware sampling), and changes to the loss functions (e.g. hierarchical
losses).
We start from the baseline of [207, 216]. They simply collect all data
from all datasets and train with a common loss. As is shown in Table 7.2,
2×
6×
8×
COCO O365 OImg. COCO O365 OImg. COCO O365 OImg.
Partitioned

41.8

COCO
41.5
O365
OpenImages
-

20.6

62.7

44.6

23.6

64.8

45.5

24.6 66.0

23.8
64.6

42.5
-

25.0
65.4

42.5
-

24.9
65.7

Table 7.3: Comparison of a partitioned detector to single-dataset models under
different training schedules in terms of validation mAP.
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this biases the model to large datasets (OpenImages) and yields low performance for relatively small datasets (COCO). Sampling datasets uniformly
(second row) trades the performance on smaller datasets with large datasets,
and overall improves performance. On the other hand, both OpenImages and
Objects365 are long-tailed and best train with advanced inter-dataset sampling strategy [140, 164], namely class-aware sampling. Class-aware sampling
significantly improves accuracy on OpenImages and Objects365. Combining
the uniform dataset sampling and the intra-dataset class-aware sampling gives
a further boost. Finally, OpenImages [89] requires predicting a label hierarchy. For example, it requires predicting “vehicle” and “car” for all cars. This
breaks the default cross-entropy loss that assumes exclusive class labels per
object. We instead use a dedicated hierarchy-aware sigmoid cross-entropy loss
for OpenImages [89]. Specifically, for an annotated class label in OpenImages,
we set all its parent classes as positives and ignore the losses over its descendant
classes. Our partitioned detector combines both sampling strategies and the
dataset-specific loss. The hierarchy-aware loss yields a significant +2.7mAP
improvement on OpenImages alone, and does not degrades other datasets.
Dateset-specific vs. partitioned detection. In our partitioned detector, training on multiple datasets resembles training separate individual
models but with a shared detector. Table 7.3 compares training a partitioned
detector on all datasets with dataset-specific models. We compare detectors
under different training schedules (n× the COCO default schedule). Each of
the three dataset-specific models sees the same number of gradient updates as
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oven with control panel

Objects365 oven

oven frontal door

Figure 7.3: Some differences between an expert-designed label space provided
as part of the ECCV 2020 Robust Vision Challenge (top of each row, blue)
and our learned label space (bottom of each row, pink). Zoom in for details.
our partitioned detector. In a 2× training schedule (180k iterations), singledataset models generally perform better than a partitioned model, as each
dataset is only trained for a 31 × schedule in the partitioned model. At a 6×
schedule, the partitioned detector starts to match dataset-specific models, and
outperforms 2× dataset-specific models under the same total iterations. In a
8× schedule, all models converge. Here the partitioned detector surpasses
the single-dataset model on COCO and OpenImages, and closely matches the
Objects365 model.
7.3.2

Unified multi-dataset detection
Next, we evaluate different unification strategies for the label space.
Unification strategies. We run our label space learning algorithm

from Section 7.2 based on the output of a partitioned detector with a ResNeSt
backbone [240] trained on COCO, Objects365, and OpenImages, with a total
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of 945 disjoint classes. The hyperparameters are λ = 0.5 and τ = 0.25. The
optimization ends up with a unified label space with cardinality |C| = 701. we
compare our automated data-driven unification to human and language-based
baselines. We use the official manually-crafted ECCV RVC taxonomy as the
human expert baseline3 .
Over two-thirds of our learned label space agrees with the human expert. Figure 7.3 highlights some of the differences. Our unification successfully groups similar concepts with different descriptions (“Cow” and “Cattle”),
and is not distracted by spurious linguistic matches (“American football” and
“football”). Interestingly, the learned label space splits the “oven” classes from
COCO, Objects365, and OpenImages, even though they share the same word.
A visual examination reveals that they are visually dissimilar due to different
underlying definitions of the “oven” concept in the different datasets: COCO
ovens include the cooktop, OpenImages ovens include the control panel, and
Objects365 ovens are just the front door. Our data-driven taxonomy reconciliation is able to detect such distinctions, which are missed by word-level
approaches.
We next quantitatively compare our learned label space with alternatives. For each label space, we retrain a multi-dataset detector with that label
space. During training, as with our partitioned model, we only apply training
losses to the classes that are annotated in the source dataset. We compare our
3

https://github.com/ozendelait/rvc_devkit/blob/master/objdet/obj_det_mapping.csv
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COCO

O365

OImg.

mean

GloVe embedding 41.6±0.00 20.3±0.12 62.4±0.06 41.4±0.05
Learned, distortion 41.6±0.15 20.7±0.06 62.6±0.06 41.7±0.09
Learned, AP (ours) 41.9±0.10 20.8±0.10 63.0±0.21 41.9±0.02
Expert human

41.5±0.06

20.7±0.06

62.6±0.06

41.6±0.04

Table 7.4: Evaluation of unified label spaces. We measure mAP on the validation sets of the training domains. We compare to a language-based baseline
(GloVe) and a manual unification by a human expert. Each model is a ResNet50 CascadeRCNN trained in a 2× schedule. We show the mean and standard
deviation based on 3 repeated runs under different random seeds.
learned label space to a “best effort” human baseline and a language-based
baseline. For the language-based baseline, we replace the cost measurement
defined in Section 7.2.1 with the cosine distance between the GloVe word embeddings [141], and run the same integer linear program. Table 7.4 shows the
results. We repeat the training for three runs with different random seeds and
report the mean and standard deviation. The four label spaces agree on most
classes and the overall mAP is thus close. Our automatically constructed label
space consistently outperforms the human expert baseline, with a healthy 0.3
mAP margin on average. The improvement appears statistically stable under
multiple training runs. Notably, the relative improvement of our model over
the expert is larger than the expert’s improvement over the language-based
baseline.
Unified vs. partitioned detectors.

We next compare a parti-

tioned detector, a unified detector with and without retraining using the joint
taxonomy, and an ensemble of dataset-specific detectors. Note that the par111

COCO

O365

OImg.

mean

Unified (partitioned) 44.4
Unified (retrained) 45.4

23.6
24.4

65.3
66.0

44.4
45.3

Partitioned (oracle)
Ensemble (oracle)

24.6
24.9

66.0
65.7

45.4
44.4

45.5
42.5

Table 7.5: Validation mAP on training domains for our unified detector (top),
the same detector retrained on the joint taxonomy (second), a partitioned
detector knowing the target domain (thrid), and an ensemble of three datasetspecific detectors (bottom). The bottom two rows require a known test dataset
source and the top two rows do not. All models use a ResNet-50 CascadeRCNN
trained in an 8× schedule.
titioned detector and the ensemble need to know the target domain at test
time, while the unified models do not. This means that the unified models
can be deployed zero-shot in new domains, while the alternatives must know
which domain they are in.

Table 7.5 shows the results. A partitioned de-

tector outperforms a dataset-specific ensemble under the same experimental
conditions (known test domain), especially on the “small” COCO dataset. An
offline unification loses some accuracy, but this is regained when retraining the
model under the unified taxonomy. Crucially, the unified models do not need
to know what domain they are in at test time.
7.3.3

Zero-shot cross-dataset evaluation
We evaluate the generalization ability of object detectors by evaluating

them in new test domains not seen during training. In this setting, we do
not assume to know the test classes ahead of time. To allow for a fair and
unbiased evaluation, we use a simple language-based matching to find the test112

VOC VIPER CityS. ScanNet WildDash CrowdH. KITTI mean
COCO
Objects365
OpenImages
Mapillary
Ensemble
Partitioned
Unified (retrained)

80.0
71.9
64.4
11.4
79.7
83.1
82.9

13.9
20.7
10.4
15.2
16.8
20.9
21.3

39.6
43.4
29.8
44.7
46.0
48.4
52.6

17.4
24.9
24.2
0.0
30.1
32.2
29.8

25.9
27.6
20.3
23.4
32.1
34.4
34.7

73.9
71.8
66.7
49.3
73.9
70.0
70.7

Dataset-specific

80.3

31.8

54.6

44.7

-

80.0

30.5 40.2
32.2 41.8
21.8 33.9
37.8 26.0
34.3 44.7
38.9 46.8
39.9 47.3
-

-

Table 7.6: Zero-shot cross-dataset object detection performance on the validation sets of datasets that were not seen during training. We compare models
trained on each single training dataset (top 4 rows), the ensemble of the 4
single dataset models (5th row), a partitioned detector (6th row), and the
unified detector with our learned unified label space (7th row). For reference,
we show the “oracle” models that are trained on the training set of each test
dataset on the bottom row. The columns refer to test datasets. Each model is
a ResNet-50 CascadeRCNN trained until converge or at most an 8× schedule.
to-train label correspondence. Specifically, we calculate the GloVe [141] word
embedding distances between each test label and the training label, and match
the test label to its closest training label. If multiple training labels match, we
break ties in a fixed order: COCO, Objects365, OpenImages, and Mapillary4 .
We compare both our multi-dataset models (partitioned or unified) to
single-dataset models. We use all four RVC training sets to train the multidataset models. Specifically, we start from a 6× schedule model trained on
the three large datasets, and add Mapillary [129] in a 2× fine-tuning schedule
with 10× smaller learning rate. We compare all models under the same sched4

We also tried evaluating under different orders, and find the listed order to perform best
for all methods.
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ule 5 , hyperparameters, and detection models. In addition, we also compare
to the ensemble of the four single-dataset models trained analogously to the
partitioned model. For reference, we also show the performance of detectors
trained on the training set of each test dataset. This serves as an oracle “upper bound” that has seen the test domain and label space. Note that KITTI
and WildDash are small and do not have a validation set. We thus directly
evaluate on the training set and do not provide the oracle model.
Table 7.6 shows the results. The COCO model exhibits reasonable
performances of some test datasets, such as Pascal VOC and CrowdHuman.
However, its performance is less than satisfactory on datasets such as ScanNet,
whose label space differs significantly from COCO. Training on the more diverse Objects365 dataset yields higher accuracy in the indoor domain, but loses
ground on VOC and CrowdHuman, which are more similar to COCO. Training on all datasets, either with a partitioned detector or a unified one yields
generally good performance on all test datasets. Notably, both our detectors
perform better than the ensemble of the 4 single dataset models, showing that
the multi-dataset models learned more general features. On Pascal VOC, both
multi-dataset models outperform the VOC-trained upper-bound without ever
seeing VOC training images. Our unified model outperforms the partitioned
detector overall and operates on a single unified taxonomy.
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COCO
Ours
52.9
WiseDet RVC
40.0
FRCNN R50 GN RVC 34.0
DetectoRS
TSD
CACascade RCNN

53.3
-

OImg.

Mapillary O365

60.6/56.8
56.1/53.3
21.4/19.9

25.3
22.5
8.1

33.7
-

60.5/-

-

31.6

Table 7.7: RVC results: COCO test-challenge set, OpenImages challenge 2019
test sets (public test set/ private test set), Mapillary test set, and Objects365
validation set. Top: results of RVC challenge participants. Bottom: published
state-of-the-art models on each specific dataset (without model ensembles or
test-time augmentation). Objects365 was initially part of the challenge but
was removed in the final evaluation.
7.3.4

ECCV Robust Vision Challenge
We submitted a model trained with the presented approach to the

ECCV 2020 Robust Vision Challenge (RVC). We used a heavy ResNeSt200
backbone [240] and followed the same training procedure as in Section 7.3.2
with an 8× schedule. We used a unified label space of 682 classes learned with
the distortion loss. The training took ∼16 days on a server with 8 Quadro
RTX 6000 GPUs.

Table 7.7 summarizes the results of the challenge. Our

model won the challenge, outperforming all other RVC entries on all datasets
by a large margin. Notably, WiseDet RVC used a stronger detector [144], but
is trained under a uniform sampling strategy and uses the same training loss
for all datasets. We also compare to state-of-the-art results on each individual
5

except for the Mapillary model, for which a 2× schedule performs better than longer
schedules.
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dataset. On COCO, our result compares well to DetectoRS [144], which is by
default 2.4 mAP higher than our ResNeSt200 backbone (50.9 mAP) [240]. On
OpenImages, our result matches the best single model in the OpenImages 2019
Challenge, TSD [174], with a comparable backbone (SENet154-DCN [68]). On
Objects365, we outperform the 2019 challenge winner [54] by 2 mAP points.

Summary In this chapter, we presented a simple approach for training an
object detector across multiple datasets and automatically constructing a unified taxonomy for deploying the detector without knowledge of the test-time
domain. Our models match dataset-specific performance in training domains,
and outperform all baselines when evaluated on new test domains.
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Chapter 8
Detic: Unified detector with image classes

1

In the previous chapter, we expand the object detector’s vocabulary

by combining detection datasets. This expands the vocabulary from a few
hundred to more than thousands. However, detection datasets are inherently
smaller than classification datasets in both the overall size and vocabulary,
due to the difficulties in annotations. Image classification, on the other hand,
reasons about much larger vocabularies in wider domains. In this chapter,
we seek ways to expand the detection vocabulary to tens of thousands, or
even to infinite. The key ingredient is to use weakly-supervised learning on
image-classification datasets.
Object detection consists of two sub-problems - finding the object (localization) and naming it (classification). Traditional methods tightly couple
these two sub-problems and thus rely on box labels for all classes. Despite
many data collection efforts, detection datasets [61, 90, 109, 160] are much
smaller in overall size and vocabularies than classification datasets [34]. For
1

The work in this chapter is based on: Detecting Twenty-thousand Classes using Imagelevel Supervision, Xingyi Zhou, Rohit Girdhar, Armand Joulin, Philipp Krähenbühl, Ishan
Misra, in arXiv 2201.02605. Code is available at https://github.com/facebookresearch/
Detic.
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Figure 8.1: Top: Typical detection results from a strong open-vocabulary
LVIS detector. The detector misses objects of “common” classes. Bottom:
Number of images in LVIS, ImageNet, and Conceptual Captions per class
(smoothed by averaging 100 neighboring classes). Classification datasets have
a much larger vocabulary than detection datasets.
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example, the recent LVIS detection dataset [61] has 1000+ classes with 120K
images; OpenImages [90] has 500 classes in 1.8M images. Moreover, not all
classes contain sufficient annotations to train a robust detector (see Figure 8.1
Top). In classification, even the ten-year-old ImageNet [34] has 21K classes
and 14M images (Figure 8.1 Bottom).
In this chapter, we propose Detector with image classes (Detic) that
uses image-level supervision in addition to detection supervision. We observe
that the localization and classification sub-problems can be decoupled. Modern
region proposal networks already localize many ‘new’ objects using existing
detection supervision. Thus, we focus on the classification sub-problem and
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use image-level labels to train the classifier and broaden the vocabulary of the
detector. We propose a simple classification loss that applies the image-level
supervision to the proposal with the largest spatial size, and do not supervise
other outputs for image-labeled data. This is extremely easy to implement
and massively expands the detector’s vocabulary.
Most existing weakly-supervised detection techniques [45, 70, 114, 187,
221] use the weakly labeled data to supervise both the localization and classification sub-problems of detection. Since image-classification data has no box
labels, these methods develop various label-to-box assignment techniques based
on model predictions to obtain supervision. For example, YOLO9000 [150]
and DLWL [147] assign the image label to proposals that have high prediction
scores on the labeled class. Unfortunately, this prediction-based assignment
requires good initial detections which leads to a chicken-and-egg problem—we
need a good detector for good label assignment, but we need many boxes to
train a good detector. Our method completely side-steps the prediction-based
label assignment process by supervising the classification sub-problem alone
when using classification data. This also enables our method to learn detectors
for new classes which would have been impossible to predict and assign.
Experiments on the open-vocabulary LVIS [60,61] and the open-vocabulary
COCO [5] benchmarks show that our method can significantly improve over a
strong box-supervised baseline, on both novel and base classes. With imagelevel supervision from ImageNet-21K [34], our model trained without novel
class detection annotations improves the baseline by 8.3 point and matches
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the performance of using full class annotations in training. With the standard
LVIS annotations, our model reaches 41.7 mAP and 41.7 mAPrare , closing
the gap between rare classes and all classes. On open-vocabulary COCO,
our method outperforms the previous state-of-the-art OVR-CNN [236] by 5
point with the same detector and data. Finally, we train a detector using
the full ImageNet-21K with more than twenty-thousand classes. Our detector
generalizes much better to new datasets [90, 160] with disjoint label spaces,
reaching 21.5 mAP on Objects365 and 55.2 mAP50 on OpenImages, without
seeing any images from the corresponding training sets. Our contributions are
summarized below:
• We identify issues and propose a simpler alternative to existing weaklysupervised detection techniques in the open-vocabulary setting.
• Our proposed family of losses significantly improves detection performance on novel classes, closely matching the supervised upper bound.
• Our detector transfers to new datasets without finetuning.
• We release our code (in supplement). It is ready-to-use for open-vocabulary
detection in the real world. See examples in supplement.

8.1

Approach
As shown in Figure 8.2, our method leverages the box labels from de-

tection datasets Ddet and image-level labels from classification datasets Dcls .
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Figure 8.2: Left: Standard detection requires ground-truth labeled boxes and
cannot leverage image-level labels. Center: Existing prediction-based weakly
supervised detection methods [9, 147, 150] use image-level labels by assigning
them to the detector’s predicted boxes (proposals). Unfortunately, this assignment is error-prone, especially for large vocabulary detection. Right: Detic
simply assigns the image-labels to the max-size proposal. We show that this
loss is both simpler and performs better than prior work.
During training, we compose a mini-batch using images from both types of
datasets. For images with box labels, we follow the standard two-stage detector training [153]. For image-level labeled images, we only train the features
from a fixed region proposal for classification. Thus, we only compute the localization losses (RPN loss and bounding box regression loss) on images with
ground truth box labels. Below we describe our modified classification loss for
image-level labels.
A sample from the weakly labeled dataset Dcls contains an image I and
a set of K labels {ck }K
k=1 . We use the region proposal network to extract N
object features {(b, f , o)j }N
j=1 . Prediction-based methods try to assign image
labels to regions, and aim to train both localization and classification abilities.
Instead, we propose simple ways to use the image labels {ck }K
k=1 and only
improve classification. Our key idea is to use a fixed way to assign image
labels to regions, and side-step a complex prediction-based assignment. We
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allow the fixed assignment schemes miss certain objects, as long as they miss
fewer objects than the prediction-based counterparts, thus leading to better
performance.
Non-prediction-based losses. We now describe a variety of simple ways to
use image labels and evaluate them empirically in Table 8.1. Our first idea is
to use the whole image as a new “proposal” box. We call this loss image-box.
We ignore all proposals from the RPN, and instead use an injected box of the
whole image b′ = (0, 0, w, h). We then apply the classification loss to its RoI
features f ′ for all classes c ∈ {ck }K
k=1 :
Limage-box = BCE(Wf ′ , c)
where BCE(s, c) = −logσ(sc )−

P

k̸=c

log(1−σ(sk )) is the binary cross-entropy

loss, and σ is the sigmoid activation. Thus, our loss uses the features from the
same ‘proposal’ for solving the classification problem for all the classes {ck }.
In practice, the image-box can be replaced by smaller boxes. We introduce two alternatives: the proposal with the max object score or the
proposal with the max size:
Lmax-object-score = BCE(Wfj , c), j = argmaxj oj
Lmax-size = BCE(Wfj , c), j = argmaxj (size(bj ))
We show that all these three losses can effectively leverage the image-level supervision, while the max-size loss performs the best. We thus use the max-size
loss by default for image-supervised data. We also note that the classification
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parameters W are shared across both detection and classification data, which
greatly improves detection performance. The overall training objective is
(
Lrpn + Lreg + Lcls , if I ∈ Ddet
L(I) =
λLmax-size ,
if I ∈ Dcls
where Lrpn , Lreg , Lcls are standard losses in a two-stage detector, and λ = 0.1
is the weight of our loss.
Relation to prediction-based assignments. In traditional weakly-supervised
detection [9, 147, 150], a popular idea is to assign the image to the proposals based on model prediction. Let F = (f1 , . . . , fN ) be the stacked feature
of all object proposals and S = WF be their classification scores. For each
c ∈ {ck }K
k=1 , L = BCE(Sj , c), j = F(S, c), where F is the label-to-box assignment process. In most methods, F is a function of the prediction S. For
example, F selects the proposal with max score on c. Our key insight is
that F should not depend on the prediction S. In large-vocabulary detection,
the initial recognition ability of rare or novel classes is low, making the label
assignment process inaccurate. Our method side-steps this prediction-andassignment process entirely and relies on a fixed supervision criteria.

8.2

Experiments
We evaluate Detic on the large-vocabulary object detection dataset

LVIS [61]. We mainly use the open-vocabulary setting proposed by Gu et
al. [60], and also report results on the standard LVIS setting. We describe our
experiment setup below.
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LVIS. The LVIS [61] dataset has object detection and instance segmentation
labels for 1203 classes with 100K images. The classes are divided into three
groups - frequent, common, rare based on the number of training images. We
refer to this standard LVIS training set as LVIS-all. Following ViLD [60], we
remove the labels of 337 rare-class from training and consider them as novel
classes in testing. We refer to this partial training set with only frequent and
common classes as LVIS-base. We report mask mAP which is the official metric
for LVIS. While our model is developed for box detection, we use a standard
class-agnostic mask head [64] to produce segmentation masks for boxes. We
train the mask head only on detection data.
Image-supervised data. We use two sources of image-supervised data:
ImageNet-21K [34] and Conceptual Captions [162]. ImageNet-21K (IN-21K)
contains 14M images for 21K classes. For ease of training and evaluation, most
of our experiments use the 997 classes that overlap with the LVIS vocabulary
and denote this subset as IN-L. Conceptual Captions [162] (CC) is an image
captioning dataset containing 3M images. We extract image labels from the
captions using exact text-matching and keep images whose captions mention
at least one LVIS class. See § 8.3.2 for results of directly using captions. The
resulting dataset contains 1.5M images with 992 LVIS classes. We summarize
the datasets used below.
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Notation

Definition

LVIS-all
The original LVIS dataset [61]
LVIS-base
LVIS without rare-class annotations
IN-21K
The original ImageNet-21K dataset [34]
IN-L
997 overlapping IN-21K classes with LVIS
CC
Conceptual Captions [162] with LVIS classes

8.2.1

#Images

#Classes

100K
100K
14M
1.2M
1.5M

1203
866
21k
997
992

Implementation details

Box-Supervised: a strong LVIS baseline. We first establish a strong
baseline on LVIS to demonstrate that our improvements are orthogonal to
recent advances in object detection. The baseline only uses the supervised
bounding box labels. We use the CenterNet2 [256] detector with ResNet50 [65]
backbone. We use Federated Loss [256] and repeat factor sampling [61]. We
use large scale jittering [56] with input resolution 640 × 640 and train for a
4× (∼ 48 LVIS epochs) schedule. To show our method is compatible with
better pretraining, we use ImageNet-21k pretrained backbone weights [156].
As described in ??, we use the CLIP [145] embedding as the classifier. Our
baseline is 9.1 mAP higher than the detectron2 baseline [216] (31.5 vs. 22.4
mAPmask ) and trains in a similar time (17 vs. 12 hours on 8 V100 GPUs). See
§ 8.3.3 for more details.
Resolution change for image-labeled images. ImageNet images are inherently smaller and more object-focused than LVIS images [239]. In practice,
we observe it is important to use smaller image resolution for ImageNet images.
Using smaller resolution in addition allows us to increase the batch-size with
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the same computation. In our implementation, we use 320×320 for ImageNet
and CC and ablate this in § 8.3.4.
Multi-dataset training. We sample detection and classification mini-batches
in a 1 : 1 ratio, regardless of the original dataset size. We group images from
the same dataset on the same GPU to improve training efficiency [257].
Training schedules. To shorten the experimental cycle and have a good initialization for prediction-based WSOD losses [147,150], we always first train a
converged base-class-only model (4× schedule) and finetune on it with additional image-labeled data for another 4× schedule. We confirm finetuning the
model using only box supervision does not improve the performance. The 4×
schedule for our joint training consists of ∼24 LVIS epochs plus ∼4.8 ImageNet
epochs or ∼3.8 CC epochs. Training our ResNet50 model takes ∼ 22 hours on
8 V100 GPUs. The large 21K Swin-B model trains in ∼ 24 hours on 32 GPUs.
8.2.2

Prediction-based vs non-prediction-based methods
Table 8.1 shows the results of the box-supervised baseline, existing

prediction-based methods, and our proposed non-prediction-based methods.
The baseline (Box-Supervised) is trained without access to novel class bounding box labels. It uses the CLIP classifier [60] and has open-vocabulary capabilities with 15.4 mAPnovel . In order to leverage additional image-labeled
data like ImageNet or CC, we use prior prediction-based methods or our nonprediction-based method.
We compare a few prediction-based methods that assign image labels
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IN-L (object-centric) CC (non object-centric)
mAPmask mAPmask
mAPmask mAPmask
novel
novel
Box-Supervised (baseline)

30.0±0.4

16.3±0.7

30.0±0.4

16.3±0.7

Prediction-based methods
Self-training [172]
WSDDN [9]
DLWL* [147]
YOLO9000 [150]

30.3±0.0
29.8±0.2
30.6±0.1
31.2±0.3

15.6±0.1
15.6±0.3
18.2±0.2
20.4±0.9

30.1±0.2
30.0±0.1
29.7±0.3
29.4±0.1

15.9±0.8
16.5±0.8
16.9±0.6
15.9±0.6

Non-prediction-based methods
Detic (Max-object-score)
32.2±0.1
Detic (Image-box)
32.4±0.1
Detic (Max-size)
32.4±0.1

24.4±0.3
23.8±0.5
24.6±0.3

29.8±0.1
30.9±0.1
30.9±0.2

18.2±0.6
19.5±0.5
19.5±0.3

Fully-supervised (all classes) 31.1±0.4

25.5±0.7

31.1±0.4

25.5±0.7

Table 8.1: Prediction-based vs non-prediction-based methods. We
show overall and novel-class mAP on open-vocabulary LVIS [60] (with 866
base classes and 337 novel classes) with different image-labeled datasets (IN-L
or CC). The models are trained using our strong baseline § 8.2.1 (top row).
This baseline is trained on boxes from the base classes and has non-zero novelclass mAP as it uses the CLIP classifier. All models in the following rows are
finetuned from the baseline model and leverage image-labeled data. We repeat
experiments for 3 runs and report mean/ std. All variants of our proposed nonprediction-based losses outperform existing prediction-based counterparts.
to proposals based on predictions. Self-training assigns predictions of BoxSupervised as pseudo-labels offline with a fixed score threshold (0.5). The
other prediction-based methods use different losses to assign predictions to
image labels online. See § 8.3.5 for implementation details. For DLWL [147],
we implement a simplified version that does not include bootstrapping and
refer to it as DLWL*.
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Table 8.1 (third block) shows the results of our non-prediction-based
methods in § 8.1. All variants of our proposed simpler method outperform the
complex prediction-based counterparts, with both image-supervised datasets.
On the novel classes, Detic provides a significant gain of ∼ 4.2 points with
ImageNet over the best prediction-based methods.
Using non-object centric images from Conceptual Captions. ImageNet images typically have a single large object [61]. Thus, our non-predictionbased methods, for example image-box which considers the entire image as a
bounding box, are well suited for ImageNet. To test whether our losses work
with different image distributions with multiple objects, we test it with the
Conceptual Captions (CC) dataset. Even on this challenging dataset with multiple objects/labels per image, Detic provides a gain of ∼ 2.6 points on novel
class detection over the best prediction-based methods. This suggests that
our simpler Detic method can generalize to different types of image-labeled
data. Overall, the results from Table 8.1 suggest that complex predictionbased methods that overly rely on model prediction scores do not perform
well for open-vocabulary detection. Amongst our non-prediction-based variants, the max-size loss consistently performs the best, and is the default for
Detic in our following experiments.
Why does max-size work? Intuitively, our simpler non-prediction methods
outperform the complex prediction-based method by side-stepping a hard assignment problem. Prediction-based methods rely on strong initial detections
to assign image-level labels to predicted boxes. When the initial predictions
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are reliable, prediction-based methods are ideal. However, in open-vocabulary
scenarios, such strong initial predictions are absent, which explains the limited performance of prediction-based methods. Detic’s simpler assignment
does not rely on strong predictions and is more robust under the challenges of
open-vocabulary setting.
We now study two additional advantages of the Detic max-size variant
over prediction-based methods that may contribute to improved performance:
1) the selected max-size proposal can safely cover the target object; 2) the
selected max-size proposal is consistent during different training iterations.
Figure 8.3 provides typical qualitative examples of the assigned region
for the prediction-based method and our max-size variant. On an annotated
subset of IN-L, Detic max-size covers 92.8% target objects, vs. 69.0% for the
prediction-based method. Overall, unlike prediction-based methods, Detic’s
simpler assignment yields boxes that are more likely to contain the object.
Indeed, Detic may miss certain objects (especially small objects) or supervise
to a loose region. However, in order for Detic to yield a good detector, the
selected box need not be perfect, it just needs to 1) provide meaningful training signal (cover the objects and be consistent during training); 2) be ‘more
correct’ than the box selected by the prediction-based method. We provide
details about our metrics, more quantitative evaluation, and more discussions
in § 8.3.6.
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Figure 8.3: Visualization of the assigned boxes during training. We
show all boxes with score > 0.5 in blue and the assigned (selected) box in red.
Top: The prediction-based method selects different boxes across training, and
the selected box may not cover the objects in the image. Bottom: Our simpler
max-size variant selects a box that covers the objects and is more consistent
across training.
8.2.3

Comparison with a fully-supervised detector
In Table 8.1, compared with the strong baseline Box-Supervised, Detic

improves the detection performance by 2.4 mAP and 8.3 mAPnovel . Thus, Detic
with image-level labels leads to strong open-vocabulary detection performance
mAPmask

mAPmask
novel

mAPmask
c

mAPmask
f

ViLD-text [60]
ViLD [60]
ViLD-ensemble [60]

24.9
22.5
25.5

10.1
16.1
16.6

23.9
20.0
24.6

32.5
28.3
30.3

Detic

26.8

17.8

26.3

31.6

Table 8.2: Open-vocabulary LVIS compared to ViLD [60]. We train our
model using their training settings and architecture (MaskRCNN-ResNet50,
training from scratch). We report mask mAP and its breakdown to novel
(rare), common, and frequent classes. Variants of ViLD use distillation (ViLD)
or ensembling (ViLD-ensemble.). Detic (with IN-L) uses a single model and
improves both mAP and mAPnovel .
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and can provide orthogonal gains to existing open-vocabulary detectors [5]. To
further understand the open-vocabulary capabilities of Detic, we also report
the top-line results trained with box labels for all classes (Table 8.1 last row).
Despite not using box labels for the novel classes, Detic with ImageNet performs favorably compared to the fully-supervised detector. This result also
suggests that bounding box annotations may not be required for new classes.
Detic combined with large image classification datasets is a simple and effective
alternative for increasing detector vocabulary.
8.2.4

Comparison with the state-of-the-art
We compare Detic’s open-vocabulary object detectors with state-of-the-

art methods on the open-vocabulary LVIS and the open-vocabulary COCO
benchmarks. In each case, we strictly follow the architecture and setup from
prior work to ensure fair comparisons.
Open-vocabulary LVIS. We compare to ViLD [60], which first uses CLIP
embeddings [145] for open-vocabulary detection. We strictly follow their training setup and model architecture (§ 8.3.7) and report results in Table 8.2. Here
ViLD-text is exactly our Box-Supervised baseline. Detic provides a gain of 7.7
points on mAPnovel . Compared to ViLD-text, ViLD, which uses knowledge
distillation from the CLIP visual backbone, improves mAPnovel at the cost of
hurting overall mAP. Ensembling the two models, ViLD-ens provides improvements for both metrics. On the other hand, Detic uses a single model which
improves both novel and overall mAP, and outperforms the ViLD ensemble.
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mAP50box
all

mAP50box
novel

mAP50box
base

Base-only†
Base-only (CLIP)
WSDDN [9]†
Cap2Det [230]†
SB [5]‡
DELO [266]‡
PL [146]‡
OVR-CNN [236]†

39.9
39.3
24.6
20.1
24.9
13.0
27.9
39.9

0
1.3
20.5
20.3
0.31
3.41
4.12
22.8

49.9
48.7
23.4
20.1
29.2
13.8
35.9
46.0

Detic

45.0

27.8

47.1

Table 8.3: Open-vocabulary COCO [5]. We compare Detic using the same
training data and architecture from OVR-CNN [236]. We report box mAP
at IoU threshold 0.5 using Faster R-CNN with ResNet50-C4 backbone. Detic
builds upon the CLIP baseline (second row) and shows significant improvements over prior work. †: results quoted from OVR-CNN [236] paper or code.
‡: results quoted from the original publications.
Open-vocabulary COCO. Next, we compare with prior works on the popular open-vocabulary COCO benchmark [5] (see benchmark and implementation details in § 8.3.8). We strictly follow OVR-CNN [236] to use Faster R-CNN
with ResNet50-C4 backbone and do not use any improvements from § 8.2.1.
Following [236], we use COCO captions as the image-supervised data. We
extract nouns from the captions and use both the image labels and captions
as supervision.
Table 8.3 summarizes our results. As the training set contains only 48
base classes, the base-class only model (second row) yields low mAP on novel
classes. Detic improves the baseline and outperforms OVR-CNN [236] by a
large margin, using exactly the same model, training recipe, and data.
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Objects365 [160]
mAPbox
mAPbox
rare

OpenImages [90]
mAP50box mAP50box
rare

Box-Supervised
Detic w. IN-L
Detic w. IN-21k

19.1
21.2
21.5

14.0
17.8
20.0

46.2
53.0
55.2

61.7
67.1
68.8

Dataset-specific oracles

31.2

22.5

69.9

81.8

Table 8.4: Detecting 21K classes across datasets. We use Detic to train
a detector and evaluate it on multiple datasets without retraining. We report
the bounding box mAP on Objects365 and OpenImages. Compared to the
Box-Supervised baseline (trained on LVIS-all), Detic leverages image-level supervision to train robust detectors. The performance of Detic is 70%-80% of
dataset-specific models (bottom row) that use dataset specific box labels.
Additionally, similar to Table 8.1, we compare to prior prediction-based
methods on the open-vocabulary COCO benchmark in § 8.3.8. In this setting
too, Detic improves over prior work providing significant gains on novel class
detection and overall detection performance.
8.2.5

Detecting 21K classes across datasets without finetuning
Next, we train a detector with the full 21K classes of ImageNet. We

use our strong recipe with Swin-B [115] backbone. In practice, training a
classification layer of 21K classes is computationally involved.2 We adopt
a modified Federated Loss [256] that uniformly samples 50 classes from the
vocabulary at every iteration. We only compute classification scores and backpropagate on the sampled classes.
2

This is more pronounced in detection than classification, as the “batch-size” for the
classification layer is 512× image-batch-size, where 512 is #RoIs per image.
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As there are no direct benchmark to evaluate detectors with such large
vocabulary, we evaluate our detectors on new datasets without finetuning. We
evaluate on two large-scale object detection datasets: Objects365v2 [160] and
OpenImages [90], both with around 1.8M training images. We follow LVIS to
split 13 of classes with the fewest training images as rare classes. Table 8.4 shows
the results. On both datasets, Detic improves the Box-Supervised baseline by
a large margin, especially on classes with fewer annotations. Using all the
21k classes further improves performance owing to the large vocabulary. Our
single model significantly reduces the gap towards the dataset-specific oracles
and reaches 70%-80% of their performance without using the corresponding
1.8M detection annotations. See Figure 8.4 for qualitative results.

Figure 8.4: Qualitative results of our 21k-class detector. We show
random samples from images containing novel classes in OpenImages (top)
and Objects365 (bottom) validation sets. We use the CLIP embedding of the
corresponding vocabularies. We show LVIS classes in purple and novel classes
in green. We use a score threshold of 0.5 and show the most confident class
for each box. Best viewed on screen.
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Classifier
*CLIP [145]
Trained
FastText [75]
OpenCLIP [72]

Box-Supervised
mAP
mAPmask
novel
mask

30.2
27.4
27.5
27.1

Detic
mask

mAP

16.4
0
9.0
8.9

32.4
31.7
30.9
30.7

mAPmask
novel
24.9
17.4
19.2
19.4

Table 8.5: Detic with different classifiers. We vary the classifier used
with Detic and observe that it works well with different choices. While CLIP
embeddings give the best performance (* indicates our default), all classifiers
benefit from our Detic.
8.2.6 Ablation studies
We now ablate our key components under the open-vocabulary LVIS
setting with IN-L as the image-classification data. We use our strong training
recipe as described in § 8.2.1 for all these experiments.
Classifier weights. We study the effect of different classifier weights W.
While our main open-vocabulary experiments use CLIP [145], we show the
gain of Detic is independent of CLIP. We train Box-Supervised and Detic with
different classifiers, including a standard random initialized and trained classifier, and other fixed language models [72,75] The results are shown in Table 8.5.
By default, a trained classifier cannot recognize novel classes. However, Detic
enables novel class recognition ability even in this setting (17.4 mAPnovel for
classes without detection labels). Using language models such as FastText [75]
or an open-source version of CLIP [72] leads to better novel class performance.
CLIP [145] performs the best among them.
Effect of Pretraining. Many existing methods use additional data only for
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pretraining [35,236,239], while we use image-labeled data for co-training. We
present results of Detic with different types of pretraining in Table 8.6. Detic
provides similar gains across different types of pretraining, suggesting that
our gains are orthogonal to advances in pretraining. We believe that this is
because pretraining improves the overall features, while Detic uses co-training
which improves both the features and the classifier.
8.2.7

The standard LVIS benchmark
Finally, we evaluate Detic on the standard LVIS benchmark [61]. In this

setting, the baseline (Box-Supervised) is trained with box and mask labels for
all classes while Detic uses additional image-level labels from IN-L. We train
Detic with the same recipe in § 8.2.1 and use a strong Swin-B [115] backbone
and 896 × 896 input size. We report the mask mAP across all classes and
also split into rare, common, and frequent classes. Notably, Detic achieves
41.7 mAP and 41.7 mAPr , closing the gap between the overall mAP and the
rare mAP. This suggests Detic effectively uses image-level labels to improve
Pretrain data

mAPmask

mAPmask
novel

Box-Supervised
Detic

IN-1K
IN-1K

26.1
28.8 (+2.7)

13.6
21.7 (+8.1)

Box-Supervised
Detic

IN-21K
IN-21K

30.2
32.4 (+2.2)

16.4
24.9 (+8.5)

Table 8.6: Detic with different pretraining data. Top: our method using ImageNet-1K as pretraining and ImageNet-21K as co-training; Bottom:
using ImageNet-21K for both pretraining and co-training. Co-training helps
pretraining in both cases.
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Backbone
MosaicOS† [239]
CenterNet2 [256]
AsyncSLL† [62]
SeesawLoss [203]
Copy-paste [56]
Tan et al. [185]
Baseline
Detic†

mAPmask

mAPmask
r

mAPmask
c

mAPmask
f

28.3
34.9
36.0
37.3
38.1
38.8

21.7
24.6
27.8
26.4
32.1
28.5

27.3
34.7
36.7
36.3
37.1
39.5

32.4
42.5
39.6
43.1
41.9
42.7

40.7
41.7

35.9
41.7

40.5
40.8

43.1
42.6

ResNeXt-101
ResNeXt-101
ResNeSt-269
ResNeSt-200
EfficientNet-B7
ResNeSt-269
Swin-B
Swin-B

Table 8.7: Standard LVIS. We evaluate our baseline (Box-Supervised) and
Detic using different backbones on the LVIS dataset. We report the mask mAP.
We also report prior work on LVIS using large backbone networks (single-scale
testing) for references (not for apple-to-apple comparison). †: detectors using
additional data. Detic improves over the baseline with increased gains for the
rare classes.
the performance of classes with very few boxes labels. § 8.3.9 provides more
comparisons to prior work [239] on LVIS. § 8.3.10 shows Detic generalizes to
DETR-based [269] detectors.

8.3
8.3.1

Additional experiments
Region proposal quality
In this section, we show the region proposal network trained on LVIS [61]

is satisfactory and generalizes well to new classes by default. We experiment
under our strong baseline in § 8.2.1. Table 8.8a shows the proposal recalls
with or without rare classes in training. First, we observe the recall gaps between the two models on rare classes are small (79.7 vs. 78.5); second, the
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ARr 50@100 ARr 50@300 ARr 50@1k AR50@1k
LVIS-all
LVIS-base

63.3
62.2

76.3
76.2

79.7
78.5

80.9
81.0

(a) Proposal networks trained with (top) and without (bottom) rare
classes. We report recalls on rare classes and all classes at IoU threshold 0.5 with
different number of proposals. Proposal networks trained without rare classes can
generalize to rare classes in testing.

LVIS-half-1st
LVIS-half-2nd

ARhalf-1st 50@1k

ARhalf-2nd 50@1k

80.8
62.9

69.6
82.2

(b) Proposal networks trained on half of the LVIS classes. We report recalls
at IoU threshold 0.5 on the other half classes. Proposal networks produce non-trivial
recalls on novel classes.

Table 8.8: Proposal network generalization ability evaluation. (a):
Generalize from 866 LVIS base classes to the 337 rare classes; (b): Generalize
from uniformly sampled half LVIS classes (601/ 602 classes) to the other half.

gaps between rare classes and all classes are small (79.7 vs. 80.9); third, the
absolute recall is relatively high (∼ 80%, note recall at IoU threshold 0.5 can
be translated into oracle mAP-pool [31] given perfect classifier and regressor). All observations indicate the proposals have good generalization abilities
to new classes even though they are supervised to background during training. We consider the proposal generalization is currently not the performance
bottleneck in open-vocabulary detection. This especially the case as modern
detectors use an over-sufficient number of proposals in testing (1K proposals
for < 20 objects per image). Our observations are consistent with ViLD [60].
We in addition evaluate a more strict setting, where we uniformly split
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Supervision mAPmask mAPmask
novel
Box-Supervised
Detic w. CC
Detic w. CC
Detic w. CC

Image label
Caption
Both

30.2
31.0
30.4
31.0

16.4
19.8
17.4
21.3

box
mAP50box
all mAP50novel

Box-Supervised
Detic w. COCO-cap.
Detic w. COCO-cap.
Detic w. COCO-cap.

Image label
Caption
Both

39.3
44.7
43.8
45.0

1.3
24.1
21.0
27.8

Table 8.9: Direct caption supervision. Top: Open-vocabulary LVIS with
Conceptual Caption as weakly-labeled data; Bottom block: Open-vocabulary
COCO with COCO-caption as weakly-labeled data. Directly using caption
embeddings as a classifier is helpful on both benchmarks; the improvements
are complementary to Detic.
LVIS classes into two halves. I.e., we use classes ID 1, 3, 5, · · · as the first half,
and the rest as the second half. These two subsets have completely different
definitions of “objects”. We then train a proposal network on each of them,
and evaluate on both subsets. As shown in Table 8.8b, the proposal networks
give non-trivial recalls at the complementary other half (69.6% over 82.2%
percent of the full generalizability). This again supports proposal networks
trained on a diverse vocabulary learned a general concept of objects.
8.3.2

Direct captions supervision
As we are using a language model CLIP [145] as the classifier, our

framework can seamlessly incorporate the free-form caption text as image-
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supervision. Using the notations in § 8.1, here Dcls = {(I, t)i } where t is
a free-form text. In our open-vocabulary detection formulation, text t can
natrually be converted to an embedding by the CLIP [145] language encoder
L: w = L(t). Given a minibatch of B samples {(I, t)i }B
i=1 , we compose a
dynamic classification layer by stacking all caption features within the batch
f = L({ti }B ). For the i-th image in the minibatch, its “classification” label
W
i=1
is the i-th text, and other texts are negative samples. We use the injected
whole image box to extract RoI feature fi′ for image i. We use the same binary
cross entropy loss as classifying image labels:
Lcap =

B
X

f ′ , i)
BCE(Wf
i

i=1

We do not back-propagate into the language encoder.
We evaluate the effectiveness of the caption loss in Table 8.9 on both
open-vocabulary LVIS and COCO (see dataset details in § 8.3.8). We compare
individually applying the max-size loss for image labels and the caption loss,
and applying both of them. Both image labels and captions can improve
both overall mAP and novel class mAP. Combining both losses gives a more
significant improvement. Our open-vocabulary COCO results in Table 8.3 uses
both the max-size loss and the caption loss.
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mask mAPmask T
mAPbox mAPbox
r mAP
r

D2 baseline [216]
+Class-agnostic box&mask
+Federated loss [256]
+CenterNet2 [256]
+LSJ 640×640, 4× sched. [56]
+CLIP classifier [145]
+Adam optimizer, lr2e-4 [84]
+IN-21k pretrain [156]*
+Input size 896×896
+Swin-B backbone [115]

22.9
22.3
27.0
30.7
31.0
31.5
30.4
35.3
37.1
45.4

11.3
10.1
20.2
22.9
21.6
24.2
23.6
28.2
29.5
39.9

22.4
21.2
24.6
26.8
27.2
28
26.9
31.5
33.2
40.7

11.6
10.1
18.2
19.4
20.1
22.5
21.4
25.6
26.9
35.9

12h
12h
12h
13h
17h
17h
17h
17h
25h
43h

*Remove rare class ann. [60]

33.8

17.6

30.2

16.4

17h

Table 8.10: LVIS baseline evolution. First row: the configuration from
the detectron2 model zoo. The following rows change components one by one.
Last row: removing rare classes from the “+IN-21k pretrain*” row. The two
gray-filled rows are the baselines in our main paper, for full LVIS and openvocabulary LVIS, respectively. We show rough wall-clock training times (T )
on our machine with 8 V100 GPUs in the last column.
8.3.3

LVIS baseline details
We first describe the standard LVIS baseline from the detectron2 model

zoo3 . This baseline uses ResNet-50 FPN backbone and a 2× training schedule
(180k iterations with batch-size 16)4 . Data augmentation includes horizontal
flip and random resize short side [640, 800], long side < 1333. The baseline
uses SGD optimizer with a learning rate 0.02 (dropped by 10× at 120k and
160k iteration). The bounding box regression head and the mask head are
3

https://github.com/facebookresearch/detectron2/blob/main/configs/
LVISv1-InstanceSegmentation/mask_rcnn_R_50_FPN_1x.yaml
4
We are aware different projects use different notations of a 1× schedule. In this paper
we always refer 1× schedule to 16 × 90k images
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class-specific.
Table 8.10 shows the roadmap from the detectron2 baseline to our
baseline (§ 8.2.1). First, we prepare the model for new classes by making
the box and mask heads class-agnostic. This slightly hurts performance. We
then use Federated loss [256] and upgrade the detector to CenterNet2 [256]
(i.e., replacing RPN with CenterNet and multiplying proposal score to classification score). Both modifications improve mAP and mAPr significantly, and
CenterNet2 slightly increases the training time.
Next, we use the EfficientDet [56, 186] style large-scale jittering and
train a longer schedule (4×). To balance the training time, we also reduce the
training image size to 640 × 640 (the testing size is unchanged at 800 × 1333)
and increase batch-size to 64 (with the learning rate scaled up to 0.08). The
resulting augmentation and schedule is slightly better than the default multiscale training, with 30% more training time. A longer schedule is beneficial
when using more data, and can be improved by larger resolution.
Next, we switch in the CLIP classifier [145]. We follow ViLD [60]
to L2 normalize the embedding and RoI feature before dot-product. Note
CenterNet2 uses a cascade classifier [14]. We use CLIP for all of them. Using
CLIP classifier improves rare class mAP.
Finally, we use an ImageNet-21k pretrained ResNet-50 model from Ridnik et al. [156]. We remark the ImageNet-21k pretrained model requires using
Adam optimizer (with learning rate 2e-4). Combing all the improvements re-
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Ratio Size mAPmask
Bos-Supervised 1: 0

mAPmask
novel

-

30.2

16.4

Detic
Detic
Detic
Detic

w.
w.
w.
w.

IN-L
IN-L
IN-L
IN-L

1:
1:
1:
1:

1
1
4
4

640
320
640
320

30.9
32.0
31.1
32.4

23.3
24.0
23.5
24.9

Detic
Detic
Detic
Detic

w.
w.
w.
w.

CC
CC
CC
CC

1:
1:
1:
1:

1
1
4
4

640
320
640
320

30.8
30.8
30.7
31.1

21.6
21.5
21.0
21.8

Table 8.11: Ablations of the resolution change. We report mask mAP on
the open-vocabulary LVIS following the setting of Table 8.1. Top: ImageNet
as the image-labeled data. Bottom: CC as the image-labeled data.
sults in 35.3 mAPbox and 31.5 mAPmask , and trains in a favorable time (17h
on 8 V100 GPUs). We use this model as our baseline in the main paper.
Increasing the training resolution or using a larger backbone [115] can
further increase performance significantly, at a cost of longer training time.
We use the large models only when compared to the state-of-the-art models.
8.3.4

Resolution change for classification data
Table 8.11 ablates the resolution change in § 8.2.1. Using a smaller

input resolution improves ∼ 1 point for both mAP and mAPnovel with ImageNet, but does not impact much with CC. Using more batches for the weak
datasets is slightly better than a 1 : 1 ratio.
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8.3.5

WSOD losses implementation details
Following the notations in § 8.1, we implement the prediction-based

WSOD losses as below:
WSDDN [9] learns a soft weight on the proposals to weight-sum the proposal
classification scores into a single image classification score:
X
LWSDDN = BCE( (softmax(W′ F)j ∗ Sj ), c)
j

where W′ is a learnable network parameter.
Predicted [150] selects the proposal with the max predicted score on class c:
LPredicted = BCE(Sj , c), j = argmaxj Sjc
DLWL* [147] first runs a clustering algorithm with IoU threshold 0.5. Let J
be the set of peaks of each cluster (i.e., the proposal within the cluster and
has the max predicted score on class c), We then select the top Nc = 3 peaks
with the highest prediction scores on class c.
LDLWL* =

Nc
1 X
BCE(Sjt , c),
Nc t=1

jt = argmaxj∈J,j̸={j1 ,...,jt−1 } Sjc
The original DLWL [147] in addition upgrades S using an IoU-based assignment matrix from self-training and bootstrapping (See their Section 3.2). In
our implementation, we did not include this part, as our goal is to only compare
the training losses.
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Dataset Backbone mAPmask mAPmask
novel
Box-Supervised
Predicted
LVIS-base
Max-size

Res50

30.2
16.4
31.2
20.4
32.4 (+1.2) 24.6 (+4.2)

Box-Supervised
Predicted
LVIS-base
Max-size

SwinB

38.4
21.9
40.0
31.7
40.7 (+0.7) 33.8 (+2.1)

Box-Supervised
Predicted
Max-size

Res50

31.5
25.6
32.5
28.4
33.2 (+0.7) 29.7 (+1.3)

SwinB

40.7
35.9
40.6
39.8
41.3 (+0.7) 40.9 (+1.1)

Box-Supervised
Predicted
Max-size

LVIS-all

LVIS-all

(a) Predicted loss and max-size loss with different prediction qualities. We
show the mask mAP of the box-supervised baseline, Predicted loss [150], and our
max-size loss. We show the delta between max-size loss and predicted loss in green.
Improving the backbone and including rare classes in training can both narrow the
gap. Max-size consistently performs better.

Predicted
Max-size

Cover rate
IN-L COCO

IN-L

69.0
92.8

71.5
87.9

73.8
80.0

Consistency
CC COCO
30.0
73.0

57.7
62.8

(b) Assigned proposal cover rate and consistency. Left: ratio of assigned
proposal covering the ground truth both. We evaluate on an ImageNet subset that
has box ground truth and the annotated COCO training set; Right: average assigned
bounding box IoU of between the final model and the half-schedule model.

Table 8.12: Comparison between predicted loss and and max-size loss.
(a): comparison under different baselines. (b): comparison in customized
metrics.
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8.3.6

More comparison between prediction-based and non-predictionbased methods
Our non-prediction-based losses perform significantly better than prediction-

based losses as is shown in Table 8.1. In this section, we take the max-size
loss and the predicted-loss as the representitives and conduct more detailed
comparisons between them. A straightforward reason is that the predicted
loss requires a good initial prediction to guide the pseudo-label-based training. However in the open-vocabulary detection setting the initial predictions
are inherently flawed. To verify this, in Table 8.12a, we show both improving the backbone and including rare classes in training can narrow the gap.
However in the current performance regime, our max-size loss performs better.
We highlight two additional advantages of the max-size loss that may
contribute to the good performance: (1) the max-size loss is a safe approximation of object regions; (2) the max-size loss is consistent during training.
Figure 8.3 provides qualitative examples of the assigned region for the predicted loss and the max-size loss. First, we observe that while being coarse
at the boundary, the max-size loss can cover the target object in most cases.
Second, the assigned regions of the predicted loss are usually different across
training iterations, especially in the early phase where the model predictions
are unstable. On the contrary, max-size loss supervises consistent regions
across training iterations.
Table 8.12b quantitatively evaluates these two properties. We use the
ground truth box annotation in the full COCO detection dataset and a subset
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of ImageNet with bounding box annotation

5

to evaluate the cover rate. We

define cover rate as the ratio of image labels whose ground-truth box has > 0.5
intersection-over-area with the assigned region. We define the consistency
metric as the average assigned-region IoU of the same image between the
1/2 schedule and the final schedule. Table 8.12b shows max-size loss is more
favorable than predicted loss on these two metrics. However we highlight that
these two metrics alone do not always correlate to the final performance, as
the image-box loss is perfect on both metrics but underperforms max-size
loss.
8.3.7

ViLD baseline details
The baseline in ViLD [60] is very different from detectron2. They use

MaskRCNN detector [64] with Res50-FPN backbone, but trains the network
from scratch without ImageNet pretraining. They use large-scale jittering [56]
with input resolution 1024 × 1024 and train a 32× schedule. The optimizer
is SGD with batch size 256 and learning rate 0.32. We first reproduce their
baselines (both the oracle detector and ViLD-text) under the same setting.
We observe half of their schedule (16×) is sufficient to closely match their
numbers. The half training schedule takes 4 days on 4 nodes (each with 8
V100 GPUs). We then finetune another 16× schedule using ImageNet data
with our max-size loss.
5

https://image-net.org/download-bboxes.php. 213K of the 1.2M IN-L images have
bounding box annotations.
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8.3.8

Open-vocabulary COCO benchmark details
Open-vocabulary COCO is proposed by Bansal et al. [5]. They manu-

ally select 48 classes from the 80 COCO classes as base classes, and 17 classes
as novel classes. The training set is the same as the full COCO, but only
images containing at least one base class are used. During testing, we report
results under the “generalized zero-shot detection” setting [5], where all COCO
validation images are used.
We strictly follow the literatures [5, 146, 236] to use FasterRCNN [153]
with ResNet50-C4 backbone and the 1× training schedule (90k iterations).
We use horizontal flip as the only data augmentation in training and keep the
input resolution fixed to 800 × 1333 in both training and testing. We use SGD
optimizer with a learning rate 0.02 (dropped by 10× at 60k and 80k iteration)
and batch size 16. The evaluation metric on open-vocabulary COCO is box
mAP at IoU threshold 0.5. Our reproduced baseline matches OVR-CNN [236].
Our model is finetuned on the baseline model with another 1× schedule. We
sample detection data and image-supervised data in a 1 : 1 ratio.
Table 8.13 repeats the experiments in Table 8.1 on open-vocabulary
COCO. The observations are consistent: our proposed non-prediction-based
methods outperform existing prediction-based counterparts, and the max-size
loss performs the best among our variants.
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mAP50box
all

mAP50box
novel

Box-Supervised (base cls)

39.3

1.3

Self-training [172]
WSDDN [9]
DLWL* [147]
Predicted [150]

39.5
39.9
42.9
41.9

1.8
5.9
19.6
18.7

Detic (Max-object-score)
Detic (Image-box)
Detic (Max-size)

43.3
43.4
44.7

20.4
21.0
24.1

Box-Supervised (all cls)

54.9

60.0

Table 8.13: Different ways to use image supervision on openvocabulary COCO. The models are trained using ResNet50-C4 [5]. We
follow setups in Table 8.1. The observations are consistent with LVIS.
mAPmask
mAPmask
r
Box-Supervised [239]
MosaicOS [239]

22.6
24.5 (+1.9)

12.3
18.3 (+6.0)

Box-Supervised (Reproduced)
Detic (default classifier)

22.6
25.1 (+2.5)

12.3
18.6 (+6.3)

Box-Supervised (CLIP classifier)
22.3
14.1
Detic (CLIP classifier)
24.9 (+2.6) 20.7 (+6.5)
Table 8.14: Standard LVIS compared to MosiacOS [239]. Top block:
results quoted from MosiacOS paper; Middle block: Detic with the default
random intialized and trained classifier; Bottom block: Detic with CLIP classifier.
8.3.9

Compare to MosaicOS [239]
MosaicOS [239] first uses image-level annotations to improve LVIS de-

tectors. We compare to MosaicOS [239] by strictly following their baseline
setup (without any improvements in § 8.2.1). The detailed hyper-parameters
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mAPbox mAPbox
mAPbox
mAPbox
r
c
f
Box-Supervised
Detic

31.7
32.5

21.4
26.2

30.7
31.3

37.5
36.6

Table 8.15: Detic applied to Deformable-DETR [269]. We report Box
mAP on full LVIS. Our method improves Deformable-DETR.
follow the detectron2 baseline as described in § 8.3.3. We finetune on the
Box-supervised model with an additional 2× schedule with Adam optimizer.
Table 8.14 shows our re-trained baseline exactly matches their reported results
from the paper. Our method is developed based on the CLIP classifier, and
we also report our baseline with CLIP. The baseline has slightly lower mAP
and higher mAPr . MosaicOS uses IN-L and additional web-search images as
image-supervised data. Detic outperforms MosaicOS [239] in mAP and mAPr ,
without using their multi-stage training and mosaic augmentation. Our relative improvements over the baseline are slightly higher than MosiacOS [239].
We highlight our training framework is simpler and we use less additional
training data (Google-searched images).
8.3.10

Generalization to Deformable-DETR.
We apply Detic to the recent Transformer based Deformable-DETR [269]

to study its generalization. We use their default training recipe, Federated
Loss [256] and train for a 4× schedule (∼ 48 LVIS epochs). We apply the
image supervision to the query from the encoder with the max predicted size.
Table 8.15 shows that Detic improves over the baseline (+0.8 mAP and +4.8
mAPr ) and generalizes to Transformer based detectors.
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8.3.11

Improvements breakdown to classes
Table 8.16 shows mAP breakdown into classes with and without image

labels for both the Box-Supervised baseline and Detic. As expected, most
of the improvements are from classes with image-level labels. On ImageNet,
Detic also improves classes without image labels thanks to the CLIP classifier
which leverages inter-class relations.
8.3.12

mAPFixed evaluation
Table 8.17 compares our improvements under the new mAPfix proposed

in Dave et al. [31]. Our improvements are consistent under the new metric.

Limitations and Conclusions We present Detic which is a simple way
to use image supervision in large-vocabulary object detection. While Detic is simpler than prior assignment-based weakly-supervised detection methods, it supervises all image labels to the same region and does not consider

Box-Supervised
Max-size

Box-Supervised
Max-size

mAPmask

mAPmask
IN-L

mAPmask
non-IN-L

30.2
32.4

30.6
33.5

27.6
28.1

mAPmask

mAPmask
CC

mAPmask
non-CC

30.2
30.9

30.1
31.7

29.5
28.6

Table 8.16: mAP breakdown into classes with and without image
labels. Top: Detic trained on ImageNet. Bottom: Detic trained on CC. Most
of the improvements are from classes with image-level labels. On ImageNet
Detic also improves classes without image labels thanks to the CLIP classifier.
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Datasets

Fixed
mAPbox mAPbox
mAPFixed
novel mAP
novel

Box-Supervised 30.2
16.4
31.2
18.2
Detic
32.4 (+2.2) 24.9 (+8.5) 33.4 (+2.3) 26.7 (+8.5)
Table 8.17: mAPFixed evaluation. Middle: the original box mAP metric
used in the main paper. Right: the new box mAPFix metric. Our improvements are consistent under the new metric.
overall dataset statistics. We leave incorporating such information for future
work. The generalization capabilities of Detic also benefit from the largescale pretraining of CLIP, and it is an open question whether there are other
ways to train the classifier. Moreover, open vocabulary generalization has
no guarantees in extreme domains. Our experiments show Detic improves
large-vocabulary detection with various weak data sources, classifiers, detector architectures, and training recipes. We hope Detic makes object detection
easier to deploy in the real world.
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Chapter 9
Future Works and broader impacts

In the preceding chapters, I presented my completed works on the goal
of a unified computer vision model, including a unified object representation
(CenterNet in Chapter 4), a unified framework for detection and tracking (CenterTrack in Chapter 5 and GTR in Chapter 6), and a unified vocabulary for
detection and classification data (UniDet inin Chapter 7 and Detic in Chapter 8). However, there are still missing components and unaddressed problems
towards the goal in Figure 8.1. In this chapter, I outline a few potential future
research directions that I will pursue beyond my thesis.

9.1

Mixing annotations from different datasets
Our point-based detector serves as a unified framework for many object-

related tasks. In our practice, we train different network weights for different
tasks on their specific datasets. While it simplified the training procedure
for each task, it misses to the opportunity to leverage the interplay of different tasks. An exciting future direction is leveraging techniques in multi-task
learning to train a unified computer vision model for all object-based tasks.
For example, a system can learn about object categorization from one dataset
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(e.g. MSCOCO), 3D layout from another (e.g. nuScenes), and human pose
from a third (e.g. CMU Panoptic), and so on. This inspires techniques in
semi-supervised training framework or progressively label propagation.

9.2

Object-based video representation
The current dominant video models are all based on stack of pixels in

all frames [3, 43, 46, 116]. This is not only expensive in computation but also
wastes the temporal cues between the frames. Objects and their trajectories
are rich and compact abstractions in a scene. Given the progress in object
detection and tracking in recent years (outlined in this thesis), it is possible to
use class-agnostic object features as an intermediate representation of a video.
A strong off-the-shelf class-agnostic object tracker can hopefully produce trajectory proposals as metadata for all videos on the internet. This metadata
can inspire a video recognition framework that highlights the object regions
or tubes in the video, instead of processing all pixels. This can hopefully
significantly speed up video recognition systems.
I hope my research will make object recognition easier to use for general
users: our generalized detection framework can be used for detecting anomalies
in medical images, for analyzing traffic to make driving safer, and for helping
teach children to recognize novel objects. I hope all users can use computer
vision models without any customized retraining.
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